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INTRODUCTION 

Three-dimensional flutter solutions in subsonic and supersonic flows are 

an essential part of automated structural design. The methods that have been 

developed for subsonic flow are based on the numerical solution of the singular 

integral equation relating the pressure loading (or any other related quantity) 

to the downwash induced by the motion of the surface. The commonly used method 

is to treat the pressure as a series of preselected loading functions with un- 

known coefficients which are to be determined by satisfying the boundary 

conditions. In supersonic flows, the most frequently used method is to solve 

for the velocity potential directly in terms of distributed sources over the 

surface, although the integral equation approach has also been used. There is a 

need for a new method for both subsonic and supersonic speeds which is more 

oriented towards inclusion in a computer system (such as is used in automated 

design). 

The objectives of this work include the development of a method based on 

the aerodynamic element concept which is to be used over the subsonic and super- 

sonic Mach number range and the determination of aerodynamic forces on oscil- 

lating surfaces which are compatible with the structural breakdown. 

There are three principal features in the current developmental work. 

Firstly, the concept of aerodynamic elements is adapted to unsteady aero- 

dynamics. Secondly, the downwash-velocity potential method is used (also 

referred to as the integrated potential method) which results in simpler 

expressions than those resulting from the normally used downwash-pressure 

formulation. Lastly, the method developed is applicable to both subsonic and 

supersonic speeds. 

In this report, a numerical method is formulated for caIculat,ing the 

aerodynamic matrix and generalized airforce matrix for both planar and non- 

planar wings of arbitrary planforms in steady and unsteady subsonic and super- 

sonic flows. 

The method uses the concept of “aerodynamic elements” and the downwash- 

velocity potential relationship (i’n preference to the downwash-pressure 



relationship more commonly used by others). The downwash-velocity potential 

met hod, using this aerodynamic element concept, was applied to lifting surfaces 

at steady angles of attack in a Note (Ref. I) by Haviland. In this case, the 

method was applied to a very simple steady-state rectangular wing model in sub- 

sonic flow. It was shown that a wake strip could be constructed using the same 

elements and that it could be terminated a few chord lengths from the wing. 

The arrangement of surface elements was selected in an attempt to simulate the 

nested horse-shoe vortices used by Hedman (Ref. 2). Exact agreement with the 

latter method was demonstrated. The work reported here is an extension of this 

method applied to the oscillating case in subsonic and supersonic flows. The 

application of the present method to an oscillating rectangular wing in sub- 

sonic flows has already been reported in reference 3. 

The idea of using arbitrary surface elements in the steady case has been 

advanced by Woodward (ref. 4) and by Rubbert and Saaris (ref. 5). In these 

cases, researchers intended to represent curved surfaces, f i I lets, and arbitrary 

planforms in an optimum manner. The use of closed vortex loops surrounding 

surfaces of uniform potential by Rubbert tind Saaris is of special interest here 

since it is the steady-state limit of the velocity potential method described 

in this report. Unfortunately, the concept of vortex lines has not proved to 

be useful for unsteady compressible flows. However, by specifying velocity 

potential distributions over the surface elements (without wake effects) and 

adding velocity potential distributions in the wake separately as functions of 

the trailing edge values, the computations are simplified considerably over 

those resulting from methods using the downwash-pressure methods. Both of 

these approaches employ doublet distributions to formulate nonhomogeneous 

integral equations. Examples of the downwash-pressure method (also called the 

integrated pressure method) include the kernel function method of Watkins, 

et al. (ref. 61, and the doublet-lattice method of Albano and Rodden (ref. 7). 

Other researchers, such as Jones (ref. 81, Stark (ref. 9), Houbolt (ref. IO), 

and Morino and Kuo (ref. II) in the subsonic case, Rodemich and Andrew (ref. 12) 

in the transonic case, and Donato and Huhn (ref. 13) in the supersonic case 

have used the velocity potential. Most formulations of the supersonic problem 

have used the direct source method, as opposed to the doublet formulation 

necessary in the subsonic case. However, the downwash-pressure methods have 

2 
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been employed by Watkins et al. (ref. 14) using the kernel function approach, 

and an extension of the doublet-lattice method has been suggested by Harder 

and Rodden Cref. 15). A comprehensive review of the state of art was pro- 

vided by Landahl and Stark (ref. 16). 

The method of solution proposed in this work is to select NRP downwash 

collocation points at which the complex normal flow velocity components are 

known in terms of amplitudes and phase of oscillatory motion, and then to 

select an equal number of velocity potential distributions (each multiplied 

by an unknown factor which is to be found). In the simpl’est’appl ication, 

there is a collocation point for each surface element and one for each strip 

of wake. There is one point corresponding to each velocity potential at the 

center of a surface element or on the trailing edge. 

t 

In the proposed application, one would first specify the surface element 

geometry, the collocation points, and the unknowns in the velocity potential. 

,One would then select the aerodynamic elements which one feels to be most 

.appropriate and supply the geometric data specified for these. if the computer 
I 
,system provides sufficient flexibility, one wou Id be able to have subroutines 

i in the library which could process the input data so as to solve a given 

type of problem repeatedly. The basic computer program would compute an 
I 
;aerodynamic influence matrix using subsonic or supersonic aerodynamics (which- 

iever is applicable) and would give complex downwash at the collocation points 

j in terms of the unknowns in the velocity potential. In most cases, the in- 

’ verse of this matrix would be required which has the nature of an “aerodynamic 

i stiffness matrix” and gives the solution for the unknown velocity potential 

, in terms of the downwashes. The next step depends largely on the particular 

application. In structural applications, the forces at the structural nodes 

would be calculated, using subroutines which would supplement the aerodynamic 

element subroutines. In flutter applications, similar subroutines would be 

used to calculate the generalized forces. The main objective of this work is 

to develop an efficient method for calculating the aerodynamic influence matrix. 

Since most available results from various other methods are given in the form 

of overall lift and moment derivatives (which can be readily calculated as 

generalized forces), these were calculated in the present work. 

3 



In. order to eva I uate the effectiveness ‘of the method discussed here, various 

comparisons were made against results obtained by using other methods found in 

the I iterature. At present, the subsonic rectangular el.ements have -been 

successfully applied not only to steady and to harmonically oscillating rectan- 

gular wings but a’lso .to swept wings with, or without control surfaees and to 

T-tai I configurations. The demonstration of supersonic rectangular elements has 

been restricted to planar, steady-state rectangular wings of various aspect 

ratios. This has also been compared with results of previous research. 

The mathematical formulation of the problem begins with the well-known 

three-dimensional linearized potential flow equation in a moving coordinate 

system. This equation is deriveable by a perturbation of the Eulerian momentum 

equations, the continuity equation, and the equation of state. An alternative 

way of deriving this equation is by using the Galilean transormation of the 

acoust cal equation. The following assumptions are made: 

I lnviscid flow. 

2. Adiabatic flow. 

3. lrrotational flow (except for a certain prescribed region 

downstream of a body). 

4. No body forces. 

5. Equation of state for perfect gas. 

The boundary conditions on a thin aerodynamic surface can be stated as 

fol lows: 

I. Normal flow velocities at the collocation points (often referred 

to as the “downwash”) are determined by the requirement that flow 

conforms to upper and lower surfaces. 

2. Normal flow velocities are equal on upper and lower surfaces, 

(i.e., no re ative velocities or “breathing” of the two surfaces). 

3. Disturbances are felt after their cause. This eliminates parts of 

the solution and is sometimes derived from the condition that there 

is no radiat on from infinity (Sommerfeld radiation condition!. 
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The wake region streaming behind an aerodynamic surface is a sheet of 

vortices. It is treated as an additional boundary which can accomodate any 

normal flow and, therefore, any potential discontinuity but cannot sustain a 

pressure differential. Beyond this measure, no further steps are taken to 

assure that the Kutta condition is met (i.e., that the pressure goes to zero 

at the trailing edge). 

The basic equation defines an acoustical perturbation of a uniform flow 

and is appropriate for subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows. However, no 

further consideration has been given to the i-ransonic case because it is not 

appropriate for flows over bodies of finite thickness. Rather, for such cases, 

it would be necessary to perturb the actual, nonuniform flow over such a body. 

Experience to date with the comparison of theoretical and experimental flutter 

results indicates that wings of practical thickness can be treated successfully 

by uniform flow perturbations except in the i-ransonic speed range. 

Further discussion on the derivation of the equation, assumptions, and 

limitations involved can be found in references 6, IO, II, and 14. 

In the following three sections, the theoretical development is described, 

a method 

computer 

appl ied t 

addition 9 

The 

superson 

of solution is discussed applicable to rectangular elements, and 

results are presented. These cover subsonic rectangu. i - elements 

o rectangular and swept wings and to T-tail configurations. In 

supersonic elements are applied to steady state rectangular wings. 

next section presents a proposed extended method for subsonic and 

c elements of polygonal plan form. Formally, the new method is based 

on the development of contour i ntegra I s around the elements, as is a I so used 

for the steady-state supersonic results. Previously, however, surface integrals 

had been used for the subsonic case. Similar contour integrals have been used 

by Jones (ref. 17). It can be readily demonstrated that the new method would 

give identically the same results as the former for al I in-pi.aoe calculations. 

Although the main effort reported here has been concentrated on obtaining 

results for comparison with vortex lattice or doublet methods, the need for 

irregular aerodynamic elements may dictate the development of improved velocity 

potential distributions in which finite vortices would be eliminated. One 

method for doing this was described by Mercer et al. (ref. 18). However, 
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there is some expectation that the polynomial expressions described in the 

sect ion “Proposed Extended Method of Ana I ys i s” may prove adequate for this 

purpose. 

The final sections contain conclusions and recommendations. They are 

followed by three Appendices, covering the subsonic computer pit-ogram, standard 

i ntegra I s, and a description of the modifications made to the computer program 

to enable it to handle the steady-state supersonic calculations. 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Statement of Prob I em 

The problem of the present investigation is to determine the aerodynamic 

forces on thin, flat plates undergoing harmonic oscillations in subsonic and 

supersonic flows. 

Coordinate System 

The basic coordinate system is x’, y, z, or-jr with a uniform flow velocity 

V in the positive x-direction as shown in Figure I. Each surface has its own 

coordinate system x, s, n, with x paral lel to xl, s as the other coordinate 

in the plane of the surface and n as the local normal. The latter makes an 

angle g with the z-axis, measured in a right-handed manner about x. 

The x1, y and z system locates the “receiving point” or “Collocation 

point,” sometimes given as the point k. The sending point jp is designated by 

the dummy coordinates 5’, n, 5 and by the local coordinates 5, u, v, and is 

sometimes given as the point R. The angle between the local normal v and the 

z-axis is y. Surrounding each point R is an element of surface area sometimes 

referred to as a “sending region .I’ 

Governing Differential Equation 

For the propagation of small disturbances that must be satisfied by 

the velocity potentials, the linearized potential flow equation in the co- 

ordinate system shown in Figure I may be written in the form: 



F 
X’ 

Y t 

SENDING POINT.1 ’ 

Y 

Q 

POINT, t( 

RELATIVE AIR FLOW v 

Pig. 1. Coordinate Sy8temm 



(I) 

where V and c are local unperturbed flow velocity and sound velocity, 

respectively. 
iw-t 

For a harmonically oscillating system with Q equivalent to +(Sr)e , 

Eq. ( I 1 .becomes 

(-5) 4+(y) i$ + (!E)$ 
(2) 

- a24 + a24 I a29 
ad2 ay2 a3 

Throughout the remainder of the report, the oscillatory case will be 

considered only, and the symbols for the field quantities will refer to their 

complex amplitudes, so that, for example, the actual velocity potential is 
io-t 

$e . This also applies to pressure p, to density p, and to normal velocity 

W. 

I ntegra I Equation 

Since it is very unlikely that an exact solution to Eq. (2) can be found, 

one approach to solving the problem is the transformation of the governing 

differential equation and its associated boundary condition to an integral 

equation for which approximate solutions can be found. For compressible flow, 

the integral equation as derived on the basis of the velocity potential and 

given for example in reference I3 may be written as 

@W-l = / A$~P) 
S aG::,yp ) dS (3) 

This integral equation relates the velocity potential differential across a 

thin aerodynamic surface or a wake, A$, which is taken to be positive if it 

decreases in the positive v-direction, to the velocity potential in the field. 

In Eq. (31, G(lrdpO, represents Green’s function which appears here in 

derivative or “doublet” form. The normal flow velocity w(lrI, at the 
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collocation pointfr where the local normal is n can be obtained by different- 

iating Eq. (3) with respect to n which results in 

where 

KP-4p) = Lim 
a2G(Srdp) 

n,v+O anav 

(4) 

(5) 

The surface of integration, S, appearing in Eq. (3) includes the 

aerodynamic surfaces and their wakes. Elsewhere in the field, A$ is zero. 

Expression for Green’s function.- The Green’s function, GQrap), appearing 

in Eqs. (3) and (5) can be written in a general form: 

G$r,m) = U(TR)GRBrdp) + U(tA)GA(lrdp) (6) 

where 

-iw-c 
GRW-,wIP = -e R/4~R 

-iwT 
GA8rdp) = -e A/4~R 

R2 = (x’ - 5’12 + B2(y 1 l-l)2 + B2(z - 512 

=R = {R - M(x’ - c’))/B2c 

= Time of transit of “retarded wave’ 

‘CA 
= {-R _ M(x’ - 6’)/f32c 

= Time of transit of “advanced wave” 
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U(TR) = 
I if ‘R is real and pos 

0 otherwise 

itive 

itive 
U(TA) = 

I if ~~ is real and pos 

0 otherwise 

In the subsonic case, (M c I), ~~ is negative and G consists of only one 

term, GROr ,rp 1. For supersonic flow, ,(M > I), both ‘R and ‘A are Positive 

when R is real; therefore, disturbances are restricted to the region of the 

aft Mach cone from the disturbing point. (This is equivalent o-t the statement 

made later that only disturbances in the forward Mach cone from a given 

receiving point are felt.) Also note that ~~ and ~~ are used in the same sense 

as in reference 14. In supersonic flow, the retarded wave arrives ahead of the 

advanced wave. 

Expression for K 
4 

The term K9 defihed by Eq. (5) might be termed the “velocity potential 

kernel function.” It can be simplified when the thin surface coordinate system 

is used because K+ varies with the normal coordinates n and v only through the 

“acoustical distance” R. Thus noting that 

with a similar relationship existing for the derivative with respect to n, 

K+ can be written as 

+(-2 p)(-=&32R$(-~~)} 

= T~(I~AP)K~Q~,w) + T2WJp)KpW~p) (7) 

After substitution of the Green’s function from Eq. (6) the following 

expressions result: 

IO 



T1 h-a 1 = ;( - =)= coscy -. iJ1 (8) 

132 aG 
KlQrJp) = - RBR (9) 

ah 
K2(lr.&) = -B2R x (II) 

In the expression for T2, the term nIrp.1 denotes the n-coordinate of the 

sending, pointIp, and v&-I denotes the v-coordinate of the recelvlng pointrr. 

In actuality, both T1 and T2 are equivalent to terms glven by Vivian and 

Andrew (ref. 19). However, the expressions for K1 and K2 are different from 

the corresponding expressions given by these authors, and, in particular, they 

are only singular whenrr andrp coincide. 

The Green’s function, G, introduced in Eq. (51, is often referred to as the 

“free-field Green’s function” or as the “fundamental solution.” The term 

Green’s function is retained here for brevlty and convenience. 

The kernel function, K 
4’ 

introduced in Eq. (51, relates the unknown 

velocity potential differential across an aerodynamic surface or Its wake to 

the known normal flow velocity or “downwash.’ Because of this relationship, 

the method is called the “Downwash-Velocity Potential Method.” Other authors, 

such as Allen and Sadler (ref. 201, have used the term “Integrated Potential 

Met hod. ” 

The alternative methods of Watkins et al Cref. 6) and of Albano and 

Rodden (ref. 7) lead to kernels which have more complex forms and less tract- 

able singularities. The assumption has been made that the present form results 

in numerical simplicity; this is, however, a difficult point to substantiate. 

Certainly, the aerodynamic element concept does not preclude the use of such 

kernels which would relate the unknown pressure differential to the known 

normal flow veIoc3ty as is noted in the following section. However, the use 

of global defining functions for the unknown pressures, as introduced by 

Watkins, et al (ref. 61, would lead to unnecessary ccmplicatlon and would 

negate the inherent simplicity of the aerodynamtc element concept. 

II 



The integra I equat ion shown in Eq. (31 is so I ved using an approximate 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Introduction 

method. The method assumes that the velocity potential distributions over 

selected “elements” on the aerodynamic surfaces are expressed in terms of 

location points located over the surface using the relationship given 

Eq. (4). The computer program sets up simultaneous equations relating 

velocity potentials to the known normal flow velocities at collocation 

Typically, there is one such point to each element. Solution of the s 

unknown parameters. The velocity potential distribution of each element is 

determined by satisfying normal velocity boundary conditions at a set of col- 

in 

the 

points. 

imul- 

taneous equations and interpretation of the velocity potential parameters 

results in the required aerodynamic forces. Since there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between velocity potential and pressure distribution, any system 

of calculation based on pressure distribution can be performed in terms of 

velocity potentials. 

Integration by Discrete Elements 

In the downwash-integral equation as expressed in Eq. (41, the velocity 

potential distribution A$(IP) is the only unknown function within the 

equation. The integration of Eq. (4) is required for each collocation point 

k = I, . . ., NRP and can be performed by integrating separate1 y over the 

appropriate sending regions relating to the unknown velocity potential 

amplitude coefficients A$a, CR = I, . . ., NRP). Thus, a set of simultaneous 

equations is formed which can be written as 

!!L NRP “$a 
V c 

R=l Ak,R 7 (12) 

where the matrix Ak a is the “aerodynamic inf I uence matrix.” The principle 

concern of this repbrt is the determination of the matrix Ak ll. Once this 

matrix is known, it is a fairly straightforward procedure to’obtain the 

perturbation velocity potential differentials AI$‘s for all the collocation 

points and to calculate the generalized airforce matrix. 
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Aerodynam Ic E I ements 

In calculating the aerodynamic influence matrix, the concept of “aerodynamic 

e I ements” is employed. This means that the user Is glven a catalog of sub- 

programs capable of’ handli.ng elements of different shape and different Mach 

number range. ior an experimental program such as reported In this work, this 

concept also provides a convenient way of evaluating various mathematical 

formulatlons of the same problem. The concept is very similar to that used in 

finite element method in structural analysis in which there Is a basic program 

containing sufficient subprograms to handle a wide variety of structural 

elements which may be required. 

Basic Form- Expressions for the terms of the aerodynamic influence 

coefficient Ak II given in Eq. (12) can be obtained by breaklng the surfaces up 

into elements {the unknown velocity potential differential AI+& being associated 

with the element RI. To facilitate the handling of wake effects and to pro- 

vide for cases where the velocity potential differential is not constant over 

an element, it is convenient to define a corresponding point II* in each wake 

element 11*. Thus, the velocity potential differential can be written in the 

form: 

A~(R*,~,o) = A$% f(R*,S,a)exp{-iwCE(L*) - ~t!L)l/V1 ( 13) 

In the above expression, f is a shape factor. However, even if this is 

uniform, the exponential term assures that the potential at the point R* 

conforms to the expression relating the velocity potential in the wake to the 

velocity potential near trailing edge. In order to standardize the terminology 

for on-surface and wake elements, the notations R and R* are used throughout, 

but it is to be understood that they become identical for on-surface elements. 

The system of points and regions is illustrated in Fig. 2. When Eq. (133) is 

substituted into Eq. (41, and the result is redefined as in Eq. (121, it is 

found that the aerodynamic influence matrix can be expressed in the form: 

Ak,ll = C(R*)k+(k,R,a*) (14) 

which reduces for on-surface elements to 

Ak,R = k+(k,ll,a) (15) 
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where 

k+(k,L,L*) = 11 KgQr~p~f~!k*,5,a~ expI - SCa’)])dSdo (16) 
.R* 

tn Eq. (161, the area integration is restricted to the element R*. 

Subsonic aerodynamic elements.- Havi.ng performed the indicated 

differentiations in Eqs. (9’1. and (1.11, the expressions for KlOr,~pI and K2Clr,fp) 

for subsonlc flows are as follows: 

Kl((r,lp) = UC’rR) - + -!?! 
(“’ > R2 Rc 

GR (rr,y, 1 

K2Qrrp) = U(T~) 3B4 + 3iwB2 m2 --_ 
F Rc c2 > GR @‘-, fP ) 

Cl71 

(18) 

where U(‘rR) and GR((r,#p) are shown in Eq. (6). Using the expression in Eq. (7) 

and substituting the resulting expression for K (Ir,fp) into Eq. (161, 
4 

k (k,R,R*) 
@ 

becomes 

k+(k,R,I1*) = {cos (y - g)kl(k,R*) + k2(k,R,R*C) 

iwL( k,ll,R*t) 
V 

(19) 

where 

kl(k,ll*) = - & j 1 82 +iwI 

L* R3(k) c R2(k) 

x exp - iw [R(k) - R(k,&*) + Me - M (a*)] 
B2C 

x f(R*,.$‘,u) dS da (20) . 

k2(kr&,@) = e 1 / 3B4 31f& cd2 I -+---- 

!t* R5(kI cR4(k) c2 R3(k) 

x exp - k [R(k) 
B2C 

- R(k,&*C) -I- MS - Mct%*)l 
I 

x n(S,u)f(l’*,S,u) de do (21 I 
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L(k,R,&*) = t(.a*) - S(a) + E IE(R*l - S(k)1 + !- 
B2 82 

In the above expressions, RCk,R) is R derived for the po 

while R(k) is R derived for the points k andIp. Also, n(c,o) 

of the point 5,~ on the sending element. 

. R(k,R*I (22) 

In-Is k and !I, 

is the n-coordinate 

Mid point constant potential (M&P) rectangular elements: The simplest 

derivation of the integrals in Eq. (19) can be obtained by insuring that the 

point R* is essentially the mid-point of the element R* and then evaluating the 

integrand at that point. Assuming a uniform potential distribution with 

f(a*,S,a) equal to unity, 

A(a*c) kl(k,L*C) = - - 82 + iw I - (23) 
4lT f R3(k,R*C) C R2(k,a*c) I 

k2( k,a*) =. 
-A(R*)u(k)n(R*) 

4lT 

X 

i 

3B4 + 3iwB2 _ 03 

R5(k,a*t) cR4(k,ll*t) c2R3(k,R*) I 
(24) 

where A(ll*t) is the area of the element II*. For the remaining subsonic aero- 

dynamic elements, the same out-of-plane term as shown in Eq. (24) will be used. 

Zero order constant potential (ZOCP) rectangular elements: In reference 

I, the same expressions were used as for the MPCP rectangular elements in the 

first evaluation of the in-plane steady state case. It was found that they did 

not provide correct results. Therefore, kl(k,R*) was rederived for a rectangular 

element. Since only the steady-state term, independent of the radia I frequency 

w, was involved, it is referred to as the zero order e I ement. The resulting 

expression for k,(k,&*) can be written as: 

kl(k,R*C) = kSS(k,R*C) - 
iw A(!Z.*) 

(25) 
47~ cR2( k,R*I 

where 
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kSS(k,ll*I = $ 1 / I - d< da 
rectangle R* R3Ck) 

FSS(k,5,u) can be obtained using the standard integral formula listed in 

Appendix B. 

I 
FSS(k,Sru) = JTv(k) tan 

-1 v(k)R(k) 
X(k)S(k) 

(26) 

(27) 

X2(k) + B2S2(k) + B2v2(k) (28) 

X(k) = 5 - c(k) (29) 

S(k) = u - a(k) (30) 

The terms SAFT (R*t) etc. define the coordinates of the edges of the 

rectangle making up the region 11” and are shown in Fig. 3. When the receiving 

point k is coplanar with the sending region R*, v(k) is zero, and one must be 

careful to program the limiting equations accordingly. 

First order constant potential (FOCP) rectangular elements: In order to 

improve the accuracy of the results, the complete integrand of Eq. (20) was 

expanded to the first order term in w, and then integrated. The result being: 

kl (k,R*) 

where kSS 

&- R(k,R*) + MS(R*) - MS(k) 
B2C 

+ kf! k&k,ll*c) 
C 

(32) 
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I 
FUShW = m log&R(k) + BS(k>) (33) 

Numerical difficulties will occur whenever a collocation point k is near 

a corner of the rectangular element II*. This situatlon should thus be avoided. 

F.!_rst -order zero pressure (FOZP) rectangu I ar e I ements: If the potential 

is varied in such a way that the distributed pressure remains zero, as shown 

in Fig. 4, the stepped potential of Fig. 3 is avoided, and the derivation 

of the f,orces acting on the elements is simplified. The modification consists 

of using the shape factor 

f(ll*,S,u) = exp iI--1wCS - gCll*c)l/VI (34) 

In Eq. (20) and the resulting expression for kl(k,R*C) is written as: 

kl(k,R*) = kSS(k,ll*c) I + iw [MR(k,ll*t) + <(a*) - <(k)] 
B2V I 

+ iwkUS( k,R*t)/V 

(35) 

This is sllghtly different in form from that given in Eq. (31). 

Supersonic aerodynamic elements.- As a first step in the development of 

supersonic rectangular elements, the in-plane case is considered. Much of the 

subsonic formulation is directly applicable to the supersonic formulations. 

Completing the differential indicated in Eq. (91, the expression for Kl(Jrbp) 

in supersonic flow becomes 

(36) 

Now Eq. (16) can be written in the form 
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where 

k4(k,l,a*) =’ CklR(k,R*I + klA(k,ll*)) exp(- + L(k,R;R)e)) (37) 

I 
klR(k,E*I = 4r 

x exp iw - - {R(k) ‘+ ME - ME&*‘)) 1 fCL*,E,u) dE da 
B2C 

I 
klA(k,g*) = G 

(39) 

x exp io {-R(k) + MC - M.$(b*) f(a*,E,cr) dS da 
B2C I 

For a uniform potential distribution with f(ll*,E,u) equal to unity, 

(40) 

{R(k,ll*c) + ME(11”) - MS(k)31 

(41) 

klA(k,ll*) = I kSS(k,R*t) cl + 
I 

%-R(k,L*) + ME(.E*) - ME(k))] 
.f32c 

(42) 

Thus, the expression for kg(k,a*) becomes 

--. 
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_ _ _. 

k$tk,fi”) = 2kSS (k,R*) 
[ 
S(a’lc) 

a*) sin 

2iwM 
+ c kUS(k,R*) 

where 

kSS(k9a*) = 4a elemen+ &” -I JJ B2a 
R(k) aR(k) dS da (44) 

kUS(k, f) = Gelement a* -I II 
X(k) B2 a UcrR,TAl 

Ram R(k) 
dS da (45) 

In-plane steady supersonic (IPSS) rectangular elements: In the steady-state 

case, Eq.’ (43) reduces to 

kb(k,L*) = 2 kSS (k,R*) (46) 

where kSS (k,R*C) is the expression given in Eq. (44). If one makes the follow- 

ing substitutions: 

u = U(TR,TA) 

X = X(k) = E - S(k) 

S = S(k) = u - u(k) 

(471 
N = N(k) = v - v(k) 

R2 = R2(k) = X2 - a2S2 - a?N2 

then, in the planar case, where v(k) + 0, 

- 
-- 
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but 

,a2 .a2 +.a2 + u =0 
ax2 a.9 

Therefore, 

kSS(kpa*) = G-e,eme”t R* 
-’ / j 

(g - g) dX dS 

where - 

P=S ;, 
0 

Using Green’s theorem (ref. 21) 

I 
kss(k,E*) = 2r c 6 [P dX + Q dS] 

The cutoff function In the above equation may be written in the form: 

U = U(-alSI - Xl 

(481 

(491 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

with 

au= I au -- 
ax a as 

(531 
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Derivatives of the step function give rise to the impulse fun&Ion, otherwise 
ca! led the Dtrac delta function. For example, 

cx # 0) 

(54) 
a ax U(x) = 6(x) (x = 0) 

A useful integral property of this de Ita function is 

/ f(x)b(x’I dx = f(O) (55) 

The next step is to make use of these properties and to perform the line 

integration indicated in Eq. (51) for complete and partial rectangular elements 

as sketched in Fig. 5.a. The flgure shows an example of a rectangular wing 

broken up in 3 x 3 rectangular elements. Mach lines from one receiving point 

are shown to illustrate the complete and partial elements inside the aft Mach 

I ines. Thus, the system of points and regions-for steady supersonic calcula- 

tlons is slightly different from the subsonic case as shown in Fig. 2. The 

collocation points lie on the forward edge of each element. There is no need 

to consider the wake element in this case. The particular arrangement of 

collocation points used in these calculations is shown in Fig. 5.a. It is 

different from that used in the subsonic case but was selected for convenience, 

and does not, by any means, represent the f i na I method recommended. 

The integration along the periphery of a complete element (see Fig. 5.b) 

gives 

kss(k,a*) = 

For partial elements such as No. 2 in Fig. 5.a which are cut by Mach lines, 

the path of integration is taken as indicated in Fig. 5.~. In thls case, 

2 
kss(k,ll*) = $ ---- dS 

(57) 
--- 

I C 
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For the elements No. 3 and 4 

those used for elements No. 

the singularity problem when 

However, the nature of 

in Fig. 5.a, the line Integrations similar to 

and No. 2 are no longer applicable because of 

XCkl = 0. 

his singularity is well known because it results 

from the two-dimensional flow solution relating pressure at a point to local 

angle of attack at that point. According to this, the two-dimensional com- 

ponent of normal velocity under a lift line is characterized by a Dirac delta 

function. 

Therefore, 

supersonic wing 

to be character 

the solution for the cross-section of a two-dimensional 

consists of a stepped section. However , the section is known 

ized by a straight line at a uniform ang le of attack. Elther 

one must abandon the uniform potential element, or one must, use -some suitable 

smoothing process in which a smooth curve is found which is a best fit to the 

stepped profile. The latter approach is used here. 

The aerodynamic matrix is obtained in two parts. The first part gives the 

three-dimensional relationship along the lines described already. The second 

gives the two-dimensional component and in order to obtain this part correctly, 

the arrangement of collocation points shown in Figure 5 was selected. It will 

be noted that each collocation point is on the forward edge of a corresponding 

element (also a lift line because this is where the velocity potential jumps). 

Thus, the two-dimensional contribution to the aerodynamic matrix can be ob- 

tained by inverting the two-dimensional expression for lift due to angle of 

attack. This leads to the following procedure for the contributions of elements 

No. 3 and 4 to the downwash at collocation point No. 4. 

The lift coefficient per unit span of a two-dimensional lifting flat 

plate is 

Lift is related to velocity potential as follows: 

L =-AL 
$ pV2Ax &VAX 

. 
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Downwash is related to velocity potential by 

Comparing this with Eq. (121, it may be seen that 

Ak,k = 
--= -K 

2Ax (6’) 

Thus, the contribution to downwash at collocation point No. 4 (= k) from 

element No. 4, as in Fig. 5.d, is -K, while the contribution from element No. 3 

consists of the sum of the values K (because collocation No. 4 is on the near 

edge of element No. 3) and $J 
I E.F’ 

This scheme represents a process of 

averaging out the downwash over the element resulting from the physical 

consideration that the downwash is continuously distributed over the surface 

rather than concentrated along a line. 

It will be noted that the two-dimensional part of the aerodynamic matrix 

has -K on the diagonal, with +K at certain other elements. 

The listing of the additional subroutines used in steady supersonic 

calculations and modifications made in subroutine DMATR are included in 

Append ix C. 

Calculation of Aerodynamic Forces 

Basic approach.- Let the downwash wk be the sum of the contributions from 

all of the complex amplitudes qi of generalized coordinate. Then the normal 

flow velocity at each collocation point, wk, can be expressed in the complex 

form: 

‘k NWik- 
-= 
V E 

i=l 
+ 9i = ,f, ‘ci,k 

+ph i,k’ ii (62) 

where hi k and ai k are the amplitudes of displacement and local angle of 

attack, LespectivLly, at each,collocation point k for unit amplitude of the 
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generalized coordinate ii, and N is the number of modes. 

Also, let 

then 

‘+i R NRP ’ -1 w 
A= 

V c 
I<= I 

Ak,a + 

Thus, given the inverse of the aerodynamic influence matrix Ak R and the modal 

I components of the.veloc;ty potential can components of downwash Wi k, the moda 
# 

be calculated. 

Generalized forces.- The general 

form: 

ized forces oi can be expressed in the 

(631 

(64) 

where d(i,x,s) and AP(j ,x,s) are the modal deflection and net pressure at 

point (x,s), respective ly. Eq. (65) can be put in the form: 

N 
gi = 1 Ij d(i,x,s)AP(j,x,s)qj dx ds 

j=l 

where p is the density of air. 

(65) 

= +/2 
~ ‘i,j qj (66) 

i=I 

The flutter airforce matrix, C. 
1 ,j’ 

is given as 

C. 
I,j = -1 II d(i,x,s) AP(J,x,s) dx ds 

PV2 
(67) 

Note that A$ and AP are given in the same sense and are thus positive when the 

algebraic value is highest on the negative c-n) side of the airfoil. A positive 

AP then results in a force in the plus n dlrection. It can be shown that the 

pressure differential and velocity potential differential are related by the 

following equation: 
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AP(j,x,s) = _ + p fCR,x,s) 
I 

A@. 
J,E 

PV2 
V 

(68) 

where f(ll,x,s) is the shape factor factor mentioned in Eq. (13). Eq. (671 now 

can be expressed in terms of velocity potentials by the above relationship. 

On integration of Eq. (681, 

A4f(x,s) = -exp x AP(A,s) 
V ew dX 

-02 PV2 
(69) 

The velocity potential in the wake is related to the velocity potential near the 

trailing edge by the requirement that the pressure differential sustained by the 

wake is zero. Thus, if A$TE is the velocity potential differential at xTE near 

the trailing edge, then 

A$f(x,s) = AI$~~ exp - p (x - XTE) (70) 

This can be derived readily from Eq. (69). 

Flutter airforce matrix for constant potential case.- In this case, the 

velocity potential varies as shown in Fig. 3, leading to lift lines at the 

front and rear of the rectangular element. The forward lift is neqative (i.e., 

in the negative n-direction). 

from Eq. (641, the rectangular 

‘$i R When the velocity potentials A- are solved 
V 

element moves as a rigid body so that 

d(i,x,s) = hi II + Cx - x(%)}ai R , , 
(7’) 

The contribution to the airforce matrix is obtained from Eqs. (67) and (68) 

as follows: 

AC. 
1 ,.I 

= 1 [ 
1 [ 

hi R + Cx - x((l)Iai a 
element R ’ I 

3 

1 . dx ds “.i,c 
V 

(72) 
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Under the assumption that the velocity potential is constant over the rectangle 

and that the point II is at its center, the contribution to C 

elements becomes 
i j for the surface 

I 

AC. = -A(a) iw 
t 

A@ - 
I,j “i,R - V h - J,p. 

i,$ V (73) 

The velocity potential on each element in the wake is given by Eq. (70). 
The strength of the lifting line at the leading edge of the wake is thus equal 

to the velocity potential in the first element as follows: 

A$IXFOR(L*),sl = A$(9.*) exp - F[xFoR(~*) 

- x(!L”) + ; Ax(ll*t)] 

and the contribution to C. 
I ,J 

is 

AC. 
I,j 

= As(R*) Ihi RS + [xFCR(I1+) - x(R*)] ai a) 
t , 

A+i ES if.0 
x ) exp V - r [xFCR( a*) - x(!L*t) + $ Ax(R*t)] 

t 

(74) 

(75) 

where xFCR(R*C) is the x-coordinate of the leading edge of the wake strip, and 

Ax(!2*t) is the chord of the first rectangular element in the wake, as shown 

in Fig. 3. If the wake is terminated at a finite distance (as in Fiq. 31, 

there is a lift line in the wake which has negligible effect and is therefore 

ignored . 

Flutter airforce matrix for zero pressure case.- The proper interpretation 

of the pressures in the wake is open to question when constant potential 

elements are used. No such questions arise, however, when the zero pressure 

element is used. Here the velocity potential is assumed to vary across a 

rectangular element in such a way that the pressure is zero except under lift 

I ines at forward and rearward edges. Thus, in a region influenced by the 

velocity potential A+(k), the shape factor is expressed as -- - 
- -- 
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The 

w 

contribution to the flutter airforce matrix in this case is obtained by 

lying Eq. (72) and using the shape factor f(R,x’,s) varying as in Eq. (76). 

f(R,x,s) = exp - p Cx - x(a)] 
> 

(76) 

AC. 
I,j 

= AS(R). [hi a. +’ IxFOR(R) - x(a)) ai,R] 
I 9 

x exp 
C 

- p IXFOR(R) - xcai-j 

- [hi R + CxAFT(a) - x(a)) ai,al 
, 

x exp ‘AFT(&) - x(R)) 
II 

“$i R A V 

(77) 

The lift at the leading edge of the wake strip is similar to the lift at 

the leading edge of a rectangular region in Eq. (77), so that 

AC. 
I,J 

= As(R*t) [hi 11* t IXFOR(%*) - x(&*)1 ei,a*l 
9 

{XFOR(R*t) - xta*)lt * 1 
(78) 

COMPUTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Computer Program 

A computer program was written in FORTRAN IV language to perform the 

calculations outlined in the section on METHOD OF SOLUTION. The description 

of the program, input instructions, and sample problems along with the list- 

ing of the program are included in Appendix A. 

To date, four versions of aerodynamic elements all using rectangular 

elements have been formulated. They are summarized as follows: 

- 
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Subroutines 

ACON5, ACON and 
CCON5, CCON6 

ACON7, ACON and 
CCON5, CCON7 

ACONII, ACONl2 and 
CCONII, CCON12 

ACON3, ACON and 
CCONII, CCON12 

Type of Elements 

Zero Order Constant Potential (ZOCP) 
Rectangular Elements 

First Order Constant Potential (FOCP) 
Rectangular Elements 

First Order Zero Pressure (FOZP) 
Rectangular Elements 

In-Plane Steady Supersonic (IPSS) 
Rectangular Elements 

Scope of Computations 

A total of eight planforms were considered and are shown in Figures 6 to 

13 with the details of their geometry. Table I gives the details of the cases 

for which calculations were made. Subsonic calculations including cases I 

through 3 are presented in reference 3. 

Discretization of Surfaces 

The breaking up or division of a surface into rectangular elements was 

accomplished by defining a chordwise strip of wing, locating its centerline, 

dividing the length into a specified number of chordwise elements, and laying 

these out by shifting one quarter of the chord of an element back from the 

leading edge. Collocation points were then located at their centers. These 

were extended into the wake with approximately equal chordwise dimensions and 

terminated about five to ten wing chord lengths back. This method of locating 

elements is i I lustrated in Fig. I4 for a rectangular wing and is compared with 

a similar wing divided up into winglets with a lift line at the quarter chord 

of each and a collocation point at the three-quarter chord as employed by 

Hedman (ref. 2). 

Only the half wing is shown divided up in Fig. 14, because the symmetry 

logic of the computer program takes care of the effects of the other half. 

Other planforms used in the present calculations also have one or two planes 

of symmetry and these symmetries were used whenever applicable in an attempt 

to save computational effort. 
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y4Fkpq 
+ 
X 

Fig. 6 Rectangular Wing A.R. = 2 (Planform No. 1) 

Fig. 7 Rectangular Wing A.R. = 8 (Planform No. 2) 
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- 

Fig. 8 Tapered Wing A.R. = 5.0 (Planform No. 3) 

2.0 

Fig. 9 Swept Wing A.R. = 5.0 (Planform No. 4) 
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Control Surface chord = .712 X Local semichord 
Taper Ratio = .2378 

X 

Fig. 10. Swept Wing with Partial-Span Flaps 
A.R. = 2 (Planform No. 5) 
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t 
t 

Fig. 11 Rectangular T-tail (Planform No. 6) 

Fig. 12 Stark's T-tail (Planform No. 7) 
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Mach No. Aspect Ratio 

1.2 3.015 
1.4 2.041 
1.6 1.613 
1.8 1.336 

Mach No. = 1.3 

Aspect Ratio = 1.2039 

a 

I 

I 

Mach No. = 1.3 
a Aspect Ratio = 2.0 

Fig. 13 Rectangular Wings for Supersonic Calculations 
(Planform No.8) 
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Table I 

Calculations Performed 

Mach {educed 
Number ‘requency 

0.9 I.5 

Derivatives 

C La’%a 

0 I, .2, .4, 
6, .8, .9 

0.8, 0.5 1, .l5, .25, 
,35, .5 

cLa’cMa 

‘!t’ ‘rn 

Case 
No. 

Planform 
Number 1 Remarks 

I. Rectangular Wing 
A.R. = 2 

Evaluation of 
the effective 
wake 1 en&h 

I. Rectangular Wing 
A.R. = 2 

Comparison with 
Kernel function 
method and 
Doublet Lattice 
met hod 

Strip width 
variation, and 
Comparison with 
Kernel function 
method 

2. Rectangular Wing 
A.R. = 8 

‘!2’ ‘m Comparison with 
tabulation by 
Thomas and 
r/ang (ref. 26) 

3. Tapered Wing, 
A.R. = 5, 
Taper Ratio = .5 
Sweep angle 
= 3.817 deg 

4. Untapered Wing 

‘PM”L . I5 

. I2 1 
A.R. = 5 
Sweep angle 
= 15.0 deg 

‘PMpCBM 
BMCP, PMCP 
See “Resu I tr 
and Discus- 
sion, Case L 

5. Swept Wing with 
Part ia I span 
flap A.R. = 2, 
L.E. Sweep angle 
= 60 deg 

- 
0, -7, 
0.8, .9 

I.5 L. 
I,j 

(See 
Appendix A) 

6. Rectangular 
T-tai I 

0, .25 I.2 c La “Ma 

7. Stark’s T-tail 0.8 1.3, .45 ) 
m,n 

Comparison with 
the results re- 
ported by Stark 
(ref. 24) 

5 

6 
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Comparison with 
Clevenson 8 
Leadbetter 
(ref. 28) and 
Kalman (ref. 23) 
et. al. 

Comparison with 
Stark’s resu Its 
(ref. 24) 



Table I Cont,inued 

Ca Icu la-l-ion Performed 

Case Planform Mach Reduced 
No. Number Number Frequency Derivatives Remarks 

7 8. Rectangular Wings 1.2, 1.4, 0 
with varlous 1.6, I;8 

cLa’cMa Comparison with 

(See “Resu I ts 
Ref. 30 

Aspect Ratios and Discus-. 
sion, Case 7) 

8. Rectangular Wings 1.3 
with Various 
Aspect Ratios 

0 C LatCMa Comparsion with 
Nelson, et al. 

, (ref. 31) 
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I RELATIVE AIR FLOW 

/LIFT 

r RECTANGULAY 
ELEMENTS ; 

LFINITE CUTOFF 

(a) PRESENT METHOD 

4 
LINES 

l l 
ma --I 

- 

0 
m-. 

0 
mm. 

l 
m-m 
- 

l 
- 

0 
.-I 

BOUNDARIES 

/- 
INFINITE 
TRAILING 
VORTICES 

(b) HEDMAN’S METHOD 

Fig. 14. Comparison-of Four-by-Four Arrays, 
Present Method and Hedinan’s Cref . . 2) 



Results and Discussions 

Case I: convergence of the results with the wake length.- Case I 

consisted of a check into the convergence of the results when the number of 

chord lengths included in the wake is varied. This is expressed as the ratio 

F which is equal to the length of the wake divided by the chord. Results 

shown in Table II were obtained for a four-byyfour arrangement on a rectan- 

gular wing (planform No. I) using first order zero pressure rectangular 

elements. The reduced frequency was 0.5, and the Mach number was 0.9. 

! (Reduced frequency is defined as wb/V, where b is the half chord of the wing). 

I TABLE I I 

Convergence of Calculated Results for Aspect Ratio 
Two Rectangular Wings, Oscillating about Mid-Chord at Reduced Frequency of 

0.5 and Mach Number 0.9, as Ratio Wake Length/Chord (=F) is Changed 

Ratio Lift Derivative Moment Derivative 
F Rea I Imaginary Real Imaginary 

I 3.5454 0.5387 .6146 -I .8636 

5 3.5622 0.5444 .5986 -I .8542 

IO 3.5622 0.5440 .5992 -I .8542 

20 3.5623 0.5435 .5996 -I .8542 

In the remaining calculations, F was taken equal to ten (IO) which is 

well within one percent error according to Table II. 

Case 2: rectangular wing pitching about.midchord.- Case 2 was concerned 

with calculations on a rectangular wing (planform No. I) to compare with 

two different references. First, calculations were made to compare with the 

results of the kernel function method reported by Runyan and Woolston (ref. 221 

for the zero Mach number case and for reduced frequencies ranging up to 0.9. 

Second , calculations were made to compare with the MsuI.ts of the doublet lattice 

method reported by Kalman, Rodden, and Giesing (ref. 23) for Mach numbers of 

0.8 and 0.9, and for reduced frequencies up to 0.5. These results have been 

\ 
.reported in reference 3. 
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Using the key to the symbols given in Fig. 15, the results of these 

comparisons can be seen in Figs. I5 to 18 for comparison with the kernel 

function method and in Figs. I9 to 22 for comparison with the doublet lattice 

method. In the first comparison, generally fair agreement is noted except 

that the rea I part of the moment derivative does not agree wel I at zero f re- 

quency . Such a disagreement was noted earlier (ref. I) when it was seen that 

the kernel function method and the downwash-velocity potential method gave 

different centers of pressure on a high aspect ratio wing. Otherwise, agreement 

with the first order zero pressure elements is generally high. The constant 

potential elements have the next highest agreement and the zero order calcu- 

lations appear to have least agreement. At zero frequency, these three methods 

are of course identical. Improved agreement is also noted with the eight-by- 

eight arrangement as compared to the four-by-four arrangement. This indicates 

convergence as the number of collocation points (NRp) is increased. One result 

by Stark (ref. 24) is shown for comparison and is seen to be in very close 

agreement w i th the results of Runyan and Woolston (ref. 22). In the second 

comparison, agreement at zero frequency is now good. This should be expected 

considering that the doublet lattice method gives the Hedman resu Its at zero 

frequency. Agreement at a reduced frequency of 0.5 and a Mach number of 0.9 is 

good when fi rst order zero pressure elements are used in an eight-by-eight array. 

Results given by Laschka (ref. 25) and one result by Stark (ref. 24) are also 

shown. 

Definitions of the derivatives shown in the figures are as follows: 

Reduced Frequency = Kr = g 

. . aL 
Lift Derlvattve = aa + qs 

ah4 Moment Derivative = x f 4 qsc 

where L is the lift in the sense of the negative n-axis, a is the angle of 

rotation about the mid chord, q is the dynamic pressure, S is the wing area, 

M is the moment about the mid chord line, and c is the chord. Both a and M 

are positive in the same sense. 
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SOLID LINE-RUNYAN 8 WOOLSTON 
0 -ZERO ORDER, 4 x 4 ARRAY 
A-FIRST ORDER, CONSTANT POTENTIAL, 4 x 4 ARRAY 
O-FIRST ORDER, ZERO PRESSJRE, 4 x4 ARRAY 
l l A , @-8x8 ARRAYS 

LIFT 
DERIVATIVE 
(REAL) 

REDUCEDFREQUENCY 

b 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Fig. 15. Lift Derivative (Real Part) for Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular Wing Rotating 
about Mid-Chord at Zero Mach Nuxber 



4’ SOLID LINE-RUNYAN 8 WOOLSTON 
SYMBOLS-SEE FIGURE I5 a 

3- 
LIFT 
DERIVATIVE 
(IMAGINARY) 

2. 

REDUCE.1 FREQUENCY 
n l I c v- 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Fig. 16. Lift Derivative (Imaginary Part) for Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular Wing Rotating 
about Mid-Chord at Zero Mach Number 
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l.8- SOLID LINE-RUNYAN 8 WOOLSTON 
X-STARK 
OTHER SYMBOLS-SEE FIGURE I5 

1.6 l 
(Lo 

1.4 ’ MOMENT 

>> g 

DERIVATIVE 
(REAL) 

1.2 l 

REDUCEDFREQUENCY 
I.0 . a . I . c 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Fig. 17. Moment Derivative (Real Part) fof Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular Wing Rotating 
about Mid-Chord at Zero Mach Number 



SOLID LINE-RUNYAN 18 WOOLSTON 
X- STARK 
OTHER SYMBOLS-SEE FIGURE 15 

-0.6 l 

MOMENT 
DERIVATIVE 
(IMAGINARY) 

-0.4 - 

REDUCED FREQUENCY 
0 1 . 0 0.1 0.2 

0.3 0.4 
b 

0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Fig. 18 Moment Derivative (Imaginary Part) for Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular Wing 
Rotating about Mid-Chord at Zero Mach Number,: 

-0.8 l 
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SOLID LINE-KALMAN, AODDEN, AND GIESING 
DOTTED LINE-LASCHKA 
X-STARK 
OTHER SYMBOLS-SEEFIGURE 

MOMENT 
DERIVATIVE 

’ (REAL) 

. 

REDUCEDFREWENCY 
I . . 

) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Fig. 19 Moment Derivative (Real Part) for Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular 
Wing Rotating about Mid-Chord at Mach Number 0.8. 



SOLID LINE-KALMAN, RODDEN, AND GIESING 
DOTTED LINE-LASCHKA 
X-STARK 
OTHER SYMBOLS-SEE FIGURE I5 

-2.2 ’ j 
I 

-2.0 ’ 

-1.8 . 

-1.6 l 

-1.4 - 

-1.2 . 

-1.0 ’ 

MOMENT 
DERIVATIVE 
(IMAGINARY) 

-0.8 . 

-0.6 l 

REDUCEDFREWENCY 

Fiy. 20 Moment Derivative (Imaginary Part) for Aspect Ratio 
Two Rectangular Wing Rotating about Mid-chord at 
Mach Number 0.8. 
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Fig. 21,. Moment Derivative (Real Part) 
Wing Rotating about Mid-Chord 

for Aspect Ratio Two 
at .Mach Number 0.9. 
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Fig', 22. Moment Derivative (Imaginary Part) for Aspect Ratio Two 

Rectangular Wing Rotating about Mid-Chord at Mach Number 0.9. 
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Case 3:. I ift distribution of a rectangular‘ving;“subsoni~c steady.. 

Sectional lift slope, aerodynamic center total lift, and moment deriya 

f-Ives for an aspect ratio eight rectangular wing (plaoform No. 2) were 

evaluated in this case. In order to examine the effect of the strip width 

variations, one set of runs was made with an evenly spaced strip width as 

shown in Fig. 23. Another set of runs was made with the arrangement having 

reduced strip width towards the tip as shown in Fig. 24. The lift distri- 

butions and aerodynamic centers are plotted in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26, respec- 

tively, with results of the kernel function method for comparison (obtafned 

by private communication from E. C. Yates, NASA Langley Research Center), 

The sectional lift slope distribution in Fig. 25 shows that the present 

method gives lower values than the kernel function values, although the trend 

reverses towards the tip. Improved agreement was a i so not iced towards the 

tip when the arrangement of reduced strip width towards the tip, sketched in 

Fig. 24, was used. The aerodynamic centers calculated by the kernel function 

method using polynomial pressure modes are in closer agreement with the 

present results than those obtained by the kernel function method using the 

Glauert-Birnbaum series. This is shown in Fig. 25 with numerical data in 

Table III. 

Case 4: tapered and swept wings; subsonic steady.- In -this case, 

calculations were performed at the request of Langan and \Iang of NSRDC Sref. 261 

for the coiparison of various numerical I iftlng surface theories with experi-. 

mental results. Calculations were made for a tapered wing of aspect ratio five 

(planform No. 3) and for a swept wtng’of the same aspect ratto with nd taper 

{planform No. 4). The’arrangements of the aerodynamic elements used for these 

calculations are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. 

Figures 29 and 30, and Tables IV and V were supplied by Langanand 

VJang *(ref. 26). Tables IV and V present ‘the wing loading characteristics for the 

tapered wing and the swept wing as computed by I5 programs and as obtained 

from the experimental results. The programs are listed in Tables IV and 

V and are identiffed by the names of those who contributed the data. Mach 

number for which the calculations were made, lift coefficient CL, pitching 

moment center of pressure (PMCP) measured from the wing apex divided by the 
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Fig. 23 Planform for Aspect Ratio 8 Rectangular Wing with 8~ 8 Arrays of Points, 
Evenly Spaced. 



/- Collocation point 

I . . . b . l . . 

I 

‘-Y 

X 

Fig. 24 Planform for Aspect Ratio 8 Rectangular Wing with 8x 8 Arrays of 
Elements and Strip Width Reduced Towards Tip. 



-ccc Kernel Function Method - 40 
+ First Order, Zero Pressure, 
& First Order, Zero Pressure, 

Kernel Function Method - (6 
Polynomial Pressure Modes 

Stations (4X 4), Glauert Birnbaum Series 
8 x 8 Arra:!, Evenly Spaced Strips 
8 x 8 Arralr, Reduced Strip Width Towards the Tip 
~61, Lang::ey Kernel Function Program Using 

t 
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Lift Slope 

%a 
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TIP 

Fig. 25 Comparison of Section Lift Slope For An Aspect Ratio 8 Rectangular Wing 
Mach No. = 0, k = .O 
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cc Kernel Function Method - 40 Stations (4 x4), Glauert-Birbaum Series 

+ First Order, Zero Pressure, 8 x 8 Array, Evenly Spaced Strips 

&&- First Order, Zero Pressure, 8 x8 Array, Reduced Strip Width Towards the Tip 
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Fig. 26 Comparison of Aerodynamic Center For An Aspect Ratio 8 Rectangular Wing 
Mach No. =O,k=O 



Table III 

Sectional Lift Slope and Aerodynamic Centers, Total Lift and 

Moment for Aspect Ratio 8 Rectangular Wing with the variations 

in Station Spacing. Mach number = .O, Kr ~'0, constant dbwn- 

wash a = 1.0 

Zero Press. Zero Press. 

First Order First Order 
Zero Press. Zero Press. 
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Fig. 27 Arrangement of Aerodynamic Elements for Aspect Ratio 5. 
Tapered Wing (Taper Ratio = 0.5, Leading Edge Sweep Angle = 3.81?O, 
Trailing Edge Sweep Angle = 11.308°) 
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Fig. 28 Arrangement of Aerodynamic Ekements for Aspect Ratio 5 
Swept Wing (sweep angle = 15 ) 
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Fig. 29 Spanwise Lift Distribution for Tapered Wing at 11.4' Angle Of Attack, 
From Langan and Wang26 
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WIONALL 
ROWE 
CUNNINGHAM 
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LOPEZ-SHEN 
KUCHEMANN 
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0.240 

~0.240 0.237 i 
0.242 
0.211 

I 0.239 I 
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v’/ b 
Fig. 30 - Spanwise Distribution of Chordwise Location of Center of Pressure for the 

Tapered Wing at 11.4-Degree Angle of Attack From Langan and Wang26 



TABLE IV - Tapered WI ng at I I .4-Degree Ang I e of Attack 

?rogrw Mach 

Tullnlus 0.15 

Bulmovlts 
krgason-lmur t 
GIeslng 0.15 

Rubbert 0.00 

Loper 6 Shell 0.00 

HSVlllfld 0.15 

Jo&n 0.00 

Lsmsr 0.00 

Yldnrll 0.15 

Bandlcr 0.00 
ROM 0.15 
Cunningham 0.15 
Jacobs-Tsakonas 0.00 

Loper (KUchemann) 0.15 

Experlmcnt(c' 0.15 

Addltlonal Comoutcr Runs 

Glcslng 
Jordan 

Jordan 
Cunningham 

Lopez 
Widnall 

0.00 

I 0.00 
0.15 

0.00 
0.15 

cL PHCP 

0.817 0.240 

O.B31 0.240 
0.831 0.240 
0.629 0.237 

0.798 0.238 
0.614 0.23B 
0.846 0.242 
0.820 0.211 
0.606 0.239 

0.812 0.216 

0.807 0.238 
0.815 0.239 
0.639 0.235 

0.920 0.264 

0.852 0.242 

0.63 I 

I 

0.28 

0.823 

0.808 

0.819 
0.817 
0.811 
0.798 
0.849 

0.240 
0.212 

0.211 
0.213 

0.211 
0.213 
0.233 

0.645 
0.626 

0.242 
0.217 

BMCP 

0.425 
0.431 
0.432 

0.420 

0.436 

0.423 

0.431 

0.420 
0.424 

0.439 

0.44 

0.425 

0.426 

-- 

Co1 

0.042 

0.044 
0.w2 

0.043 
0.043 
0.042 
O.Wl 

0.046 

420(') 

10 x 15 
10 x 12 
11 x 17 

10 x 15 
8 x 17 

Bx B 
2 x 15 
4 x 13 

4% 4 
4x 6 
4x 5 

#I 

16(') 

11 x 17 

2x 7 

2 x 15(d) 
2 x 31 

3 x 15 
4 x 15 

3x 3 

16(" 

10x 3 

Time 
see 

25 

96 
142 
12Dc 
117 

1osc 
291 

9 
98 

63 

8 
13 
14 

40c 

12c 

JO 
28 
31 
66 
10 

Cmputcr 

CDC 6600 

IEM 360175 
CDC 6700(') 
IBn 360/65 

COC 6600 
IBM 360/65 
CDC 6400 
UNlVAC 1108 

IBM 360/65 

COC 6700ff) 

COC 6700(') 
CDC 6600 
IBM 370/155 

CDC 6600 

IBM 360/65 

IBM 360/75 
UNIVAC 1108 

I 
UNIVAC 1108 
IBM 370/155 

Iti 360/65 
CDL: 6700 

lbtcs : 

(a) Tultnlus uses 420 horseshoe vortices with 6 chordwlse and 6 spanwlse functions relating 
their strengths. The systa Is solved by a least squares method with 99 pivotal pojnts. 

(b) Chordal modes. 
(c) Spanwlfe modes. 
(d) The kink at the wing centerline has been rounded off for these CilCuhtiOnS. 

(e) Experlmantal results are examined in detail In the section entitled, "Comparisons with 
Experlrrntal Results." There Is a difference between the wing tips In the experiment 
and those In the calculations. 

(f) Tlms for COC 6700 are In terms of CDC 6400 time. 
. .- -ibid - 

From Langan .and Wang26 
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TABLE V - Uncambered Swept Wing 

621 

Program Mach CL, 

Tullnlus 0.12 3.891 0.538 

DulmDvlts 0.12 3.967 0.541 

krgason-Lamar 0.10 4.Dm 0.532 

Gleslng 0.12 3.973 0.540 

Rubbert 0.00 3.w 0.535 

Lopez 6 Shen 0.00 3.916 0.536 
Lvlland 0.12 4.021 0.683 

Jordan 0.00 3.910 0.531 

Lamar 0.00 3.074 0.536 

Yldnall 0.12 4.080 0.502 

Bandler 0.00 4.030 0.528 
Rowe 0.12 3.921 0.534 
Cunningham 0.12 4.091 0.523 

Jacobs-Tsakont 0.00 4.253 0.553 

Lopez 0.12 4.065 0.550 

Experlmcnt 

BnCP 

0.450 

0.455 

0.447 

0.463 

0.447 

0.443 

0.447 

0.444 

0.464 

CD1 

0.999 

1.053 

0.966 

l.WO 

0.999 

0.980 

1.052 

1.109 

KM x NSH 

420(') 

10 x 15 

10 x 12 

11 x 17 

10 I 15 

8 x 17 

8 x 10 

2 x 15 

8 x 11 

10x 2 

4 x' 4 

8x 9 

5x 5 

r$d) 

la(') 

Pressure 0.12 

Force 0.12 

Additional Computer Runs 

brgason-Lamar 0.00 3.996 0.532 

tleslng 0.00 3.956 0.540 

Jordan 0.00 3.094 0.532 
Yldnall 0.12 4.073 0.499 
Cunninghun 0.12 4.043 0.524 

Cunnfngham 0.12 4.14s 0.523 

Lopez 0.00 4.047 0.550 

Notes: 

0.457 

0.444 

0.445 

0.443 

1.044 

0.993 

1.099 

10 x 12 144 CDC 6700(g) 
11 x 17 123C IBH 360/65 

2 x 15(f) 20 UNIVAC, llm 

10x 3 73 CDC 6700 

8x 5 115 IBM 370/155 

3x 3 7 Ien 370/l% 

16(') 20 CDC 6600 

TM 

SU 

87 

104 

71 

123C 

351(c' 

lloc 

463 

13 

651 

60 

10 

95 

19 

Got . 

Canputer 

CW 66M 

IBM 360/x 

WC 67W(9) 

IBN 360/65 

cot 6600 

IBM 360/65 
CDC 6400 

UNIVAC 11w 

IBM 360/65 

CDC 67W(9) 

CDC 67W(g) 

CDC 6600 

IBN 370/l% 

CDC 6600 

(a) (Not applicable) 

(b) Rubbart's program Is nonlfnear. The above results *ere obtalned by running the uncamkred 
wing at o = 0.1 radians. 

(c) Each of the Rubbert runs for the swept ring took 117 seconds. 

(d) Chordal smdes. 

(e) Spanuise modes. 
(f) Rounds off the klnk at the centerline for this run. 

(9) CDC 6700 tlbe Is In' term9 of time-o" a CDC 6400. 
7c 

Frem Langan and Wang’” --- 
*Ref. 27 gives a value of 0.555 for PMCP . 



root chord, and bendi,ng moment center of pressure CBMCP) measured from the 

wing centerline divided by semispan are presented for each program. In Table V, 

the lift derivatives are given in place of the lift coefficients. 

Fig. 29 presents the spanwise lift distribution for the tapered wing 

at I I .4 degrees ang I e of attack. Fig. 30 shows the spanwise distribution of 

chordwise location of the center of pressure for the tapered wing at I I .4 

degrees angle of attack. 

Most of the results of the present method are in fair agreement with 

the computer results obtained by others and with the experimental results. The 

most .noticeable disagreement is the spanwlse lift distribution shown in 

Fig. 29 where the values of the present method are higher than the others towards 

the wing tlp. A similar trend was noticed In the case of a rectangular wing 

reported i n Case 3. 

Case 5: Swept wing with control surface’&-subsonic unsteady.- Case 5 

consisted of calculations on a swept wing with partial-span flaps (planform 

No. 5) shown in Fig. IO which compare with the results reported by Stark (ref. 

24). The osci I lat ing modes for wing and control surface and the correspond 1 ng 

aerodynamic coefficients are defined in Example 2 found in Appendlx A. 

The breakdown of the wing and the control surface is shown in Fig. 31 

for the case of 40 collocation points. Fig. 32 shows the arrangement of the 

swept wing with even strip width and Fig. 33 shows the arrangement with 

reduced stl ip width towards the tip. The aerodynamic coefficients calculated 

by using these arrangements and for different numbers of collocation points 

are compared with those of Stark (ref. 24) and with the results obtained by the 

doublet lattice methods (obtained by prlvate communication from J. Griffin, 

Vought Aeronautics Co.) in Fig. 34 , and in Table VI. It is difficult 

to compare the relative computational efforts of the different methods used for 

the results reported here due to the lack of information available. 

In general, the resu I ts for the swept wing are not in as good agreement 

with the referenced values as in the case of rectangular wing calculations. 

The lift coefficients are In good agreement except at high subsonic speed. 

At Mach numbeF0.9, the imaginary value of lift coefficient IS considerably 

smaller than the referenced value. The real parts of moment coefficients 
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CONTROL SURFACE CHORD = .712x LOCAL SEMI CHORD 
WING ASPECT RATIO = 2 
WING TAPER RATIO = .2378 
LEADING EDGE SWEEP ANGLE = 60° 

Fig. 31 Arrangement of Aerodynamic Elements for a 
Swept Wing with Partial-Span Control Surface 
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Fig.32 Arrangement with Evenly Spaced Strip Width for An 
Aspect R$tio co Swept'Wing (Leading edge sweep 
Angle 60 , Taper Ratio = .2376) ' 
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I 
I 

Fig. 33 Arrangement with Reduced Strip Width Towards Tip 
For An Aspect Rat$o Two Swept Wing (Leading Edge 
Sweep Angle = 60 , Taper Ratio = .2376) 
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2-o---.. ~. 
Solid Line - Stark24 
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- Real : ” ” ” = l6 ‘I I, II = 40 

: 

II II II = 64 (Even Space) 
" " " 1.0 - 

0 
0 .l .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 

Mach Number 

2.0 

- 422 
- Imaginary 

+ Doublet Lattice Formulation 0 Landahl's formulation 

0 1 I I I I * I I I I 
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Mach Number 

Fig. 34 Pitching Moment Coefficient For a Tapered Swept Wing 
Oscillating in Pitch 
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0 Present Method, NRP = 16 

Real l Present Method, NRP = 40 
. 04 

.02 - 
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Mach Number 
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Fig. 35 Flap Moment Coefficient Due to 
Control Surface Rotation, Kr = .5 
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Table Vl. Lift and Mment Derivatives for Aspect Ratio 
tCb3 Swept WingwithPartial-SpanFlaps 
(Leading Edge Sweep Angle=60°, Taper Ratio=.23761 
Rotating about Root Midchord (Kr = .5) 

Reference 

F 
lvhch 
No. Width 

Even 

11 

Reduced 

Even 
11 

Reduced 

Even 
11 
11 

,, 

Reduced 

Even 
,I 

Even 
11 

Even 
11 

I, 
11 

Reduced 

Even 
11 

Even 
11 

2.7281 

2.6369 
2.6833 

1.019 
1.008 
1.010 

2.4229 
2.8539 
2.2033 
2.8341 
2.8936 

.7713 

.7971 

.3133 

.0211 

1.3227 
1.254 
1.2922 
1.277 
1.298 

.5684 

.5641 

.3479 

.1397 

Ref. No. 

Stark 24 1.7399 2.6312 

D.L. (A)* 1.8039 2.5424 
D.L.(B)** 1.8180 2.5493 

Stark 24 .2335 1.1844 
D.L.(A)* .2987 1.221 
D.L.(B)** .3034 1.2202 

Real 

1.9277 

1.8742 
1.9179 

.2700 

.2400 

.234 

1.9394 
2.6948 
2.5694 
2.5962 
2.6566 

.3846 

.1412 

.7677 

.a346 

.2234 

.4401 

.5655 

.3857 

.3738 

.1276 

.0153 

.5332 

.5693 

16 

64 
64 

16 
64 
64 

14 
16 
40 
64 
64 

14 
40 

0 

Stark 24 2.3309 2.9015 
D.L.(A)* 2.3620 2.7519 
D.L.(B)** 2.3869 2.7426 

Stark 24 .0984 .7658 

Stark 24 .a003 .0693 

.7 14 
16 
40 
64 
64 

Stark 24 .3495 1.5228 
D.L.(A)* .4326 1.5172 
D.L.(B)** .4484 1.5313 

Stark 24 .0518 .5608 Q23 
If 

Q24 
0 

Stark 24 .5663 .1917 
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. .._- --- 
Table VI. (Cont'd) 

Mach Present Method 
No. %n N lswip 1 * Width Real 

Rei 

Ref. No. 

.9 

Q42 I4 Q42 I4 Even Even -02005 -02005 .05953 .05953 Stark 24 Stark 24 
II II 40 40 I1 I1 .0165 .0165 .0410 .0410 

Q,, Q,, 14 14 wen wen .0190 .0190 .0338 .0338 Stark 24 Stark 24 
40 40 I1 I1 .0120 .0120 .0203 .0203 

Q Q 12 12 IL6 IL6 Even Even 2.7525 2.7525 1.6424 1.6424 Stark 24 Stark 24 
11 11 64 64 I1 I1 3.404 3.404 1.596 1.596 D.L.(A)* D.L.(A)* 

84 84 
II II 64 64 Reduc Reduced led 3.2915 3.2915 1.9057 1.9057 D.L.(B) D.L.(B) 
Q22 lEi Even .686 .945 Stark 24 
II 64 I1 .945 1.068 D.L.(A)* 
II 64 Reduced .a546 1.185 D.L.tB)** 

m2nce 

3.0654 2.6195 
2.9741 2.6347 
2.9637 2.4395 

.a287 1.7606 

.7439 1.6998 

.a758 1.6792 

st D-L.(A): Doublet Lattice calculations by Rodmich's Fommlation 
h': D-L. (B): 1, II II 

I1 L3ndahl's 
11 

(Results obtained by private comma 'cation) 
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are In close agreement with the referenced values up to Mach number 0.9; 

imaginary parts are, however, consistently lower than the referenced values, 

giving the worst comparison at Mach number 0.9 as shown in Fig. 34. I mp rove- 

ments were noticed as a higher number of collocation points was used at Mach 

number 0.9. 

The flap moment coefficients were calculated with only I4 collocation 

points for Mach numbers ranging 0 to .9. Considering the small number of 

collocation points used, the results are in fair agreement as is shown in 

Fig. 35. One calculation was made with 40 collocation points for Mach number 

0.7 which resulted in marked improvement over the results obtained from I4 

collocation points. This indicates convergence of the present resu Its to the 

referenced values with a higher number of collocation points. 

Case 6: T-tai Is - subsonic unsteady.- Two T-tai Is found in the 

I i terature were re-ana I yzed, using the first order zero pressure rectangular 

elements. The first w.as the rectangular T&tail (planform No. 6) shown in 

Fig. II. Results are compared in Table VII with experimental results reported 

by Clevenson and Leadbetter (ref. 28) and with calculations by Kalman et al. 

(ref. 23). In the tatter calculations, the effect.of the tunnel, wall as a 

reflecting plane was disregarded. In comparison, Kalman’s calculations used 

100 col location point which .is equivalent to using ZOO.polnts if the effects of 

symmetries had not been included in the computer program. 

The second was Stark’s (ref. 29) well-documented T-Y-ail (planform No. 7) 

shown in Fig. 12. Results are shown In Table VI II compared with results reported 

by Stark and results by Kalman (ref. 231, using the doublet lattice method. The 

numbers 3f collocation points used. for the present methdd were lBr 50, 60, 66, 

70, and 72. St&y-three colloc&ion points were used In Stark’s configuration 

and 230 in Kalman’s. These numbers would have been higher if effects of symmetries 

had not been considered, 

The computed results general ly showed convergence towards the referenced 

values as the number of collocation points was increased up to 60 collocation 

points. Further increase of the number of collocation points to 66 and 72 

fnitial ly gave erratic results. However, when the elements adjacent to the 
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Table VII. Comparison of Side Force and Moment Derivatives for A 
Rectangular T-tall Oscillating In Yaw about the Fin Midchord 

Method M Kr 
I I 

I I Side Force Deriv. I Moment Deriv. 

cN 
I 

Imag. Rea I 

Present .25 .2 I .5226 0.1931 .722i 

C I evenson 1 .25 1 .202 1 I .215 1 0.0 1 .635 

Leadb%er28 ) .251 .I951 1.4 ) 0.0 1 .636 

I.1738 .2494 .6437 

imag. 

-.0937i 

-.I94 

-. 195 

-. 0905 

*Based on ; ‘REF (See Fig. II) 
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TabIn VIII. Cunparlson Of Aerodynamic Coefficients for Stark’s T-tal13’ 
(Msch No. = .8) 

SIdeswaY (J=Z) Roll (J=3) 

PreS*nt,Nw=16 .z .OZl I -.3919 .0367 -.0053 .0098 .021 I 

Pressnt,Nw=50 .2 -.284¶ -.4734 .02713 -.06099 .01244 .02705 

Pretent,NRp=60 .2 -I .22I -.4316 .03197 -.03147 .01253 .02613 
Yawing 
L(annt Present,Nw=66 .2 -.91a -.5860 .9731 -.4333 .I083 .00026 

(CIJ’ Present.NRp=70 .2 -.27’9 -.4950 .02956 -.05899 -.01339 .02893 

Present,NRp=72 .2 -.7165 2.1534 -.4507 .404 -.0029 .0350 

KaLnan23 .2 -.oa37 -.5270 .0470 -.027a .Ol37 .0257 

Stark” .2 -.0961 -.48l I .412 .osoo .0125 .0239 

Present,Nw=la .2 -.5861 -.3520 .0265 -.I177 .0133 -.0290 

Present,Nw=50 .2 -.7a1a -.3496 .01269 -.I50 .01662 -.0362 

Present.NRp=60 .2 -.6231 -.3446 .02160 -.I228 .01653 -.0347 
Side 
Force Present,NRp=66 .2 -.3766 I .0956 .3863 -.6203 -.4012 .I477 

tc2j )- Present,NRp=70 .2 -.7793 -.3602 .0146a -. 1495 .01766 -.03592 

Present,NFp=72 .2 -.799l I .2299 -.2777 -.0483 .00033 -.0297 

lbh”23 .2 -.6270 -. 3965 .0297 -.I260 .017l -.031a 

Stark” .2 -.6108 -.3625 .0241 -.IZII .015a -.0295 

Present,NRp=la .2 -. 1262 -.llOl .Ol29 - .0264 .0120 -.0382 

Present,NRp=50 .2 -.I231 -.I346 .Ol77 - .0266 .02Ol -.0596 

.2 -. 1295 -.I334 .01693 -.02769 .01967 -.0582 
blllnq 

Pr&sent,NRp=60 

4lmmt Present,NRP=66 .2 -.4012 .1477 -.0465 -.0632 .0142 -.0625 

fC3J ’ Present.NRp=70 .2 -.I236 -.I373 .01a15 - .02657 .02065 -.0594 

Present,NRp=72 .2 -.07963 -.3133 .0512 -.0310 .OZll -.05a6 

lwnm23 .2 -. 1270 ,I267 .0154 -.0269 .Ola6 -.0529 

Stark2g .2 -. 1247 -.llSl .a134 -.0255 .Ol79 -.0497 

l emudon f b (Soa Fig. 12) 
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intersection of the two surfaces were kept to the same stze as for the case 

of 60 collocatton points, the results obtained with 70 collocation points 

showed a tendency to converge. 

The evaluation of the three versions of rectangular subsonic elements 

for planar cases showed that the best agreement resulted from the “first 

order, zero pressure, rectangu I ar elemerW fol lowed by the “first order, 

constant potential, rectangular elements,” with the “zero order, constant 

potential, rectangu I ar e I ements” appearing to have the least agreement. 

These three methods were applied to the T-tail with 18 elements, but the 

results given in Table IX do not indicate that any one method is preferable 

over the others. 

Definitions of aerodynamic coefficients used for the two T-tail 

calculations are as follows: 

C =Fy 
Y,J, ITq ‘FIN 

‘N,$ = I 
M$ 

7 “qSFINCREF 

where Fy = Side Force 

MJ, = Pitching Moment 

‘FIN 
= Fin Area 

Stark’s T-ta i I : 

‘i,j 
Jm(x,y)APn(x,y)dxdy 

+ II J,(x, 
Tai I 

z)APJx,z)dxdz 
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Table IX.- Cmparism of Various Aemdynamic El-ts for Stark's 29 
T-tail (NW = 18, Kr = .2*) 

Side 
Force 
tc,j) 

Iblling 
Wment 

tc3j > 

Yaw (j=l) Sidesway (j=2) Roll (j=3) 

Real hg. Real Imag. Real m. 

By 
ZOCP 0.321 -.4222 .0416 -.0045 .0114 .0214 

By 
FCCP .0289 -.4080 .0389 -.0044 .0104 .0215 

F%P .02094 -. 3978 .0367 -.0053. .0098 .0211 

su 
Stark -.0961 0.4811 .0412 -.0300 .0125 .0239 

BY 
ZOCP -.5671 -.3575 .0289 -.1141 .0144 -. 0289 

By 
FOCP .-.5787 -.3548 .0275 -.1163 .0138 -. 0294 

By 
MZP -.5859 -.3519 .0265 -.1176 .0133 -.0297 

By 
Stark -.6108 -.3625 .0241 -.1211 .0158 -.0295 

By 
ZOCP -.1240 -.1083 .0127 -.0257 .0122 -.0377 

BY 
FOCP -.1252 -.1094 .0128 -.0261 .0122 -.0380 

1 -.1260 1 -.liOO .0219 0.0263 .0120 1 -.0382 F%P 

S%k31 1 -.1248 -.1151 .0134 -.0255 .0179 -. 0497 

* Based on ib (See Fig. 12) 

Effective wake length (F=6) 
ZOCP q Zero-order, Constant Potential, Rectangular, Element 
FOCP = First order, Constant Potential, Rectangular, Elemnt 
FiIZP = First order, Zero Pressure, Rectangular, Element 
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where the osci I I at ing modes considered are 

(x0 - x)/c 

Jn(x,z) = I 

-z/b 

n=l 

n=2 

n=3 

9 n=I 

, n=2 

, n=3 

for tail 

for fin 

i = 1 "'m 

j = 1 "'n 

c = b/3 

xO = x-coordinate of fin tip mid chord 

“n = Pressure jump corresponding to Jn 

Case 7: rectangu I ar wings - supersonic steady.- Using in-plane steady 

stipersonic rectangular elements, two sets of calculations were made on rectan- 

gular wings of various aspect ratios. The first was for comparison with results 

previously obtained by Haviland (ref. 30) for Mach numbers ranging from I r2 to 

t.8 and aspect ratios as shown in Fig. 13. The second set was made to 

compare w i 

and aspec 

The 

from that 

th the results reported by Nelson I&t al. (ref. 31) for Mach number 1.3 

ratios as indicated in Fig. 13. 

breakdown of the wing surface for supersonic calculations is different 

for subsonic calculations. This has been illustrated in Fig. 36 for 

the case of I6 collocation points on an aspect ratio two rectangular wing. The 

lift and moment derivatives calculated for the rectangular wing pitching about 

the leading edge which compare with results by Haviland (ref. 30) are shown in 

Table X. The derivatives calculated to compare with the results reported by 

Nelson et al. (ref. 31) for rectangular wings pitching about the midchord are 

shown in Table Xl. 

Using 8 x 8 arrays of elements, the present results are within 5% of. the 

referenced values for the whole Mach number range used in the calculations. 
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Rectangular 

I 
Relative Air Flow 

Element 
e 

L Collocation Point 

Fig. 36 Arrangement of Aerodynamic Elements 
for Aspect Ratio Two Rectangular Wing 
for Steady Supersonic Calculations 

- -.- 
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Table X. Comparison of Lift and Moment Derivatives 
(about Leading Edge) for Rectangular Wings 
in Steady Supersonic Flows 

Method 
No. of Mach Aspect Lift Moment 
Points No. Ratio Derivative Derivative 

lav i I and3’ 6x6 1.2 3.0151 4.49 -4.08 

resent 4x4 In II 4.878 -4.4056 

I, 5x5 II II 4.8158 -4.3398 

II 6x6 II II 4.7507 -4.2595 

II 8X8 II II 4.694 -4.1979 

lav i I and3’ 6X6 1.4 2.0412 3.08 -2.77 

resent 4x4 11 II 3.2922 -2.9683 

II 5x5 11 II 3.2503 -2.9246 

11 6x6 u 11 3.2161 -2.8836 

11 8X8 w II 3.1589 -2.8159 

sv i I and3’ 6x6 1.6 1.6013 2.42 -2.17 

resent 4x4 II II 2.5827 -2.3286 

II 5x5 n II 2.5499 -2.2943 

II 6x6 M II 2.5230 -2.2622 

II 8x8 n II 2.4984 -2.2369 
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Table x - Cont'd 

No. Mach 
Method Points No. 

Havlland30 

Present 

II 

II 

6X6 

4x4 

5x5 

6x6 

1.8 

II 

II 

II 

1.3363 2.01 

II 2.1555 

II 2.1279 

II 2.1054 
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Table Xl. Comparison of Lift and Moment Derivatives (about 
Midchord) for Rectangular Wings in Steady Super- 
sonic Flows Mach No. = 1.3 

No. of Aspect Lift Moment 
Method Points Ratio Coefficient Coefficient 

Nel son31 
et al. 1.2039 2.42 .40 

Present 4x4 ,1 2.596 .465 

Nel son31 
et al. 2.0 3.38 .245 

Present 4x4 II 3.678 .234 
II 8x8 f1 3.494 .254 

Nel son31 
et al. 4.0 4.16 ,120 

Present 4x4 ,I 4.347 ,105 
II 8x8 II 4.229 . I I5 
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Definitions of the derivatives show in the tables are the same as those 

used in Case 2. 

. Computation Time 

The four-by-four results took between thirteen cl31 and twenty seven (27) 

seconds to run on the CDC 6400, using batch processing. The eight-by-eight 

results required 220 to 294 seconds. The time should be roughly proportional 

to the number of elements in the aerodynamic influence matrix, i.e.., to the 

number of reference points (NRPI squared, or I:16 in the above case. 

PROPOSED EXTENDED METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

In this section, the method described previously is extended to polygonal 

elements for subsonic and supersonic flows in the out-of-plane case. Expressions 

are shown to be the same as those previously deve.loped when appl ied to rectangular 

elements. I 

Statement of Problem 

The prob lem of the extended method is identical to the original problem. 

Coordinate System 

This is identical to the original system outI,ined. However, for analytical 

convenience, use is made of the X,S,N coordinate system defined, in Eq. (47). 

This gives the coordinate of the sending point in a system whose origin is the 

receiving point Jr. X is parallel to the x’ axis, S is parallel to the plane of . 

sending surface, and N is normal to it. 

Governing Differential Equation 

This is identical to Eq. (2). 

I ntegra I Equation 

This is defined by Eqs. (41 and (5). 
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*Expression for Green’s function.- This is equivalent to Eq. (6). However, 

the cutoff function. is redefined in terms of a real a.rgument, and the results 

are expressed in terms of the X,S,N coordinate system. 

Taking (r at the col location point k, the subsonic Green’s Fun&ion Is 

Define also 

G = GRQr(kI,“P} = 4,rR -I exp 

G#r(k)dpI = 

where 

‘ 
R =a/ x2 + fi2S2 -I- B2N2 

The supersonic Green’s function may then be expressed as: 

G= U(FIIGRtirCk),rp 1 + GA (Ir(k),lp 11 (80) 

(79A) 

(798) 

U is the step function, defined by 

I; x > 0 . U(x) = - I I 0; x < 0 

and the cutoff function F (which is positive only in the forward Mach cone) is 

as used by Watkins and Berman (ref. 14). 

Expression for IQ.- This is still defined by Eq. (51, but it is expressed 

in a different form than in Eq. (7). Note first that 
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J = -cosCy - g)a/av - sin(y - g)a/ao (81) 

where y anti are the angles between the local normal and the r-axfs on the 

sending and ecelving surfaces respectively, as shown in Figure I. Then 

K 
4 

= -cos(y - g)a2G/av2 - sin(y - g)a2G/avao. (82) 

Method of Solution 

The method of solution is generally the same as suggested previously. 

However, expressions for irregular elements are developed for both subsonic 

and supersonic flow. No doubt the same can be done for sonic flows by deriving 

the limiting expressions correctly. 

.Integration by Discrete Elements 

The express 

in Eq. (12). 

ion for the “aerodynamic influence matrix” Ak %remains as 
8 

Aerodynamic Elements 

The catalog of aerodynamic elements is extended. Due to the new form 

for Kq expressed 1 n Eq. (821, however, the new and old elements can only be 

compared for the in-plane case. 

Basic forni.- The zero-pressure form of element has given the best results 

up to now, and has therefore been chosen as the fundamental form for the 

extended method. Also, Eqs. (I31 and (341 have been combined, f has been 

redefined, and the X,S.,N, coordinate system has been introduced, resulting in 

-A#(R*,X,S) = A$Rf(fi*,X,S) exp I 
1 
=p [x - xta,] (83) 
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--_x_-- ~--_I---. _I_... ._ -~- 

The net pressure differential AP acting in the positive N direction is 

now given by 

Therefore, for any element on which f equals I, AP is zero, (the zero 

pressure element), Chile for any element on which f equals Cx - x(9,)1 

BP= 
I 

-24% 
V 1 

-iw [x - X(E)] 
.T pv2 

exp v 
1 

which Is constant Jn the zero frequency case. The relative advantages of 

using polynomial forms for f are not understood at 

above two examples warrant further discussion. 

In the flrst case with f equals I there is no 

of region R* where there is a lift line correspond i 

A#. This would be treated as a vortex loop in the 

this time. However, the 

pressure except at the edge 

ng to the stepwise jump in 

steady state case, as is 

(84) 

(85) 

done for example, in the method of Rubber-t and Saaris (ref. 5). 

In the second case, the pressure varies harmonica1 ly. Further possibi I i- 

ities are polynomials with unknown coefficients. For example, if f is 

I + a’ Ex - xt!LII, we have two unknowns for each element, A+/v and a. 

The expressions for the general terms Ak R of the aerodynamic influence 

titrix given in Eqs. (14) and (15) are retafn:d. It might be noted that the 

form of Eq. (I41 could be used for the on-surface elements as well as for 

the wake region elements if it were desired to subdivide them. Also;tlie form 

of Eq. (15) might be used for trailing edge elements, if the ‘panelled’ wake 

used in ear I ier parts of this report were to be rep I aced by i ntegra I s extend I ng 
. 

to infinity. 

It is thus convenient to introduce a modified Green’s function 

E = G exp (- + Lx - xtq } , (86) 
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Then using Eqs. (82) and (831, Eq. (16) can be rewritten as 

k$(k,l,ll”) = -Ilay’ {COS(Y - 9) aWaN 

+ sin(y - g)a2@aNasI f(a*,X,SIdX dS (87) 

Subsonic aerodynamic elements.- After some manipulation, it can be shown 

that 

and 

a2g - IwR I a2 
aNas I + FFj aNas - Ik) - $$]RER 

(881 

(89) 

where 

= MR + X - f12X(a) (90) 

Minimum first order expansion-subsonic: The argument of the exponential 

in the expression for ER, Eq. (901, can be expanded about the point 11” as 

before for the development of the SO called “first order” elements. Since the 

argument of the expanded exponential is of the form iwA/c (where A is a typical 

dimension of the element !L*t), expansion up to the first order term should 

be adequate when small elements are used. Then, from Eq. (90), 

1 .I iw 
- E CR - R(k,a*,] - g [x - X(!t”)] 

x exp - 
t 

\ --& [MR(k,ll*t) + X(a*t) - B2X(a)] I 
- 

(911 
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By substituting this into Eqs. (871, (881, and (891, the “Minimum First 

Order Expansion” results in which al I terms in w2’and higher order are dropped. 
.’ 

This leads to the following expression for k 
+ 

k$(k,ll,ll*) = I cos (y-g 1 

t 
4a 

Io'(k,R*) + sin:yn-9) Io"(k,8*l I 
f 

X 
I + iuR(k,ll*) + iwX(!L*c) 1 _ I costy-g) 

BLC B’V 1 \ 4s 
I;(k,a*) 

+ sin(y-g) IlI(k R ) 1 iw ’ 
4a 1 , * 

! I 1 j-+MR(k a*) 
P 1 exp 1 8 

9 

+ X(8*) - 82X(a) I 
t 
I (92) 

In the above expansion, terms such as (wN/cj2 are dropped. The 

validity of this step is in question and is discussed later. The remaining 

terms dropped are of the form (wA/W2 which are small if the elements are 

themselves small. 

The "I" integrals have the form 

Io'(k,R*) = // f(!L*,X,S) w a2 j I ’ dXdS 

!a* 
PI 

I,' (k,!L*) = I 1 

II* 

$, dXdS 

Io”(k,R*) = 11 f(L,*X,S) - 

!L* 

Il”W*) = /j fte*,x,s)x - 
L” 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 
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Supersonic aerodynamic elements.- As with Eqs. (88) and (891, it can be 

shown that 

The notation. If refers to alternate choices of the subscripts, R (retarded) 

and A (advanced). The corresponding signs on the RH side are indicated by 

f or T as appropriate. 

Minimum first order expansion-SUperSOniC: Using the same procedure as 

in the subsonic case, an expression is obtained for k 4 
which corresponds to 

that given by Eq. (92). 

k@(k,Q,Q*) = costy-g) 
4” Io’(k,Q*t) + sin;;-g) Io”(k,Q*C) 

I 

x 2cos 
I 

wR( k,Q*) 
B2C 

+ 2wR(k,Q*) sin wR(k,Q*) + 2iwX(Q) cos wR(k,Q*) 
B2C B2C B2V B2C 

cos(y-d I1 f&R*) + sinpp) I;(k,Q*) 2iw wR( k,Q*) 
471 p cos 

B2C 

-1 costy-g) 

I 
4lT J ‘(k, p, + sln;;-g) J”(k,Q*) 

x exp - --& [X(Q*) (99) 

The first term includes all contributions except from coincidence of 

the point k with the element Q* which is covered by k “. 
4 

The derivation of 

the corresponding integrals has been,discussed. .The second term which covers 

the coincidence effect appears only In the supersonic case. 
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Although this equation appears formidable at ffrst sight, it has a 

symmetry which should make programming relatively simple. 

The integrals are 

Io’(k,Q*) = // f(Q*,X,S) - 

Q* 

a2 I,Vk,Q*t) = /I f(Q*,X,S) X - 
aN2 

II” 

Io”(k,Q*) = I/ f(Q*,X,S) $& 

Q” 

Il”(k,Q*) = /I f(Q*,X,S) X & 

Q” 

J’(k,Q*) = /I f(Q*,X,S, 

11” 

p dX,dS 

J”(k,Q*c) = /j f(Q*,X,S) i$& dXdS 

Il* 

(100) 

(101) 

( 102) 

(IO31 

(104) 

(105) 

The first four “I” integrals differ from the corresponding subsonic ones 

only in that they contain the step function U(F). The “J” integrals on I y appear 

in the supersonic case and their integrands are zero except on the forward 

Mach cone. 

Evaluation of Integrals by Contour Integration 

Evaluation of the “I” and “J” integrals begins with their reduction to 

contour form. These contours will be assumed to be polygons, so that it will 
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be necessary only to evaluate the contributions of straight line segments. 

Define the indefinite F integrals as follows: 

Flrn n = // 
# 

a2 F’lrn n = // XmSn - 
, aNas 

(106) 

(107) 

It will be shown that these can be reduced to line integrals, thus, for 

. example, if ftQ*,X,S) equals unity, then I1 can be expressed as the sum of 

line integrals along the sides of the polygons, so that 

Il”(k,Q*) = c i”, (108) 

where i, i -+ I are two consecutive points (in the right handed sense) around 

the contour, as shown in Figure 37. A transformation to an X, ’ S, ’ N 

coordinate system will be used to facilitate integration. The bracket 

(F3 i’l has a particular sighlficaace, If the line i to i+ I doesnotcross 

the Mach cone, it is identical to [Fliitl. and has the conventional meaning 

“eva I uate F at i + I and subtact va I ue at i .‘I However, there is no contri- 

bution to the line integral from outside the Mach cone, but there is one from 

the intersection point, so that a different interpretation must be made when a 

line intersects a Mach cone. 

In Eq. (IO81 above, the shape factor f corresponds to the zero pressure 

case which has.already been discussed. In the harmonic pressure case, with 

f equal to x - x(Q), one would have 

I;(k,Q*) = I;=, F; o 
I 

11 t 
i+l 

# - X(Q*)F~,~ 1 i (109) 

Given a method to eval uate the “F” integral s,, a large range of elements is 

available. Five cases of interest can be identified concerning two consec- 

utive points, I and 2 which are as follows: 
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Co1 location point k 
\ 

J J X’ 
S 

N e I ement 

Figure 37: Contour I ntegra I 
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(1) Subsonic case, and supersonic case with points I, 2 lying inside the 

Mach forward cone. 

(II) Supersonlc case with point I Inside the forward Mach cone and point 

2 outside. 

(III) Supersonic case with points I and 2 reversed relative to II. 

(IV) Supersonic case with points I and 2 outside the forward Mach cone. 

(VI Supersonic case wtth collocation point k lying on element a*. 

Cases I and II are discussed In the following subsections. Case, III 

is easily deduced from II. Case IV yields zeros (for this line section, though 

not necessarily for the whole element). Finally, Case V introduces additional 

diagonal terms. (Note that a poinf lies inside the forward Mach cone If the 

cutoff function F defined under Eq. (80) is positive). 

The following transformation of coordinates is used in the plane 

element II* 

x = E1,2 (X’(X2 - X1) - B2S’(S2 - S&&,2 

S = 
El,2 o(‘(S2 - S1) + S’(X2 - X1)) /R1 2 9 

dXdS = dX’dS’ 

where X1, Sl, and X2, S2 are the coordinates of the points I, 2 and 3 

R1,2 = l4 (X2 - Xl)2 + fAs2 - sg2) 

and 

E 
152 

= I If (X2 - X1)2 + B2G2 - Sl)2 > 0 

- -I if (X2 - x112 + &S, - slP < 0 

(I IO) 

(I II 1 

(I 12) 

(I l3A) 

(I 138) 
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In the supersonic case, El,2 in Eq. (113) is negative unity if the line 

from point no. I to point no. 2 makes a smaller angle with the S-axis than does 

the Mach line. Also, R1,2 is zero when the line between the two points is 

parallel to a Mach line. This case is discussed later. 

The inverse transformation to Eqs. (I 10) to (I I I) is 

X’ = (X(X2 - x1) + B2S(S2 - S1)) /R1,2 

S’ = (-xcs;! - Sl) + S(X2 - X1)/ /Rlr2 

(I 14) 

(I 15) 

In terms of the new coordinates, 

R = &,2x12 + B2E1,2S’2 + N2 (I 16) 

In the subsonic case the transformation can be represented by the following 

three transformations, app.1 ied in order: 

(I) A Prandtl-Gauert Transformation 

(2) A rotation of axes so that the line from points I to 2 is parallel 

to the X1 axis. 

(3) An inverse Prandt I -GI auert transformat ion. 

In the supersonic case, the corresponding transformation which transforms 

the equations to rectangular hyperbolic is used (See, for example, the report 

by Heaslet and Lomax (ref. 32) I, but the factor El 2 is introduced to avoid the 

use of imaginary numbers. 
# 

It is read.i ly shown that 

dX = E1.7(X7 -+)dX, _ B?El 2ts7 - sl) 

R1,2 R1,2 

(I 17) 
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dS = E1_2(S3 - sl) dx’ + E1.7(X2 - xl) ds, 
Rlr2 %,2 

(II81 ‘. 

also that 

/ 
dX’ = El,2h,2 (I 19) 

dS’ =O (120) 

Note that it Is possible for X’ to be positive In the forward Mach cone, 

whereas X is always negative, as illustrated in Figure 38. A useful method.of 

evaluating integrals can be derived from the following: 

4a 6(0,0,0); M < I 
2~ 6(0,0,0); M > I (121) 

Case I. no Mach cone Interseation.- 

“F” integrals of the first kind: These integrals have the general form 

given In Eq. (1061, but with U(F) = I. 

To cover the zero pressure case, with f = I, we require m = 0, I; n = 0 

(a) 

Substituting from Eq. (1211, using Green’s Theorem.(ref.21), and then Eqs. (114) 

and (1 15) 

(122) 



c forward 
Mach cone 

J I 
/ 

S 7 
N 

Figure 38. Case of Pfbsitive X’ in Forward Mach Cone 
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Taking the straight I ine from point no. I to point no. 2 which is 

parallel to the X’ axis, dS’ is zero. Thus, 

-E1,,X’S’ 2 

R& F2S2 + N2) 
# 1 1 

(123) 

It is convenient to leave the integral in this form since, for computer 

evaiuation, X, ’ S’ can be found readily. 

Applying the same substitutions as before, together with Eq. (1101, and using 

the rule for differentiation of products, one has 

El 2(X2 - Xl) 
: = ’ R1,2 

_ $2E1a7S’(S7 - s11 2 a 

RL2 
/ pF ,jX’ + fi2E1.7(S2 - si) j 2 dX’ - 

‘31,2 1 R 

h,2(X2 
X’S’(S7 - Sl) I 

- ‘1) +(El,2S’2 + N2) ( 

+ !32&3sp - S,) log 

R1,2 I 
2. 

GX’+R 
1 

Note that the I ast term In Eq. ( 124) is complex if El,2 is negative. 

( 124) 

Evaluation of the integrals in Eqs. (123) and (124) is facilitated by the 

standard integrals of Append ix B. 

“F” Intecra ls of the second kind : These “F” integrals have the general 

form given in Eq. (107): 

(a) Fg o 
, 
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Integrating first with respect to dS 

II 
Fo,o = - 

then transformtng .and taking the straight I ine element from po,iM I to 2 

= _- E1.7(X7 - X1) 
R1,2 

(b) 

(125) 

( 126) 

As before, for the straight line element from point I to 2: 

EJ 7(X7 - x112 
(Rl 2) 

z 
9 

+ f32S’(X2 - ly(S2 - s1,’ 

(R1 2)2 
,: y$ Ii/ dX’ 

# 

E 
1,2(X2 

(127) 

Case II with Mach cone intersection.- Let point C lie on the intersection 

of the forward Mach cone with a straight line path from points I to 2 so that 

point no. 2 l ies outside of the cone. The integrands of the “I” and “J” integra I s 

are now zero beyond point C, but most of their terms are singular at C. This 

arrangement is illustrated in Figure 39. 

First note, that when point no. 2 is outside the Mach cone, function U(F) 

goes from unity to zero at a point C which lies- between points I and 2 as shown 

- in %%jGe-391 Then, since the derivat&e of the step function is the Dirac .- 
delta function 6(X), it follows that for any function Y(X) 

i 
2 

96 - - 
- 
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- e.l &men% I. 

intersection point 

Figure 39: Intersection with Forward Mach Cone 
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JYtx, aUtX)/aX dX = [Y(X) 6(X) dX = Y(O) 

In the more general form, applicable to the case in point 

I Y(X,S,N) $ u {F(x,s,N)) dx 

= Y(X,S jN) T%%T ‘C 

where (Y is X, S or N. Equat ion (I 16) for R can be factored in the form 

R =+E,,,F’F’~ 

(I281 

(129) 

where 

F’.= -X’ q/m&‘2 - 625 2N2 (l30A) 
# 

It is not easy to identify the cut-off function for the forward Mach cone. 

For the fol I owing derivation, it will be assumed that it is F’ as given by 

Eq. (130A), which would be the case if points I and 2 were aligned in a positive 

direction al ong the X axis. 

F f = X’ _ 
A 

33’2 - f32E 
lr2 

N2 ( 1308) 

Note that, at a point C on the forward Mach cone 

First, the following indefinite integral is evaluated at C 

(131) 

= I 82s ’ B2X’S’ 

Rd &S’2 _ f32N2 R(f32S’2 + B2N2) JC 
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=- B2RS ’ 1 =o 
X’ (fi2S12 + fi2N2 c 

(I321 

By interchanging variables 

/ +j dX’ lc = 0 

Also, the following indefinite integral 

/ x’ &- 1-j dX’ jc 

= B2S ‘X’ 

fi2St2 - fi2N2 
_ 1 82u(;;)x’s’ dx’ 

In, by interchang m ing variables 

= 
i 

B2S ’ B2S ’ --+R lc=o 
R i 

(1331 

(134) 

(135) 

It follows from Eqs. (I321 to (135) that al I of the singular terms in the “F” . 

integrals vanish on the Mach cone. Presumably, the same results would follow 

from the application of the method of determining the prjncipal values of 

Improper integrals given by Mangler (ref. 33). 

“F” integrals of the first kind with Mach cone intersection: 

(a) dXdS 

Proceeding as for Eq. (123) but substituting from Eq. (132) 

(136) 
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Thus an element in the form of a polygon would have contributions from the 

&r-kices inside the forward Mach cone only. 
‘. . 

A& for Eq. (124) but substituting from Eqs. (133) and (134) 

Thus there is a contribution at point C from the finite term. 

“F” integrals of the second kind with Mach cone intersection: 

(a) F o 
, 

b’ = l! & y ) dXdS 

AS’for Eq. (1261, but substituting from Eq. (133) 

2 
1' Foe’- , I 

- - El ,2NX’ (X:, - X1) 
I 

1 
RR1,2(E1,2S’2 + N2) 1 

(b1 Fl,; = /I X & F dXdS 

(137) 

(I381 

Again, as for Eq. (1271, but substituting from Eqs. (I331 and (134) 

= B2N(X7 - X11 
R(R1 ,2)2 5,2(X2 (139) 

“K” integral s of first and second kind: I n order to evaluate the “J” 

ttitegrals, we first define the “K” integrals which are similar to the “F” 

integrals of Eqs. (106) and (107) s 

‘IO0 . 



Kfm,” = jI XmS” “‘;,$’ dXdS 

K~ n , 
= Ij XmS” ;$” dXdS 

Then, for example, if f(R*,X,S) = I, we have 

There is evidently no contribution except at a Mach cone intersection. 

(a) 

As for F, 1 in Eq. (123) 
9 

Note that the sign would 

and point 2 were inside. 

(b) 

As for Fb’,a in Eq. (126) 

1 1 K: 0 , 

K’ o,. = j] “‘!I$’ dXdS 

* au(F’I 

1 
asl dX’ 

1 
-fPS’ 2 

=)/-fi2g2 I I - fi2N2 c = - ++ c 

(14ci) 

(141) 

(142) 

. 

(143) 

be reversed if the point I were outside the Mach cone, 

= E1,9(X2 - X1) 
R 

182 

,f au;;f) dxl 

= B*(Xp - Xl)N 
R 

lr2X I C 

L - 

(144) 
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Additional Supersonic Terms 

In evaluating the “1” and “J” integral 

term of Eq. ( I2 I 1 -was omitted. The term ki 

be evaluated for supersonic flows. 

s of Eqs. (100) to (1051, the RH 

in Eq. (99) rep laces this, and must 

In the original calculations for recta ngular elements, the collocation 

points were placed directly over the lifting lines, as shown in Fig. 5. 

However, the procedure for calculating kz could be described as follows: 

The wing is divided up into rectangular winglets, as in Hedman’s method 

for the subsonic case, (see Fig. 14) but, in place of the lift lines at 

the quarter chords and the collocation points at the three-quarter chords 

of the winglets, the lift line and collocation point are both placed at 

mid-chord. Then, for the purpose of calculating the effect of a lift-line 

directly on the collocation point with which it coincides, the lift line 

is replaced by the same total lift uniformly distributed over the element. 

Because we are actually concerned with an aerodynamic matrix which relates 

ve I oc i ty poten-, i a I to downwash, the resulting matrix has some off-diagonal 

terms. The I ift and downwash on a two-dimensiona I supersonic wing are 

directly related through the so-called “Ac keret resu I I-” (reference 41, 

so that the wing section consistent with a lift-line is stepped, nevertheless, 

the procedure outlined above gives correct lift and moment when applied to 

two-dimensional wings. As with the subsonic case, the simplified method 

used for rectangular elements will no longer be as effective when applied 

to arbitrary elements. 

Numerical Problems in Computation 

In evaluating the expressions for the “F” and “K” integrals, numerical 

problems may arise in the computer due to division by zero in such cases as 

the fol lowing: 

(a) R=O 

(b) S’ = N = 0 

(cl R, 2 = 0 
f 

It wil I be necessary to take care of these cases either by taking special 

precautions during preparation of input by programming additional computer logic. 

(a) R = 0. This occurs when there is a collocation point k on a vertex of an 
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element. This situation should be avoided. In the supersonic case, it may be 

that R is very nearly zero because a vertex is nearly on the Mach cone. If 

R c E, where E is an arbitrary sma I I number, calculations should proceed as 

though the Mach cone is intercepted. 

(b) S’ = N = 0. This occurs when the collocation point is on the extension of 

a side of an element. It can easily be shown from Eq. (115) that, if S’ is 

zero anywhere on a straight line element, it is zero all along It. If N = 0 

also, this could lead to division by zero in all four integrals. In al I such 

cases, however, the limiting contributions are zero. Therefore, on the computer, 

terms with S’* + N* in the denominator can be disregarded when S’* + N* Is small. 

(cl R, 2 = 0. This occurs when the Ilne segment is parallel to a Mach line. 

Since ;11,* appears in the denominators of X’ and S,’ the limiting expressions 

must be evaluated carefully. Resulting limits on Eqs. (1231, (1241, (I261 and 

(127) are, 

2 
(145) 

I 

{F; o]; + 9 [ 1 2 
(146) 

I 

1 2 
IF;,olf j Nj?(X? - Xl) ( 147) 

R(S’ I* I 
2 

{F’@ + 
E 

- 
I~~NS(X~ - X, 1 1 (148) 

RS’ 
I 

where i?’ and S’ are evaluated as for X’ and S’ but with Rl,z taken as equal to 

unity. 

Comparison of Extended Method with Previous Results 

As was pointed out earlier, it is only possible to make a comparison of 

the final expressions for the in-plane case. However, for parallel ai 

(where angles y, g are equal I, Eqs. (82) and (88) can be written as follows: 
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K9 
B*/R* + iw/cR 

I 
8 R 

3S4/R2 + 3iw~*/cR - w2/c2 
I 

z R (I491 

This agrees with Eq. (71, after substitution from Eqs. (17) and (18) and taking 

T1 equal to unity and T2 equal to -N?/R. 

In the case of an in-plane airfoil, Eq. (92) can be written in a form 

directly comparable with Eq. (35) 

kO(k,R,a”) = 

- {%}{wflexp {- &! [MR(k.l*) 

+ xtll*t) - pxta) II 
Now from Eqs. (26) and (93) with f equal to unity 

I;(k,a*) 
4a 

= kSS( k,a*) ‘(151) 

also, from Eq. (32) and (94) wlth f equal to unity 

( 150) 

-I;(k,a*) = 
4+ 
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$ dXdS = kUS(k,ll*c) (152) 

R* 

Substituting back from Eqs. (151) and (152) into (1501, it is found that the 
/ 

express ion k 
4 

is identical to that given by Eqs. (19) and (35). Thus the --- --- -.. 

extended method leads to expressions which are identical to those developed 

earlier when parallel, zero pressure elements are used. As a further verifi- 

cation, Eqs. (151) and (152) can be compared directly for the rectangular 

element shown in Figure 40. First, we evaluate Ii according to Eqs. (108) and 

(123). The contribution of each point comes from two terms. Transforming, 

using Eqs. (114) and (1151, and noting that (XB - XA) and (SC - SB) are both 

zero, we have the following: 

I,(k,R*C) 4a =& p$q+ . . = -(y;x;::“) + . . . 

RA RB % RD = --+---++ 
‘tTlxAs/l, 4d$,sB 4lrXCSC 4lTXDSD (153; 

where RA is R evaluated at the point A. The above expression is identical to 

that for k,, given in Eq. (26). Using the same approach in dealing with I,1f 

and substituting from Eq. (1241, the contributions of the first two terms cancel 

at each point. This leaves only the contributions of the logarithmic expression 

along the lines A to B and C to D. Thus, 

B D 
log(BS + R) - I [ & log(-BS + R) 

A I C 

(154) 

It can, however, be shown that 

-log(-BS + R) = log(i3S + R) 

therefore the above expression is identical to that given for k,, in Eq. (32). 
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Only the steady state in-p lane case has been previously developed for 

supersonic flow. From Eqs. (46 1 and (991, we now have 

k$k,ll*) = 2k,,(k,R*) = 210'(k,t*)/4s (155) 

Comparing Eqs. (1.53) and (56) it is seen that the extended method is compatible 

in the supersonic case also. 

In summary, it has been shown that the methods given in this section 

are identical to those given previously when applied to in-plane, first order, 

zero pressure, rectangular elements in the subsonic case and to in-plane, 

steady sta t 

on both of 

give ident 

e, rectangu iar elements in the supersonic case. Computations based 

these cases have already been evaluated. The extended method would 

cal results in the casesdiscussed. 

Computer Program 

The expressions developed here could be included as new elements in the 

computer program described in Appendix A. However, it would be considerably 

less time consuming to precompute as much as possible and then to calculate the 

aerodynamic matrix from the precomputed data for each value of w. An exam.1 na; 

tion of Eqs. (92) and (99) shows that the aerodynamic matrix Ak II could be 
, 

written as follows: 

Ak,a = IAVk a + wA’Ik 11 + IuA”‘~,L) exp lwL(k,&) 
# , 

+ k; (k,ll,ll) + ~U*)k~(k,R,L*) (156) 

In the above expressions, five real matrices of the same size as Ak a are 

requ i red. The indicated summation is over wake elements which can ie rectan- 

gular, and can therefore.be evaluated more rapidly than polygonal elements. 

In the present program, the normal flow (downwash) at each collocation 

point is assumed to be known, and generalized forces are calculated after the 

velocity potentials have been solved. The same could be done with the extended 
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method; however, since the aerodynamic elements can now be made to conform with 

structura I 

of the col 

to compute 

are used, 

elements, it might be better to determine location and downwash 

location point from deflections at structural nodes and, finally 

equivalent forces at the nodal points. I f zero pressure elements 

the forces act along the perimeter. The force per un it I ength on a 

line element when taken right-handed is proportional to its projection along 

the u axis. It is thus in the negative direction (i.e. opposite to the posit 

normal coordinate u) when the projection of the line is positive. 

ive 

Thus if dF is an element of force on the perimeter, as shown in Figure 4 I, 

dF = pv2A$aexp 1 I - + [< - C(!L)] ’ du 
t ) 

(157) 

Missing Term 

A first order expression is used to rep I ace the exponentia I terms before 

integration. However, a term in (UN/C) ,2 where N is the normal distance from 

collocation point to sending surface, is ignored (this cannot be expressed by a 

contour integral). If it should later prove to be important, it may be neces- 

sary to evaluate the surface integral by its midpoint value using the approach 

described previously. 

Summary of Extended Method 

The principal aim of this section has been to develop the expressions 

for arbitrary out-of-plane polygon aerodynamic elements. Each expression is 

in the form of a contour integral so that it is only necessary’to compute the 

contribution of each straight-line element. The expressions developed are 

generally applicable for subsonic and supersonic flow, but special steps are 

necessary when a line element intercepts the forward Mach cone from a receiving 

point. 

Th 

checked 

much of 

is method has been proven to be 

out earlier in this report when 

the experience acquired to date 

identical to the one developed and 

applied to in-plane surfaces. Thus, 

remains val id. 

I 08 
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Figure 41: Aerodynamic Forces 
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The problem of defining the Ackeret lift term is not discussed in detail 

because it is bel’ieved d-0 require, considerable numerical experimentation and 

careful programming. Certainly, the idea that the presstire at a given point 

contributes directly to the flow at that point is straightforward. Also, the 

problem of finding optimum ways of locating collocation points has not been 

discussed. In the applications to rectangular elements discussed earlier, 

special schemes were used for locating collocation points and the rectangles 

themse I ves. However, if the aerodynamic elements are to be compatibie with 

structural elements, such favorable arrangements will no longer be possible. 

Computed results may thus turn out to be unreliable because the normal flow 

distribution corresponding to constant potential or zero pressure elements is 

singular on the edges of the elements on which there are finite vortices. If 

selection of col location points were arbitrary, then it wou Id be necessary to 

use m ore uniform potential distributions so that finite vortices could be 

el imi nated. The polynomial forms envisioned in Eqs. (106) and (107) might 

poss bly prove adequate for this purpose. 

basis 

be ca 

CONCLUDI NG REMARKS 

I n the present investigation, a numerical method has been developed on the 

of the linearized theory by which the generalized airforce matrix can 

culated for steady or oscillating wings in subsonic and supersonic flows. 

The use of the downwash-velocity potential relationship in preference to more 

commonly employed downwash-pressure relationship gives a somewhat simplified 

form of the kernel function. The approximations made in the evaluation of the 

integrals involved avoid some of the difficulty incurred in evaluating the 

improper i ntegra I s. Thtis, one of the advantages of the method proposed here 

is numerical simplicity in comparison to other existing methods. The present 

method has been tested quite extensively for rectangular elements in steady 

and unsteady cases in subsonic flows. Its appl ication in supersonic flow has 

been limited to steady planar rectangular wings. The results of these calcula- 

tions are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

It has been demonstrated that accurate results can be obtained for cases 

of steady and oscillating planar rectangular wings in subsonic flows using 

the downwash-velocity potential method. Among the three types of aerodynamic 
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elements evaluated, the best results were obtained with the so cal led “first 

order, zero pressure” rectangu I ar elements, fol lowed by “f i rst order, constant 

potentia 6 rectangular elements. The “zero order,-- constant potent ia I rectan- 

gular elements, although considerably simp-ler than the other two types of 

elements provided the least favorable results. Results appear to be convergent 

with respect to the total number of boxes used. The wake can safely be termi- 

nated in five chord lengths or less. 

The lift distributions on rectangular and tapered wings in subsonic flows 

indicate that the use of rectangular elements gives excess lift towards the 

tips. It has been found that the distribution improves with shorter spanwise 

divisions towards the tips (given a limitation on the total number of elements 

to be used). All other results, including the distribution of the center of 

pressure, and various coefficients, have shown that this method glves results 

comparable to those resulting from other methods of analysis. 

Calculations for oscillating swept wings and for swept wings with flaps 

using rectangular elements have been compared with those made by other methods. 

It appears that, when the rectangular elements are used, the agreement of the 

swept wing results with the referenced values is not as good as in the case 

of rectangular wings. Improvement was noticed as smaller elements were used 

towards the tip, but satisfactory agreement has still not been obtained at 

high subsonic speeds. It is believed that these results indicate a need for 

elements conforming to the planform such as those that have been developed in 

the so-called extended method. The flap moment coefficients show fair agreement 

with the referenced values. However, the results are limited to I8 collocation 

points, except in one case where 40 points were used. 

Fair agreement has been obtained with other results published in the 

literature for two-T-tail configurations using midpoint integration for out- 

of-plane terms. As the number of elements is increased, however, agreement 

first improves and then gets worse. This appears to resu I t from the use of 

mid-point integration for out-of-plane elements and indicates a need for the 

extended method. 
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The results obtained for steady rectangular wings using in-plane steady 

supersonic rectangular elements are good, but convergence with the referenced 

values seems to be slower than in the corresponddng subsonic cases. 

Because all of these calculations were made using a computer program which 

contained as subroutines all of the rectangular aerodynamic elements cited in 

this report, it is believed that the effectiveness of such a concept of 

aerodynamic e I ements was demonstrated. In addition, the objective of developlng 

a method valid for subsonic and supersonic flows was partially accomplished. 

As is shown in the sect ion covering the extended method, this object’ive has 

been realized conceptually. 

The proposed extended method is capable of reproducing all of the in-plane 

calculations performed to date. It also appears to have the features necessary 

for better results on swept wings and out-of-plane cases (such as T-tails). 

it is therefore concluded that the extended method is potentially capable of 

handling all calculations relating to oscillating wings. 

it is believed that the proposed extended method will contribute greatly 

to the problem of handling flutter and to other related problems in automated 

structural design. In particular, the following three points are of signi- 

f icance: 

I. The computation procedure is based on the concept of aerodynamic 

elements. This procedure treats arbitrary panels on the aero- 

dynamic surface which can, therefore, conform to the structural 

surf ace pane I s. Thus, not only can the computed forces employed act 

at the structural nodes, but, also, the preparation of aerodynamic 

input data is simplified since it is so similar to the structural 

input data. 

2. This method applies to a broad Mach number range so thatone computer 

program can handle subsonic and supersonic flows. 

3. The calculations can be arranged so that if five matrices are 

computed first, then the flutter forces for the complete reduced 

frequency range can be calculated rapidly. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the proposed extended method be programmed and 

tested. Fol lowing this, the tasks I isted below should be performed, 

(I) Adaptation of the method to the unsteady transonic (M = I) case, 

Although this adaptation may not result in accurate air force 

predictions and its usefulness may thus be limited, it is needed 

to provide a basic I inear solution capabi I ity against which more 

refined methods can be compared. 

(2) Investigation to determine the best method of including the 

Ackeret or “two-d imens iona I ” lift effects in the supersonic case. 

The method used for the numerical results given in Tables IO and II 

was selected for conven ience but is too restr 

aerodynamic element concept. 

(3) Determination of optimum chordwise spacing of 

the Hedman (ref. 2) method of locating lift I 

exclusively in calculations. Again, this is t 

ctive for use in the. 

elements. Thus far, 

nes has been used 

00 restrictive for 

application to the aerodynamic element concept. 
; 

(41 Development of a set of rules for selecting aerodynamic element 

configurations to meet given accuracy objectives. To date, only 

a few variations have been made on rectangu iar wings and those 

were made mainly to observe gross effects and to demonstrate 

convergence. 

(5) Trial inclusion of the method in an automated design computer 

system. One of the goals in developing this method was to make it 

possible to compute aerodynamic forces at structural nodes. There- 

fore, an evaluation of its capability in this application and of 

its practical application in general would be of great interest. 

(6) Trial development of new aerodynamic elements. It is especially 

important to investigate arrangements which will eliminate finite 

vortices since it is expected that they vii I remove restrictions 

on collocation point locations. 
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APPENDLX A 

The Computer Program, 
. . 

Introduction.- In order to perform the cal cul at lons on the downwash- 

velocity potentlal method, a computer program has been wrltten in FORTRAN IV 

language to be used with CDC 6400 at the Unlversity of Virglnla Computer 

Center. Its principal feature Is a subroutlne to calculate and store the 

aerodynamic Influence matrlx which is then Inverted and used to calculate 

generalized forces which result from specified motions of the surfaces. 

The program assumes that the user will supply data In the form of a 

breakdown of each surface Into a large number of aerodynamic elements. To 

date, eight sets of subsonic compressible aerodynamic elements (all rectan-. 

gular) have been formulated. For uniform size rectangular elements, the 

requlred input data can be computed by using subprograms from basic Informa- 

tion such as the geometry of the surfaces, their planform arrangements, and 

the speclffed motions of these surfaces. 

Program Descrlption.- 

Sumnary of Programs: 

Ma i n Program : 

FLUTT 

Subprograms : 

DMATR and DREAD 

WMAT and WREAD 

ACALC and ACON through ACON and ACONII,IZ 

CMATR and CCONS, 6 and CCONll,lZ 

ALI ST 

TEST 

I NVER 

Their roles are the following: 

FLUTT : 

*Reads In data controlllng the desired output, controls selection 

of the subroutines to be used, and specifies integer words, floating 
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words, and the line counts for each type of data. 

*Calculates the addresses for various matrices. 

*Reads in Mach numbers and frequencies. 

DMATR: 

*Generates D vector for uniform size rectangular elements In each 

strip from the basic informatlon. 

DREAD : 

*Controls reading in D vector for rectangular elements of nonuniform 

size. 

WMAT: 

-Generates W matrix from the modal displacements of each strip. 

WREAD : 

-Controls reading in W matrix for rectangular elements of nonuniform 

size. 

ACALC : 

-Controls retrieval of Data vector using subprogram TEST. 

-Determines the conditions of symmetry for each surface. 

*Calls for appropriate ACON’s to be used. 

-Generates A (aerodynamic) Matrix. 

ACON through ACON and ACONI I, I2 

Calculates terms in A matrix by various methods described 

previous I y. 

CMATR 

-Controls retrieval of Data vector by using subprogram TEST. 

-Controls retrieval of A and W matrices. 

*Calls for appropriate CCON’s to be used. 

-Calculates velocity potential discontinuity using subprogram 

to invert A matrlx. 

-Computes C (flutter alrforce) matrix. 

I NVER 
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CCON5,6 and CCONll,lZ 

Appendix A 

‘*Computes terms in C-matrlx. 

ALI ST: 

‘Used In printing out various matrlces. 

TEST : 

‘Used in retrieval of Data vector for ACALC and CMATR. 

I NVER: 

*Used In inverting A matrlx. 

Flow Diagram: A functional flow diagram of the computer program Is 

pictured In Figure A-l. The aerodynamic influence matrix calculated by ACALC 

Is inverted and used to compute generalized forces due to specified motlons 

of the surfaces by CMATR and the appropriate CCONs. The use of genera I lzed 

forces was found to offer considerable flexibility. For example, it Is 

possible to calculate the flutter alrforce matrix or the lift slopes merely 

by specifying the modal displacements in the correct manner. 

DATA Vector : The DATA vector contains the complete physical description 

of the a 

nated by 

A mixed 

first In 

rfoils and of the aerodynamic elements. Each block of data Is desig- 

a “Type” number, with provlsions for I5 types stored sequentially. 

nteger and floating point format Is used with the integers coming 

each I ine. 

The first 60 words of the vector contain 

the I5 types of data stored, and the 6ls-t word 

of I Ines. The complete vector contains the fo 

information required 

represents the tota 

I lowing: 

to ident lfy 

I number 

Identification: 

NADD(i 1 = First address of Type I data (i = l,...,l5). 

NFIX(i) = .Number of Integer words per line of Type 1 data. 

NFL(iJ = Number of floating words per line of Type 1 data. 

NL(I) = Number of lines of Type 1 data. 
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READ DATA 
LOCKS F-l to Fd / 

CALL ,I 3 
- DBLKl 1 

I 

LOCK F-29 & F-3 

CALL 
-'ACALC 

c ii i :G', 0. ~ 
ACON 5,...,12 

s 
ALL 

- ABLK ,10,13,14,15- 
7,8,11,12,13 

1 

1 N=N+l( 

CALL - CALL 
INVER , 

t 
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Type I: Description of Airfoi I Surfaces 

NSURL,‘ NSURK= Surface number 

I if surface is symmetric about z-axis 
,. 

NSYMZ = -I if surface is symmetric about z-axis, but motion is ‘I’ 
antisymmetric. 

m 
0 if there is. no symmetry. ;.. 

NSYMY = same as above, but relative to y-axis .- 
NGEOM = number of like surfaces on which aerodynamic forces are 

calculated 

X0 = x-origin of surface 

YO = y-origin of surface 

ZO = z-origin of surface 

COSG = cos g 

SING = sin g 

Point Coordinates Type 2: 

L, K = Sending or receiving point number, I or k 

NSURL, NSURK = Surface number 

XL, XK = x-coordinate 

SL, SK = s-coordinate 

Type 5,7,ll: Aerodynamic Eiement 

L = Sending point number, I 

XFOR = Most forward side, XFOR 

XAFT = Most rearward side, XAFT 

SIN = Inboard edge, SIN 

SOUT = Outboard edge, SOUT 

Types 6, 8, 12: Aerodynamic Element (Trailing edge) 

L = Sending point number, I 

NBOXES = Number of regions to be assumed in wake 

XFOR, XAFT, SIN, SOUT as above 

Element Types 5,6: Mid Point Constant Potential (MPCP) 

7,8: First Order, Constant Potential (FOCP) 

ll,l2: First Order, Zero Pressure (FOZP) 



A Vector: In order tt<j minimize the use of the core storage, the matrices 

in complex form are all stored in a one dimensional array AifI). Table A-l 

shows the composition of the A vector. The matrices stored. in A(I) are 

described as follows: 

A -Matrix 

The A-matrix contains the compIex,aerodynamic matrix A(k, 111, and is 

stored in complex form in the A vector with a blank column to facilitate 

matrix inversion. The general term is A(L) where L = (k - I) (NRP + I) + 9,. 

The required total storage is 2NRP(NRP + I I. 

W-Matrix 

The W-matrix contains the modal values of the angle of attack, a(i, k), 

and deflection, h(i,k), at each point k due to mode. i stored in the complex 

form a(i, k), h(i, k). W-matrix is stored in complex form in the A vector. 

The general term of W-matrix is A(NADDW + L) where L = (MODE - I) NRP + k 

and MODE takes the values I to (NMODEI + MDDE2). NMODEf is the number of 

values of column index i in the flutter airforce matrix C(i, j), and Nt$DE 2 

is the number of values of column Index j in the C-matrix. If NMODE2 is 

equal to zero, j belongs to the same set of modes as i, and C is a square 

matrix as used in flutter calculations. This feature simplifies the calcu- 

lation of lift derivatives and distributions. The total storage required for 

W-matrix is 2NRPtMODEI + NMODE2). 

P-Matrix 

The P-matrix contains the complex matrix of potential discontinuities 

P(j, k) and is stored in compl’ex form in the A vector. Its genera I terms 

is A(NADDWF + J3) where NADDWF = ((NRP + I) + NMDDEl + 2NMODE2) NRP and J3 = 

NRP(MODE-I 1 + k. MODE takes the values I to NTEMP where NTEMP = NMDDE2 and if 

NMODE2 = 0, NTEMP. = NMODEI . Total storage required is 2NRPtNTEMP). 

C-Matr i x 

The C-matrix contains the complex flutter airforce matrix CCi,j) and is 

stored in complex vector form in the matrix A. Its general term is 
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Matrix 

NADDW = 

Table A-l Composition of A Vector 

Address 

NADDW + NADDW2 + NADDW3 + NADDWF + NADDC + NTOT + 

Aerodynamic 
Matrix 
A (k,P) 

or 
its Inverse 

(NRP + 1) NFW 

Modal 
Matrix 
WE, k) 

for 
NMODE 1 

NADDWZ = NADDW + NRP X NMODEl 
NADDW3 = NADDWZ + NRP X NMODEZ 
NADDWF = NADDW3 + NRP X NMODE2 
NADDC = NADDWF + NRP X NMODE2 
NTOT. = NADDC + NMODEl X NMODE2 

Modal 
Matrix 
ML k) 

for 
NMODE 2. 

Same as 
w(L W 

for 
NMODE 2 
except 
Imag. part 
is multi- 
plied by 
Freq. ratio 
(w/v) 

Potential 
Discont. 
matrix 
P(j, W 

Flutter 
Airforce 
matrix 
CL j> 

- ” 

D 
0” 
!i 
P 
.- 
X 

D . 
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A(NADDC + NTEMPG-I) + j) where NADDC = NADDWF + NRP*NTEMP, and NTEMP, i and 

j take the same values as above. The total storage required is 2 NMODEI(NTEMP). 

Symmetry : For each surface, the condition of symmetry is expressed by 

the two numbers NSYMZ and NSYMY, each having three values. In each case, 

a nonzero value indicates structural symmetry (the sign indicates whether the 

downwash normal to the surface is positive or negative, respectively). Thus, 

there can be four conditions of structural symmetry corresponding to four 

values of a counter MSYM as shown in Figure A-2. For each value of MSYM, values 

are assigned.to the four quantities KSYMZ, KSYMY, LSYMZ, LSYMY as shown. However, 

when the condition indicated is not met, the counter MSYM skips a value. 

To simplify computation, contributions to the A-matrix are obtained by 

assuming the receiving points to be rotated into the four segments in turn. 

The sending points remain in the principal segment. This is accomplished by 

aItering.*the equations developed in Sections II and Ill by multiplying cos g 

sin g, and AA by the following factors; 

cos g by KSYMZ 

sin g by KSYMY 

AA by LSYM = LSYMZ*LSYMY*KSYMZ 

Some examplesof possible airfoil comb inat ions together with the ,appro- 

priate values of NSYMZ and NSYMY are shown in Figure A-3. It should be noted 

that the symmetry conditions are supplied separately for each airfoil. 

Preparation of Input Data: The input data are read by the main program 

FLUTT and by subprograms DMATR or DREAD, and WMAT or WREAD. The user can choose 

either DMATR or DREAD for input of Data vector and WMAT or WREAD for input of 

W matrix. For rectangular elements obtained by breaking up each surface into 

chordwise strips of varying width and breaking up each strip into equal size 

rectangular elements, one can use DMATR by supplying the coordinates of each 

strip and the number of elements to be contained in each strip. The W matrix 

for surfaces divided into such rectangular elements can be easily generated . 
with the use of WMAT by supplying the modes of motion for each strip. To 

divide a surface into rectangular elements of nonuniform size, the user should 

calculate all the required data for D vector and then read them -in by . 

DREAD. The corresponding W matrix should also be calculated by the user and 

then read in by the subprogram WREAD. 
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MsYM=3 

condition: NSYMZ = 1, -1 
NSYMY = 1, -1 

KSYMZ - -1 
KSYMY =-1 
LSYMZ =NSYMZ 
LSYMY =NSYMY 

n 
S 

8 

‘\B’ 

MSYM= 2 

condition: NSYMZ = 1, -1 

KSYMZ = -1 
KSYMY = 1 
LSYMZ = NSYMZ 
LSYMY = 1 

Multiply cos g by KSYMZ; 

sin g by KSYMY; 

MSYM = 4 

condition: NSYMY =l, -1 > 

KSYMZ = 1 
KSYMY = -1 
LSYMZ = 1 
EXMY = NSYMY 

Fc 
S 

g 

n 

--Y 

MSYM = 1 

:ondition: none 

SYMZ = 1 
:SYMY = 1 
SYMZ = 1 
SYMY = 1 

Y ok by KSYMZ 
Z ok by KSYMY 

AA by LSYM = LSYMY"LSYMZ"KSYMZ 

\. “i Fig&e A-2. Symmetry Conditions 
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I NSYMZ = 1 
NSYMY = 0 

(a) Wing with Dihedral 

\ \ 
F 

/’ 
\ / 

\ 0 2 1 0 \ NSYMZ =-1 
;Y 

/ NSYMY =-1 

\ 
/ 

0 
/ 

/ 

(c) Cruciform Tail 

v 

- 
NSYMZ = 0 
NSYMY = 1 

z 

(b) Symmetrical Vertical Tail 
I 

I NSYMY = -1 -= 

--I---l=T- 
z 

(d) Biplane 

Figure A-3. Examples of Configurations 

Note: - Surface for which data is supplied 

-w--w Surface implied by symmetry conditions 

-- -- 
T 

Direction of downwash 
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Before attempting to make use of the computer program, one should make the 

following selections: 

l Selection of .subprograms to be used: I 1 I nput for D vector--DMATR or 

or DREAD; 2) lnput for W ma-l-t-Ix--WMAT,or WREAD; 3) Calculation of A 

matrlx--Select aerodynamic elements to be used. 

‘Desired print out of various matrices. 

‘Local coordinates for each surface. 

l Platforms for each surface. 

*Conditions of symmetry for geometry and motion of each surface. 

*Numbers of collocation points and chordwise strips. 

-Effective wake length. 

*Number of repeated runs using same D vector and W matrix for different 

Mach numbers and frequency ratios. 

‘Mach numbers and frequency ratios. 

The user should also be aware of the inherent limitations in the program 

as follows. (as set by the DIMENSION statements): 

*Number of collocation points must be 2 72. 

*Number of chordwise strips must be 5 14. 

*(Number or modes) X (Number of chordwise strips) must be f 84. 

*Number of surfaces must be 54. 

*Number of repeated runs must be <, IO. 

***Data B I oc k F-O*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (Ix, 79Hbbb.....b) 

The above is a sample of a title card. Anything placed on this card will 

be printed as output at the beginning of each run. 

***Data Block F-l*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (20 13) 

This block specifies the print out of D, W, A, and P matrices. 

I: .print, 0: no print 
- 
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I+3 4% 7+9 IO+12 l3+15 

f IC NPD NPW NPA NPP 

where IC = Card Identification number = I 

NPD = Print-out of D vector 

NPW = Print-out of W matrix 

NPA = Print-out of A matrlx 

NPP = Print-out of P matrix 

***Data B I ock F-2*** 

*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

This block shows the number of integer words per line of Type i data. 

Types not used should be equal to zero. 

(I = l,...,l5). 

I+3 4-+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37+39 

IC NFIX I (i = I, 2, . . . . 15) 

where IC = 2 

NFIXI = 4 

NFIX2 = 2 

NFIX3 = 0 

NFIX4 = 0 

NFiX5, 7, I I, = I for the type i used 

NFiX6, 8, I2 = 2 for the type 1 used 

Data Block F-3*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (20131 

This block shows the number of floating words per line of Type i data. 

Types not used should be set to zero. 

I+3 4+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..37+39 

IC NFLi (1=1,2,...,15) 

where IC = 3 

NFLI = 5 

NFL2 = 2 

NFL3, NFL4 = 0 

NFLS, 7, II, = 4 for the type i used 

NFL6, 8, I2 = 4 for the type 1 used 
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*** Data BI ock F-4*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

This block shows the number of lines for each type of data. 

I+3 4-G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37+39 

.(IC NLi (i = I, 2, . . . . 15) 

where IC = 4 

NLI = Number of surfaces 

NL2 = Number of collocation points 

NL3 = 0 

NL4 = 0 

NL5 to NL12: Equals the number of elements of the Type 5 to 12, 

respectively. 

***Data B I oc k F-5*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

This block determines the selections of subroutines for D vector 

and W matrix and the number of repeated runs to be made with the 

same D vector and W matrix for different Mach numbers and frequency 

ratios. 

I+3 46 7+9 i-12 

f IC NDMAT. NWMAT NAMAT 

where IC = 5 

NDMAT = I if subprogram DMATR is used and 2 if subprogram 

DREAD is used. 

NWMAT = I if subprogram WMAT is used and 2 if subprogram 

WREAD is used. 

NAMAT = Number of runs to be made using the same D vector 

and W matrix for different Mach numbers and 

frequency ratios. 
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***Data Block F-6*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

This block specifies the following items; 

I+3 4+6 7+9 lO+l2. 1-15 ! l6+18 

IC NMoDEi NMODE2 NRP MTOT NTE 

where IC = 6 

NMODE I = Number of values of row index i in C matrix 

NMODE2 = Number of values of column index j in C matrix 

NRP = Number of reference points (collocation points) 

MTOT = Number of chordwi se strips 

NTE = Number of trailing edge elements 

Data Block DM-7 to Data Block DM-22 are used only when NDMAT of Block F-5 
is I. 

***Data B I oc k DM-7*** 

Number of cards = I ; Format (2013) 

I+3 4-t 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

f IC (NSURtI), I=l, NL) 

where IC = 7 

(NSUR(I1, I = I, NL) = Surface number for each surface 

NL = Number of surfaces 
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***Data B I ock DM=8*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4-t 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

f IC (NSYMZ(I), I = I, NL) 

where IC = 8 

(NSYMZ(I), I=I, NL) = I if surface is symmetric about z-axis 

= -I if surface is symmetric about z-axis, but 
motion is antisymmetric 

= 0 if there is no symmetry 

***Data B I ock DM-9*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

IC (NSYMY(I), I=l, NL) 

where IC = 9 

(NSYMY(I), I = I, NL) = same as in Block DM-8, but relative to y-axis 

***Data B I ock DM- I O*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4+ 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

IC (NGEOM(I), I=l, NL 

where IC = IO 

(NGEOM(I), I = I, NL) = Number of I ike surfaces on which aerodynamic 

forces are ca I cu I ated 

***Data Block DM-II*** 

Number of cards = I ; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

l-+3 8+lO ll+20. . . . . . . . . 

IX NC - (X0(1), I=l, NL) 

where IC = I I ; NC = Card number in each block (i.e., for 1st card NC = I) 

(X0(1), I =. I, NL) = x-origin of surface I 
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: : :::ck DM- I2*** 

P!-,:.:>cLi. of cards = I ; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.51 

( ‘. -2; S-t10 II-t 20 . . . . . . . . . . . 
: NC (YOU), I=l, NL) 

.L LC = 12; NC = Card number in each block 

.:1(I), I = I, NL1 = y-origin of surface I 

.: .i r.! c,ck DM- l3*** _ 

.-?I- of cards = I; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I-)~3 &IO II+ 20 . . . . . . . . 

! IC NC (ZO(I), I=l, NL) 

1t:w IC = 13; NC = Card number in the block 

;;i(I), I = I, NL) = z-origin of surface I 

.. .s Ylcck DM-l4*** 

:3f cards = I ; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

_ 8+lO II+ 20 . . . . . . . . . 
7’ NC (COSG(I), I=l, NL) 

I, ‘. (.I = 14; NC = Card number 

:;(I), I=l, NL) = cos g of the surface I 

,c,k DM- I 5*** 

of cards = I; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

-? ?>I0 II+ 20 . . . . . . . . . . 

;’ !i’: (SING(I), I=I, 

I :. SC = 15; NC = card 

(SING(I), I = I, NL) = 

q = angle between local 

ck DM-16*** 

.- of cards = 1 ; 

NL) 

number of the block 

sin g of the surface I 

normal and z-axis, positive clockwise. 

Format (2013) 

. . . . . 4+6...... 

(NSURF (I), I=i, MTOT 
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where IC = I6 

(NSURF (I), I=l , MTOT) = Surface number of strip I 

***Data Block DM-17*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4+6.. . . . . . . . . . 

IC (NQTW, I=l , MTOT) 

where IC = I7 

(NQT(I), I = I, MTOT) = Number of elements in strip I 

***Data B I ock DM- I 8*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4 + 6.......... 

IC (NB(I), I = I, MTOT) 

where IC = I8 

flB(11, I=l, MTOT) = Number of elements to be assumed in the wake behind 
strip I 

***Data Block DM-19*** 

Number of cards = MTOT/6; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 &IO I I + 20 . . . . . . 

C NC (SFOR(I),I = I, MTOT) 

where IC = 19; NC = Card number in the block 

(SFOR(I), I = i, MTOT) = Leading edge of strip I 

***Data Block DM-20*** 

Number of cards = MTOT/6; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

1+3 *to I I + 20 . . . . . . . 

i NC (SAFT(I 1, I=l., MTOT) 

where IC = 20; NC = Card number in the block 

(SAFT(I),I = I, MTOT) = Most rearward edge of strip I 

***Data Block CM-2l*** 

Number of cards = MTOT/6; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6Fi0.5) 

I+3 &+I0 Il+20. . . . . . . . 

IC -NC (SIN(I), I=l , MTOT) 
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where. TC = 21; NC = Card number in the block 

(SIN(I), I=‘], MTOT) = jnboard gdge of strip I 
.:, 

***Data Block DM-22*** 

, Number of cards = MTOT/6; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 8+lO I I+20 . . . . . . . . 

IC NC (SOUT(I), I=I, MTOT) 

where IC = 22; NC = Card number in the block 

(SOUT(I), I=I,,MTOT) = Outboard edge of strip I 

Data Block DR-7 to Data Block DR-IO are.used only when NDMAT of Block F-5 
is 2. 

***Data Block DR-7 and DR-8*** 

These blocks supply type I data. Integer words are read on cards DR-7 
and floating words on cards DR-8. Repeat DR-7 and DR-8 for each 
surface. 

DR-7 : Number of cards = Number of surfaces; Format (20131 

.1+3 4+6 7+9 IO+12 I>+15 16+18 

IC IT NSUR NSYMZ NSYMY NGEOM 

where IC = 7 

IT = I 

NSiJR = surface number 

NSYMZ = See Data Block DM-8 

NSYMY = See Data Block DM-9 

NGEOM = See Data Block DM-IO 

DR-8 : Number of cards = Number of surfaces; Format (iX,I2,7X,6F:lO.5) 

I+3 4-6 II -f 20 21 -f 30 31 + 40 41 -f 50 51 -t 60 

IC IT XORIG YORIG ZORIG COSG SING 

whet-e IC = 8 

IT = I 

XORIG = x-origin of surface 

YORIG = y-origin of surface 
r I _. = z-origin of surface 

COSG = cos g 

SING = sin g 
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***Data Block DR-9 and DR-IO*** 

These blocks supply type 2 data. Integer words are read on cards DR-9 
and floating words on cards DR-IO. Repeat DR-9 and DR-IO for each 
coiiocation point. 

: DR-9 Number of cards = Number of collocation -points; 
Format (2013) 

I+3 4-6 7+9 IO + I2 

IC IT PT NSUR 

where IC = 9 

IT = 2 

PT = Collocation point 

NSUR = Surf ace number 

DR-IO: Number of cards = Number of collocation points; 
Format (IX, 12, 7X, 6F10.5) 

I+3 4% I I+20 21+30 

IC IT X S 

where IC = IO 

IT = 2 

X = x-coordinate of collocation point 

S = s-coordinate of collocation point 

***Data Block DR-Ii and DR-12*** 

These blocks supply the data for-the on-the-wing aerodynamic elements. 
Integer words are read on cards DR-Ii and floating words on cards 
DR- I 2. Repeat DR-Ii and DR-I2 for each element; 

DR-II: Number of cards = Number of elements 

Format (2013) 

I+3 4+6 7+9 

(IT 

where IC =’ I I 

IT = 5, 7, or II depending on the selection’of aerodynamic elements 

L = Sending point number 

DR-12: Number of cards = as for DR-II; Format (IX, 12, 7X, 6Fi0.5) 

I+3 4+6 I I+20 ‘21+30 31+40 41+50 

XFOR XAFT SIN SOUT 
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where IC = 

IT= 

XFOR 

XAFr 

12 
As in DR-II 

= Most forward side of an element CX-Coord.) 

= Most rearward side .of an element 

SIN = inboard edge of an element (S-Coord.) 

SOUT = Outboard edge of an element 

***Data Block OR-13 and DR-14*** 

These blocks supply the data for trailing edge elements. 
Integer words are read on cards DR-13 and floating words on cards 
DR-14. Repeat DR-I3 and DR-14 for each element. 

DR-I 3: Number of cards = Number of trailing edge elements; 
Format (2013 1 

I+3 4+6 7+9 lot12 

IC IT L NBOXES 

where IC = I3 

IT = Type of data 

L = Sending point number 

NBOXES = Number of regions to be assumed in the wake 

DR-14: Number of cards = as for DR-13; Format (IX, 12, 7X, 6F10.5) 

I+3 4+6 I I + 20 21 + 30 31-t 40 41 + 50 

IC IT XFOR XAFT SIN SOUT 

where IC = I4 

IT = As In DR-I3 

XFOR = Most forward side of a trailing edge element 

XAFT = Most rearward side of wake region 

SIN = Inboard edge 

SOUT = Outboard edge 

Data Block WM-I to Data Block WM-6 are used only when NWMAT OF Block F-5 
is I. 

***Data Block WM-I*** 

Number of cards = NMOMT/B; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.51 

I+3 8-+lO II +20 . . . . . . . . . . 

(H(I), I=l, NMOMT) 
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where IC = 23; NC = Card number in the block 

.(H(I), I = I, NMOMT) = Deflection of strip K due to mode J 

I= ((J-I )*MTOT + K> 

J = Mode number 

K = Strip number 

NMOMT = (NMODE I + NMODE 2)*MTOT;[if NMODE2 = 0, NM3MT = NMODEl*2*MTOT] 

***Data B I ock WM-2*** 

Number of cards = NMOMT/6; Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 8+IO I I -f 20. . . . . . . . . . . . ~.-.. - 
IC NC (ALPH(I), I=l, NMOMT) 

where IC = 24; NC = Card number in the block 

(ALPH(I), I=I, NWMT) = Rotation about XROT for strip K due to mode J 

See Block WM-l for other definitions. 

***Data B I ock WM-3*** 

Number of cards = NMOMT/6; Format (1X,12, 4X,:13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 8+lO II+20.......... 

IC NC (XROT(I), I=l, NMOMT) 

where IC = 25; NC = Card number in the block 

(XROT(I), I=l, NMOMT) = Axis of rotation for strip K due to mode J 

See Block WM-I for other definitions. 

***Data Block WM-4*** 

Number of cards = MTOT/6; Format (IX, 92, 4X, 13, 6FlO.5) 

I+3 WI0 I I+ 20 . . . . . . . . . . . 

IC NC (SIN(K), K=l, MTOT) 

where IC = 26; NC = Card number in the block 

(SIN(K), K=l,, MTOT) = Inboard edge of strip k 

***Data Block +/M-5**% 

Number of cards = MTOT/B;, Format (IX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 &lo- I I+20 . . . . . . . . . . 

NC ” (SOUT(K),K=I, MTOT) 
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where XC = 27; NC = Card number in the block 

tSOUT(K>, K=l , MTOT) = Outboard edge of strip K 

***Data B I ock WM-6*** 

Number of cards = I; Format (2013) 

I+3 4+6 . . . . . . . . 

IC (NSUR(K) (K=l , MTOT) 

where IC = 28; NC = Card number in the block 

(NSUR(K1, K= I, MTOT) = Surface number of strip K 

Data Block WR-I is used only when NWMAT OF Block F-5 is 2. 

***Data Block WR-I**? 

Number of cards = NRP*NMODE*2/6; Format(lX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

l-+3 8+lO 1.1. + 20 . . . . . . 

IC NC (A(I), I=I, NTOTW) 

where IC = 23; NC = Card number in the block 

(A(I), I=‘l, NTOTW) = Ith element of W matrix 

NTOTW = NRP*NMODE 

***Data BI ock F-7*** 

Number of cards = NAMAT/6; Format(lX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.5) 

I+3 8+lO I I + 20 . . . . . . . . . 

IC NC (RM(I), I=l, NAMAT) 

where IC = 29; NC = Card number In the block 

(RM(I), I=l, NAMAT)=Mach number forIth repeated run 

***Data B I ock F-8*** 

Number of cards = NAMAT/6; Format(lX, 12, 4X, 13, 6F10.51 

I+3 8+lO II + 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

IC NC (FRA(I), I=l, NAMAT) 

where IC = 30; NC = card number in the block 

(FRA(I), I=l, NAMAT) = Frequency ratio for Ith repeated run 
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Example Problems.- 

Example I: Input data for the example In F,tgure A-4 is read by 

using subprograms DREAD and WREAD for rectangular elements of nonuniform size. 

In calculating A and C matrices, ACON and ACON and CCON5’and CCON6 were used. 

The outp, shows the llstfng of D vector, W, A, P, and C matrices. 

Definitlons of Modes and Aerodynamic Coefficients: The oscillating modes 

cons i dered - 

J,(X) = l 
{ 

,n=l 

X-XROT ,n=2 

The aerodynamic coefflcIents considered - 

C. . = /[ Jm(X)APn(X)dXdy 
‘8J 

S = Half Wing Area = 1.0 

c = Root Chord = I .O 

APn = Pressure jump corresponding to J,,(x) 

Example 2: The example illustrated in F igure A-5 shows how the I 

data f0r.a Swept Wing with Partial-Span Flaps can be read in by using 

nput 

sub- 

programs DMATR and WMAT. The A and C matrices were calculated by using ACONII 

and ACONl2 and CCONII, CCONl2, respectively. Portions of various output 

listings are shown for reference. 
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Fig. A-4 Rectangular Wing of Aspect Ratio Two, 

Pitching about Midchord 
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Input Tar Exapple I 

Input 

11111 
-2y-7!2 0 1 2 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -" 

3 0 5 0 2 4 4 -u -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 
-3-T-s 0 u 3 2 -0 -6 -u -0 -@ -0 -0 -0 -0 

7 '0 1 1 .l 1 
.+2-+-l-- u.onooo 0.00000 0 .ooooo 1 .ooono 0.00000 

10 2 .37500 
9 2 21 

.lO?OO 

10 2 .37SOU .50000 
9 2 3 1,. 

:10 2 .37500 .90000 
9 2 41 

io 2 .875uO .2SOOO 
9 2 51 

10 l2 .a7300 .tsag 
11 s 
12 

---- 2= 
.1?500 .62500 0.00000 .20000 

;; 5 5 .l?SOG .62SOO .20000 .a0000 
11 s 3 
12 5 .125OU .62500 .a0000 1.00000 

-iTC$ 1 
1Y 6 .62500 1.12506 0.00000 .50ono 

--. 18 6 51 
1'1 6 .62SUU 1.12500 .soooo 1.00000 
23 1 U.OnOob 2.00000 o.troooo 3.00000 0.00000 2.00000 
23 6.OrOC.ir 2 . i) II C It U 0.00000 4.ooofJo c_--pp : 2.000flO -.5OCO~ 
23 4 .UOU6ri -.51ioou 4.00000 -.50000 4.00000 1.50000 
23 0 4 .oocuo 1.5OUOG -.12500 1.00000 -.12500 --.. _.- l.Goo~p 
23 l.O@~Ocl .37Sf?O I .ooooo .37500 -29‘ -- -i __ 
30 __--_-_ 
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,,Outpuj- for Example I 

.i&i%l FOR UNSTEADY. AIR FORCES. USING- 
OOUNWASH-VELOCITY POTENTIAL HETHOD 

---e- 

-_ _.-.--. -..-- -. --. ._-- ---. --..-. .-- -- .-.. . _-.- --- -_---__--.-__ . -__ 
BY J.K. HAVILANU AND Y.S.,YOO - UNIV OF VA 

-- -.-...-_- __-.-.-... - _.._-.. - ._.-_ e-.-e--- -- 
PART 1 - READ IN w AND DATA MATRICES 

-_---.-_.--.--- ._._._. _- .--- ---.-..- .-.... -.-- --_. _-_.----- _ __- _ - - -.-. 

EXAMPLE11 RECT,. WING USING DREAD. AND .WREAO .-__._ .__..____.__ -- .____ -__-_._ 
11111 

--2--V-2---0-D -._. I-- 2.--020 .:o :Q..-?‘I --0 -00.. -(Lra __-_.-__,.-___ 
3 5 2 0 0 4 4 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 

-1)__~-5-~0~-0-~.3-2--~~~:Q-~Q --o .-Q-.:OS-o.. -Q-F(L--~ - 
5 2 21 

-6- 2-.-l. -5 __ 0. -Q--p __ _-----..-_-_-.-- -----____ 
DATA MATRIX ELEMENTS 

I.-__ -62 __-.) .-___ 5 -w.m1----71.-- 2 ___. 2.:. --5.e--e--91- --Q-~Q~-.e 

p.l:L?L-i A.-.- _ ..l;LL.. T3e-.-.:;: AA,~~~ __ 
118 -0 -0 -0 118 -0 -0 -0 118 -0 -0 -0 

--.~~8~-~O..~O-:~---l~8.-..tO~Q..-~O__-.__~l$_..~O~Q_~~Q_ - 
118 

rliie,.l-----.---.--.-- -y-___p_m 
8 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 

-s-.2-&-.3--- -- ------.-__-_ 
10 2 ,375oo .10000 

-g-2-Lo---......- -__ - -- ,_ 
37500 

-2L-3fLA- 
-,50000 

10 2 ,.. .37500 ,900io 
-934 -3 -- 
10 2 .87;00 .25000 

~2 87500 
u- 

.75000 
--- 

12 5 .12500 ,625OO 0.00000 .20000 
11----- ---_. -- -____-- 
12 5 .12500 .62500 .20000 .80000 
y-.3-.--. -. --._-__.. --- ____._ ._.____ ,__ ______ 

.62500 .80000 1.00000 
--.-_ ----- 

14 6 .62500 1.12500 0.00000 .50000 1 
13 .-.6-5-m I.e.-.- _..___ _ _._-- _ _-_- .._._ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ ._---___ ------_ 

6 .62500 1.12500 .50000 1.00000 
----le. 0.00000 2.00000.-..O,OOOOO 2.00000 0.00000.... 2.00000. 

23 0.00000 2.00000 0.00000 2.00000 4.00000 -.50000 
23 : 4.00000 -.50000 $.00000 -.s0000 4.00000 1.50000 
23 4 4.00000 1.50000 1.00000 -.12500- 1.00000 -.12500 

*23-me--5~--1.00000~ -.1250Q.--l.OOOOO-e-.37500-m-l.QOOOO_.-- .37504 
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Cont'd Output for Example I 

kM/\TKIX tLEi?tl;l~S .._ . .._..._ _. -. .._ 

A- - . -.---...-- ------ -..-- -._ ---- .--- .__ _.__..__ .__ _, ._____ . .,._____ 
ROW COL i?LAL IMAGINARY 

1 1.. 0. ~ _. __.. 2.UUOOUUUuE+0O .- 
1 2 0. 2.U000UUUUE+UO 

. 1 3. 6. __. _ 2.UOOOOOOUE+OO 
2.U~U000OuE+UO 

.Z.UUOO.OOO~E+UO,___-~. ._._._. _-...._ ,__ __~____., 
-S.OOGOGOOUE-01 *. 

,. 
.2 3 

-. 
4.uoubuuuu~+uo -5.GUGOUOOUE-01 

2. 4.. ._.,. 4.Qouuuou,ot:*uo.~ 1.5OOOOoOUE+OO 
2 5 

._ 
4.oouutiGuo~too 1.500GOOU~EtOO 

I- _._-_ 3 _..-. -1 -_ LQ O.~.~_c~.OOE to.!L. _ -1.25Q.OQOQUE-01 .~_ ._- 
3 2 l.uoo~u~uo~tuo 

. ~__ __.. 
-1 .25000OOUE-01 

5 5. 1.~0~U~oUOEt~o _-1.2500000UE-01 
3 4 1 .anuuuouoLtuLJ 3.75GUOOUuE-01 

-.29 
.3.-.-.s __ .1.00uUuOU!3~+u.u. 3.75G.GtjOO~E-01 

1 L.OOUIJlJ 
AL-.---- L-.-u. &lu.L-_----. - _____ .I_--. .__-- 

A MATHJX 
-- -.- -. 1. I-r ~(r’=- --511iZc~r;jB-ii.u(, o~Q-~~. ----------.~~in-BS-o-o-ZI a o 

ROk COL at AL I F! AG I fj AH Y 
-’ I- 1” -‘--- .2 l -5-j ;Tm V3’5~Tcl!---u~- --__ __.-._- .___ _-_- ---.---_ --.---_ 

1 l.%n6li/~3CtOG .-.I- i --__- 

14 ,3.2lLL~d423f+t-01 0. _. _ - .- --_ 1'. 5 ,r,. 5j70~5.yc~~~-o~----.-. --.- ---------- __ -__---- --.-. . 

I 6 U. __. ..--..-- --------.---.-.------- ---. -. -- - --- 

. -1~TWI4izsr)~-1,1 
___-- _-- ___--- 

IJ. 
-1.95477145L-til (1 . ~r.T.i~T7I13L-O1 -.-_._--____ 0. __..___ --._--.---.-- --.----.----- -- 

2 6 u. !&--- -- 3 1 ---;-f.' 3 1 li7 98y2~ti2---- . ,______ --- .--.. --------- ------ -- 

0. --. --- 
U. 

-5.307&9Ulht-02 0. 
';-,.;'o P;~~~~ji~(Flp-‘-~ -I____-.---- ..----- -__-.-_--___ 

U. 
3 6, b. 0. _ . - - __ --- -. -_._ ~~Tj~iJ6~~~r; _.-------- 

_ 1 . (J 1 0. 
--..- .-.-. . . 

-2.371LL3Y~+E-O1 0. -,. l y;~“6324.11:-u;----l-~...-~-~=~~---..- 
4 4' 1 . 57157243E+O;-.- 0. .---__----. .-- ___ ..-... --..-- ..__ 
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\ . . 
Cont'd Output for Example I 

-- 

LISlltiti OF‘ f’OTffdli/\L UiScOIdi JI~lliT1f:S ._..-. .-_ 
flub4 crjL '- -'ht'dL 

__._____ + ______ -.-_ _-..-_-.---- _._ _ 
IiJIAGII.cAkY 

11 1 .olU3’J1UlL+bC 0. --- ---. -----. 
12 4.69'tGs2ilt-iii 

----- - 
U. 

13 t..h>725712f-c1 0. _. .._. _. .._- 
14 

---._- _. 1 ..o, 15cls~toLI+c~~-~---.--- .--.-----.-.- 
0. 

1 5 1'.5731i~I.7!3f-L1 i!. 

._..__. _.- ..-.. -_._- 
-‘CWiT I< 1 x F ilti I..= 

_-_-~--.---.-- 
1 

MACti r4cJ. = li.UOOOU Fiti\= u.ooolJo _---.- ^.__ -...-__-.__-. ._-.-.----- -- 

RUlv COL r;lt AL. IMAGII~AI~Y . . _. .--___ --.- ._.. -- _-._ -.--.- - 
1 1 ‘-’ l~.l:hijYI3~7L tlJi--&;- 
2 1 -1.3G~57Lo~LtUU li. --- -- 
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I 
SAFT (II 

Control Surface Chord = .712 x half local chord 

Wing Aspect Ratio = 2 

Wing Taper Ratio = .2378 

Leading Edge Sweep Angle = 60 deg. 

Fig. A-5 Chordwise Strip Arrangement for a Swepf Wing ’ 
Partial-Span Flaps 

, .c 
I”3 

^. - .__.____ - __-. ---..- -~ _ .- _._- --_--.--- _I_ __ ----- 
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Appendix A 

Definitions of Modes and Aerodynamic Coefficients: 

The oscillating modes considered: 

Jn(&> 

For Wing , n=l 
For Wing 9 n=2 
For Control Surface, n=3 
For Control Surface, n=h 

The aerodynamic coefficients considered: 

C. AL- 
193 2s J,(X) AP&)dxdy 

where AP, = pressure jump corresponding to Jn(z) 

S = half span 

S = half wing area 
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Appendix A 

Inp,ut for Example 2 

E:AM~LElE:OS!J:PT bIIl\jG I\'KTH CONTROL SURFACE0 PJRP=~Q -- 

2 4 2 -0 -0 -!I -0 -(! -0 -0 -0 3 
3 5 2 -0 -n -0 -0 

-__L_- 1 -0 -0 _-- -0 
-0 -0 -0 -0 

4 2 14 -0 -0 -@ -0 
4 4 -0 -0 -0 

-0 -9 -0 -0 10 4 -0 -0 -0 
5115 
6 4 314 6 4 -- 
7 12 

,A 1 1. 
9 0 0 

10 1 r 
11 1 -0 .ollooo -o,oooeo 
12 1 -0.00000 -o,ooooo 
13 1 -0.OQ000 -0.00000 
14 1 1.00000 1.00000 
15 1 -0.00000 -0.00000 
Ih11112 21 
17 3 2 2 3 3 2 
18 16 0 0 16 11 11 
19 1 .34640 .86600 1.21240 1.55880 1.51540 1.72010 
20 1 1.71360 I.51540 I.72010 a, n5490 1.85990 1.95750 
21 1 o.ol-looo .4onoo o62000 .AOflOO .4oono .62000 
22 1 .40000 a62000 .84000 1 .oonoo r62000 .84000 

aa 
23 : 

2.oo@nn 2.onnoO 2.00000 3.nnnno 2.00nnO 2.00000 
-0.000~00 

-_^_ 
-0.00000 -0.00000 -n.nnooo -o*ooono -0.00000 

23 ;: -ir.CirirOO * -0. irOOirtr -ir.ijiji?ijD - 0 . Ii 1-r l-l ii t i:.CG363 ,.-I-c L.""""" -- -e---o- 
23 -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 GYncooo -0.00000 -0.00000 
23 5 -0.0fl000 -0.00000 -0.00000 -o.nnoOo -0.0o0n0 -0 .onooo -~- -------.. --- 
23 6 -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.nnOOo 1.00000 1.00000 
23 7 -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 -n.nnooo -0.000n0 -0.00000 

-.- 24 1 -0.00000 -0000000 -0.00000 -0 .a0000 -0.oOono -0.onorl0 
24 2 2.00000 2.000@0 2.00000 P.nnnoo 2.00000 2.00000 - L_- -- . L-- 
24 3 -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 -n.nnnoo -0.00000 -0.00000 
24 4 -0s00000 -0.00000 -o,ooooo -0 .nnooo 2r000n0 2.00p00 ---- .- 
24 5 073200 .f3200 .73200 ,732co of3200 .?32oO 
24 6 -0.00000 -o,ooor?o -0.00030 -n,nnnoo -n.onono -0 .ooooo 
24 7 -0.00000 -0.0000~ -o.ooono -0.nn000 PTooono 1.00000 

z 2 1 -0.013000 .t3ogoo -o.oonoo ___~_ .808CO -0.00000 .80800 - ----- -o.nnooo .86AOO -0,ooOno r80800 .- -.----.-.- -0.00000 .80800 
25 3 -0.00000 -o,ooooo -0.00000 -O.onnoo -0.ooono -0.0000Q ---- ---__ - --I. --- . . . -. -- 
2s 4 ~0,00000 -0.obooo -o,ooooo -o.onoOo 1.51530 1072010 
25 5 ,808OO 080800 080800 ,AnSOO 08OOnO 080800 
25 6 -0,00000 -o~ooono -0.00000 -0.nnnoO -0,000n0 -0.00000 
z f -o.o~noo 

1 !J,ooboo 
-0.00000 .40000 -0 .62000 .ooooo 1.51530 1.72010 -WV -0.ononO S-T 

.A4000 .400QO .6200Q 
27 1 .40000 
2811112 2 

.62000 084000 1 .ooooo .62ono .a4* 

29 0000000 ~5QfJQQ----- ________--.-- osooco oiwinoo .9oonn _--- 
30 1" 1000000 1 .ooooo 1.300000 ~,nonoo 1 .ooooo 
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Output-. for Example 2 

PROGRAH FOR UNSTEADY AIR FORCES USING 
DOWNWASH-VELOCITY POTENTIAL HETHOD 

BY J.K. HAVILAND AND Y.S. YOO - UNIV OF VA 

PART 1 - READ, IN W AND DAiA MATRICES 
DATA !lATRIX ELEHENTS -._- -_- -- 62 4 5 2 80 2 2 ~~---l 3 6~q--~~o-.~~~~ 

136 -0 -0 -0 136 -0 -0 -0 136 ~'0' -0 -0 
136 -0 -0 -0 136 -0 -0 -0 136, -0 -0 -0 
136 -0 -O- -0 13.6 1 4 10 186 2 4 4 
210 -0 60, -0 210 -0 -0 -0 210 -0 -0 -0 
210 .- ----.e- -4--m. 

1 I i 0 I 
‘1 -0.00000000 -0.00000000 -0.00000000 l.o'ooo'oob~ -0.000000 

12 i.0 1 - ~--- ---. 
1 -o.o.o~Q~~~a6-~-o’;-~-~~‘~~~-~~~~oooo 

_... -_ I _ ._. 
1. ooooodoir-=~-roarlo~~ 

211 
2 .68820'000 .20il000b0 

2 2 1 
-+--r '1.1.4393333 ,- .200000b0 

2. 1 1095:500- .51000000 
~- .*-- --me.- 

I.. 
2 41 

2 1.4342'2500 .51000000 
r 1 ;' 

. ,. 
2 5 1 ." . I 

2 1.40278750 .-7~3000000 
i .6 1 

2 1.65663750 .73000000 _ 

271. 2 1.6828250il .92000000 - 
2 :8 1 

2 1.84’819167 .92000000 -~ --.. _- - -_- --- ---- ..-_-.-_.----__---_ 
2 9 2 

2 1.64458750 .51000000 
2.10 2 

2 1.80912500 .73000000 
2 11 1 

2 1.599.66667 .20000000 -.- .-..-- ----I -- ---- 
-2 12 1 

2 2.01355833 .92oo~qooo 
2'13 2 

2 1.98908750 .51000000 
2 14 2 

2 2.04652500 .73000000 -~-_- -.----- --..---..--.-.-..---I--. .- 
il. 1 

11 .46033333 .91606667 0.00000000 .40000000 
11 2. 

II .91606667 1.37180000 0*00000000 .40000000 
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Cont'd Output for Example 2 . 

--WAtltT-k--ELEMENTS- 

ROW COL REAL IHAGINARY 
1 1 -0. 2.00000000E+00 

t :. -0. -0. 2.00000000E+00 
2.00000000E+00 

1 6 -0. 2.00000000E+00 
1 7 -0. 2.00000000E+00 

6 -0; --- f ---- .- - 2.00000000E+00 __-_ .._ . .._.. - 
9 -0. 

._.., .._-__ 
2.00000000E+60 

1 10 -0. 2.00000000E+00 
1 Ii -0. 2.00000000E+00 
1 12 '-0. 2.00000000E+00 
1 13 
1 14 1;: 

2.00000000E+00 
2.00000000E+00 

-z-i- - -- - 2.460~-66a6E‘70~2~~~~~~~0OE~~l 
2 2 2.00000000E+00 6.71866667E-01 
2 3 2.00000000E+00 6.03050000E-01 
2' 4 5 2.00000000E+00 1.252450OOE+OO 

2.00000000E+00 l.I8957500E+OO 
2 6 2.00000000E+00 1.69727500E+OO ~z-9--..-‘- 2.OOciOO‘ilmlE~-ild l~t~~65BObE.i;00~-~~~- -..-. 

2 8 2.OOOOOOOOE+OO 2.08038333E+OO 
2 9 2.00000000E+00 1.67317500E+OO 
2 10 2.00000000E+00 2.00225000E+OO 
2 11 2.00000000E+00 1.58333333E+OO 
2 12 2.00000000E+00 2.41111667E+00 -x-ij4 -.---. 2; ~ ~ oa'B'b3S cqn ~ 

2,3‘62175OOE+"OO 
---__--- 

2.0000000OE+00 2.47705000E+OO 
3 1 -0. 0. 

3 2 -0. 3 3 -0. ii: 
,+&$~ 6 -0. -o"+--- 0. ---. __- 

: 7 IO"* 
3 f -0: 

0": 
2.00000000E+00 

3 10 -0. 2.00000000E+00 -a--r--... 

i :; 1;: 
3 13 -0. 
3 14 -0. 
4 1 -0. 

.-&&Yl;; 

4 
4 

t -0. 
-0. 

4 6 -0. 

U* 

~:00000000E+00 
2.00000000E+00 
0. 
0. 
0 
a: 
0. 
0. 
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Cont'd for Example 2 

PART 2 - tiERIVE AERODYNAMIC HATRIX 
--.. -~-~~tR~ii _.- _._._ __ l NRP=-14 HACH Nti~~,fB.bod‘ --..--.----.- ---~.Rd=i.0’ii2i”ii’b- 

ROW COL REAL I MAGINARY 
1 1 1.47645344E+OO 7.40374286E-03 
12 -2.30407783E-01 9,50228066E-02 
13 -4.92222006E-02 2.38331129E-02 
14 -8.88720944E-03 1.29734819E-02 

------i----5--~- -5.9169;i-i~~~j-.-.---'-- .. 9.1956954iE-03 
16 -7.72368777E-04 5.73546826E-03 
17 -2.04522320E-05 2.46429225E-03 
18 5.61022988E-04 1.81960463E-03 
19 -9.91527271E-04 4.87913843E-03 

3.61765554E-04 -m&kg-- 2.18064490E-03 
-1.24D52e2~Es.Oe5534-679343Erb2---.-.- 

1 12 3.22993542E-03 3.31610288E-04 
1 13 4.02740113E-03 C.O2313751E-03 
1 14 5.36009830E-03 7.69676263E-04 

15 
: 1 

0. 0. 
-2.04411530E-01 -4.33756905E-02 

2 2 1.47645344E+OO 7.40374286E-03 
2 3 -2.96346732E-01 2.1053182lE-03 
2 4 -l.O1923316E-01 2.55039169E-02 
2 5 -3.689739176-02 1.24130106E-02 
2 6 -1.34087399E-02 l.O4745443E-02 
2 7 -C.O3207363E-03 4.14043549E-03 _._ --~._. . --.---i~-.d2gi;2877Eoo3 _.... - __ .- ._ . ..- 
2 8 3.61443247E-03 
2 9 -1.512349266-02 l.O5108725E-02 
2 .I0 -3.33496549E-03 4.45918174E-03 
2 11 -2.15677709E-01 1,25451330E-01 
2 12 3.26458742E-03 5.51131065E-03 
2 13 -3.70683910E-03 1.66086156E-02 ______._. -_-. _ _-.. -- -_- 

4.38k41613E-03 
l.,b.ijg~228iE-Oi . . . ---_---_-- --- 

2 14 
215 0. 0. 
3 1 -1.4678044lE-01 -2.72107623E-02 
3 2 -l.O6648139E+OO 6.61679208E-03 
3 3 3.20433063E+OO 2.25398425E-03 
3 4 -1.65627950E-01 3.78511216E-02 ._- --. ____-_ __- ___- 
3 5 -8.92789699E-02 2.4626i301E-02 ' 
3 6 -1.52776211E-02 l.l8819624E-02 

7 
3" 8 

-4,77809758E-03 4.74043228E-03 
-2.04304184E-03 3.73013038E-03 

3 9 -1.30731458Ei02 9.95308345E-03 
3 10 -3.08981740E-03 4.42260538E-03 ~--_~ . 

3" ii 

-g.07g82.62.8~~6-..--- 
8.15ti&5866E~iji 

.- 

3.20195257E-03 5.04209210E-03 
3 13 -1.84017549E-03 1.41290677E-02 
3 14 4.58966359E-03 9.5749862lE-03 
3 15 0. 0. 
4 1 -3.88413133E-02 -1.53173113E-02 ---.-a _ -_- _- _,. .-- 



Append ix A 

Cont’d for Example 2 

PART 3-DERIVE CHATRIX 

LISTING OF POTENTIAL DISCONTINUITIES 
ROH- COL REAL IMAGINARY 

1 1 7.19240047E-01 -1.96046962E-01 

i 5 
l.l2190693E+OO 6.19647631E-02 
7.82588972E-01 4.45566363E-02 ----. - ._.- ..___._... - .-.. . ____-- _.-__ _-.._ .._.. ___ 

14 i.lil57379E*OU 2.77268333E-01 
15 7.49497603E-01 1.90192592E-01 
16 9.29313913E-01 3.40077119E-01 
17 5.99494642E-01 2.43762016E-01 
18 6.58601669E-01 3.107654UlE-01 
1 9 1.17338193EtOU 3.57908726E-01 ~--_. -..~ _. _--_-_____-. 
1 10 9.74568491E-01 4.05036350E-01 
1 11 1.32432438E+,UU 3.45992226E-01 
1. 12 6.74430936E-01 3.17596219E-01 
1 13 1.21778906E+OO 2.89990190E-01 
1 14 l.O0525883E+OO 3.73063626E-01 
2 : .-.-. 2.28537254E-02 -_ .--- --- .._._... - .- ._. ..-. - -l.U06781?5E-02 ..-_. .- 
2 6.94409307E-02 1.85305132E-02 
2 3 4.68362780E-02 1.23600268E-02 
2 4 8.94395525E-02 9.72468758E-02 
2 5 5.83969759E-02 5.76615346E-02 
2 6 8.08251905E-02 2.00663205E-01 
2 7 5.21469123E-02 l.l1077U66E-01 ---- -.. 
2 8 5.64875102E-02 1.93862280E-01 
2 9 9.92489587E-02 4.33071999E-01 
2 10 7.97854832E-02 4.95524806E-01 
2 11 l.l2070872E-01 1.21716905E-01 
2 12 6.84566594E-02 2.20250364E-01 
2 13 1.26839334E-01 5.48240810E-01 - ---- -------.. 
2 14 l.15338995Ei01 

__ 
5.66342821Eibi‘- --- 

3 
3 z' 

-3.31905867E-03 -2.68749724E-02 
C.O5511239E-02 -6.60891619E-02 

3 3 2.71556190E-02 -4.47067358E-02 
3 4 1:26424457E-01 -6.43118486E-02 
3 5 7,66394524E-02 -4.34688242E-02 --_ .---- ----._- . ..- -...- ._ _..-. 
3 6 2.27806481E-01 --2;$j~OCJ~~3gE-O2 - 

3 7 1.28759268E-01 -2.07230550E-02 
3 8 2.13937738E-01 2.25854757E-03 
3 3 4.66146099E-01 -7.67512014E-03 
3 10 5.23098757E-01 3.74847134E-02 
3 11 1.59097132E-01 -7.80808271E-02 --.- --- 
3 12 

--2,4518~ i6‘9'~j ~-. i-- . 
7.19id87i5Ezil3 

-3 13 5.92013163E-01 l.O0081713E-01 
3 14 6.07729750E-01 8.19817326E-02 
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Contld for Example 2 

CHATRIX FOR N= 1 -k*E~-)c~;'r- - _-- . 
.700a'QFRA= 

. . . ..- -i, ~ii.o.b i, --_-- I- 

ROW 
1 
1 

REAL 
1.93944633E+OO 

-3.84698368E-02 
7.6770001'3E-01 -2~2~x5'5~li~i~ 

-1.276537llE-01 
5.33iee544e01 
8.4345397lE-01 

-6.05133618E-02 
4.95997098E-01 

'-2;a65~866-~f~-o‘ 
-l.f39865173E-02 

2.73564388E-02 

IMAGINARY 
2.42293213E+OO 
7.71292667E-01 
3.13311215E-01 .-1,.3iii38-33EsDo- 

5.68402451E-01 
3.47877202E-01 
6.39851554E-01 
5.13395599E-01 
2.54582146E-01 -. 
5i952894056~iJ2 
3.38392790E-02 
C.l4206999E-02 

_. -- .._. -. _ .- ._.__ 
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PRP_GHAM...ELUT.L__I~.~~-U~~.PU.?PUT.,.TAPE5=I~PUT rTbFEk=btiTPUT 1.. . ____ 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )~RH(lO),FRA~lO~tNVECT~5~~~E~T~S) 
REAL NKL 
COMPLEX ii6liO) 
~QUIVXLEl’&E(~lDATA;D.ATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKAjNDAfA(800 )~A,NRP~RMIFRA~DERS,OCIALSQIS~AL 

- COMMON/@~OCK~C.~~OC~.sKOL? LS~Yf'l~.NP.LANE~ N 9 NKC ._ _. -. _ -. -_ . . - . _ _ - _ . 
COilrlONIBLOC~C/NVECT~ VECT 
CA&L FTNBIN(OtOwO1 

***********************************************. 
* Pf’jOGRAM FtiR UNSTEADY AIfi FORCES USING * 

C * DUWNWASH-VELOCITY .POTENTIAL METHOD 
--.x-2 . ..- e.1 -J.t.Kr.. HAVILAND AND Y.S.. ,YOO - .UNIV OF VA f ..-..-- ..- -.---...-.-... 

*+*******************************************i. . 
- ..-. ., _..-. _ . ..-. 

C 
2. DO 3 J=lr6130 
3 AtJ)=(O.tO.) 

DO 4 J=lr61. 
4 NDATA(J)=O 

READ --__-. . .- . C5_17_0.0 1. .-__-_~.~_...~__ . . 
IF(EOFe5) 999~5 

5 READ(5rBoO) IC~NPD.VNPW*NPAQ.NPP 
IF(IC.NE.1) GO TO 999 
WHITE(6r82U) 
WRITE (6r700) 
kRITEl6wrBQQJ. ~C_(_NPD~.NYWtNPA(.IIJPP ____ ___. _ 
READ(5r800) IC.(NDATA(J)rJ=2,5&.~)-.. 

- . - .- .".. _-. . . . ._-. 

WHITE(6r000) 1C1tNDATAtJ)rJ=2*58*41 
IF(IC.NE.2) GO TO 999 
9EADt59800) IC~(NDATA(J)rJ=3t59r4) 
WRITE(br600) ICv(NDATA(J)vJ=3e59rY) 

______ -IF ( 1.CeP!c: ,.3 I..-G.Q..vT.O 999 
RCAUt5rROO) IC.(NDATA(JirJ=4.60& 

-. .- 

WRITE(.6!800) I,C,r(NDATA(J)rJ=Yr6Or4) 
IF(IC.NE.4) GO TO ‘999 
RE.AD(5q800) ICvNDMATtNWMATtNAMAT 
WRITE(6rBUO) IC,NDMAT,NWMAT,NAMAT 
IF(I.C.NE*5.!._(;O._~~999 ._. .._ . . .~~___._... -- -.- ---- -.- - -. _ _ 
HEAD(St800) IC~NMODEl~NMODE2tNKPtMTOTINTE 
WRITE(6~800) ICvNMODElrNMODE2?NRPtMfOTtNTE 
IF(IC.NE.6) GO TO B!b9 
NDATA(1)=.62 
DO 25 J=lr15 

-2_5__NDATA.!~.*J+.1).=_!.NDATAIYtJ-?? +N!?AT.!U.~IFS~l, 1-1 *NDA?.A (U*J?..+.. . 
lNDATAt4*J-3) 

I,F(N,DAiA(61).LE.800 1 GO Tq 30 
WRITE(6tlOS) -____ _ -.- _ .- - -. _ _- .^.^.... 
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Cont’d for Program FLUTT 

IO5 FORMAT(2X*LINE COUNT EXCEEDS STORAGE FOR DATA MATRIX*) 
GO .TO 999 

30 IF (NPO .EQ.OI GO TO 35 
LJRItE'(6~106J tNDATA(K)tK=l*61) 

106 FORMAT(lX* DATA MATRIX ELEMENTS*/(4X~414~4X~414~4x~414)) 
35 GO TO (lP0;120~lfO;P4O-~,NDMAT 

110 CALL DMATR(MTOT,NPDqNTE) 
GO TO 500 

120 CALL DREAD (NPD) 
GO f0 500 

130 CALL DBLKl 
GO TO 951 

140 CALL DHLK2 
GO 10 951 

500 NMOUF=NMODE l+NMODE2 
NTOTW=hf?P*NMODE 
Nl=rJRP+l 
NADUW=Nl+NkP 
~JSIZE~=NHP*N~+ODEP 
N~ADOW?=NADD~+NSILEl 
IF(NMODE2.NE.0) GO TO 510 
NTEMP=NMOllEl 
NSIZE2=NSLZEl 
GO TO 520 

510 NTEwP=NMODE2 
NSILE2=NHP*N~ODE>~ 

520 NAUDW3=NADDW2+NSIZE2 
NADfJWF=NADDW3+NSIZE2 
NCSIZE=NMODEl*NTEMP 
NADDC=NAflUWFtNSIZE~ 
NTOT=rJADOC+NCSIZE 
.IF(NTOI .LT.llOOO) GO TO 10 
WRITEf6.850) NTOT 
GO TO 99Y 

10 GO TO (210t220,230*240)tNWMAT 
210 CALL WMAT(NMOOE~MTOTINADOW~NTOTW) 

GO TO. 310 
220 CALL ~~R~AD(NMO6E,NADOW,NTOTW) 

GO TO 310 
230 CALL WBLKl 

GO TO 953 
240 CALL W@LK2 

GO TO 953 
310 IF(Nvw.L~,O) cci TO 45 

WHI?~E(fit840) 
LALL ALIST (A~NADDW~NMODEINRP) 

45 KEAD(5t810) ICPNC*(RM(I)~I=~,NAMAT) 
WRITE(6t81O)ICtNC*~RM(I)~I=l~NAMAT) 
IF(IC.NE.29) GO TO 999 
REAO’(~r810) ICtNC,~FRA~I),I=lrNAMAT) 
WRITE(6r0lOJIC~NC~~FRA~IJ~I=l~~~AMATJ 
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Cont’d for Program FLUTT 

IFiIC.NE.30) Go' TO.999 
DO 940 N=lrNAMAT 
WRITE(hr85d) 
WRITE(6e860) NINRPIRM(,N)~FRA(N) 
DO 50 J=l,NADDW 

C CALL ACALC 
5rj AiJ)=(O.vO.) 

CALL fiCALC(MTOT) 
LF(NPA.NE.0) CALL ALIST(AIOINRPIN~) 
CALL CMATR(NltNTOTW~NADDWtNNODEl~NMODE2,NTEMP~NSIZEl~ 

lkSfZ~2rNCSIZEtNADDCtNPP~NADDW2rNADDW3.NADDWF~ 
700 FOHMAT (lXg79H 

1 
800 FORMAT(lX*f2,20I3) 
810 FORMAT(lX~I2*4X~I3r6FlO.5) 
820 FURMAT(3X//lX*PKOGRAM FOR UNSTEADY AIR FOKCES USING*/ 

12x* DOkfdwAS~t-VELOCITY POTENTIAL METHOD*// 
21X*BY J.K. HAVILAND AND Y.S. YOO - UNIV OF VA*// 

830 FORMAT(lX*STORAGE CAPACITY FOR TOTAL A MATRIX IS*tI6) 
840 FOHt’lAT(lXI/.* WMPTRIXmELEMENTS*//) 
850 FOItMAT(2X//lX* PART 2 - DERIVE AEHODYNAMIC MATRIX*/) 
060 FORMAT(lX*A MATRIX*rI3r* NRP=*,I3u* MACH NO=*rF8.5** 

lFRA=+,FU.5) 
900 CGNTINUE 
950 COIJTI"JUE 
951 CGNTIHUE 
953 CONTINUE 

GO TO 2 
999 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END. 

SU@~OUTI~IE UMATR(MTOT~NFDINTE) 
DIMENSION UATA(800 )rXO(4)rYO(4)rZ0(4),CDSG(4)1 

lDELX(14) 
DIMLNSION RM(lo),FRA(lOl 
COMPLEX A(61301 
UlMENSION NSUR(~)~NSYMZ(~)~NSY~IY(~)~~IGEDM(~) 
D.IMENSION SFOR~,,l4~~.SAFf(~14~,SI~~J(l4~,SOUT~14.)~DELS(14~ 
DIMENSION ~a(l4)rNQT(l41rNSURF(l4~ 
EQUIVALENCE (NDATAtDATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 )~AINRP,KMIFRAIDERSIOCIALSQIS~AL 
DO. 950 J=lr15 
NADD=NOATA (4*J-3) 
NF I X=NOATA ( 4*Jy2-) 
-NFL=NDATA(‘+*J-1) 
NL=IJDATA((Z*J) 
IF(NL.EQ.0) GO TO 950 
G0T9~110~115r120t12~(120t120~120,120~~20~120~120,120~120, 

1120t120-t1201,J 
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Cont’d for Program FLUTT 

l.lO..REAI](3r.BQ.O) IC*fNSUR(I)tI=lt,!'JL) 
WRJTE(6tAOO) IC,(NSUR~X)~I=lrNLL 
IF(IC,NE. 7) STOP 
READ(5rBOO) IL~(NSYMZ(I~~I=~~NL) 
WRITE~6,0,~0)IC~~N9YM7~I~~I=l~NL) 
IFtIC.NE. 8) STOI? 
READt5rt3?0) ICI(NSYMY(I)*I=~*NL) 
WRITE(f,t800)IC~(NSYMY~I~~I=l~NL) 
IF(IC.NE. 91 STOP 
READ(5r8001 ICdNGiOM(IhI=lrNL) 
W~ITE~~~~O~)ICI(NGEOM(I~~I=~~NL) 
IF(IC.NE.10) STOP 
REA.lJ(5r8l.O) ICrNC~.(XO(I)~I=l~.NL) 
,WRITE~6r81O~IC~NC~~XOo,I=1,NL~ 
IF(IC.NL.ll) STOP 
READ(5rBlO) ICINC~(YO~~)~I=~~NL~ 
WRfTE(6r81O~IC~NC~~.YO~I~?I=ltNL~ 
IF(IC.NE.12) STOP 
JtEAD(5t8l!l) JC~NC~(ZO(I)~I=l~NL) 
Wt~fTE(6r~lO~IC~NC~~ZO~I~rI=lrNL~ 
IF(IC.NE.13) STOP 
READ(5r810) IC,NC,(COSG(IhI=lrNL) 
Wl~ITE(6,610~IC~NC~~CDSG~I~~I=ltNL~ 
IF(IC;NE.l‘h) STOP 

: HEAD(5t810) ~C~NCI!S.ING(I)*I=~~NL) 
WRITE(6r81O)JCtNC~(SING(I)~I=l~NL) 
IF(IC.NE.15) STOP, 
GO TO 500 

115 READ(5r8001 ICI(NSURF(I)~I=~QVTOT) 
WHITE(6tHOO1IC~(NSURF(I~~I=l~MTOT~ 
IF(IC.FdE.161,. STOP 
HEAU(59800) ICdNQT(I)~I=lrMTOT), 
WRITE(6~000)IC~(NQT~I)rI=lrMTOT) 
IF(IC.NE.17) STOP 
RLAD(5r8OO) IC,(NB(I)vI=lrMTOT) 
WRITE(6,8OO~IC~(NB~I),I=ltMTOT) 
fF(lC.NE.10) STQP 
ND=0 ” 
DO 10 Il=lrMTOTt6 t 

12=11+5 
IE(I2rGT.MTOT.1 12=MTOT 
READ(5r810) ICINCI(SFOR(I)~I=I~,I~) 
WHITL(6qblO) IC,NC~(SFOR(I),I=IlrI2~ 
ND=ND+l 

10 IF(IC,NE,19,OR.NC.NE.ND1 STOP 
ND=0 
DQ 20. 11=lrMTOT16 
12=11+5 
IF~I2.GT.MTOT) 12=MTOT 
READ(5r0101 IC~NC~(SAFT(I)~I=IlrI2) 
Wf!JT.E(6r810). ICINC~(SAFT(I),I=I~.I~) 
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Cont'd for Piiiigrani FLUTT 

ND=ND+l 
20 IF(IC.NE.2O.OR.NCeNE.ND1 STOP 

-m NO?0 o. 3. f 181 ) ntoT.;6-------.’ - ..-. _ -. . ..L-. _.._., ..,. _, 

12=11+5 
IF~I2.GT,fltOT)'I2=RTOT 
READ(b~610) IC,NC*(SIN ~I~rI=IlrIt~‘ 
URI~TE~6tBlO) IC,NCI(SIN tI)rI=IlaI2) 
NDoND+l 

-do-~IF(IC.NE.2l.OR.NC;NE.ND)"STOP~' '~ .' -" 
- . _-.. .-. 

ND80 
00 40 Il=lcHTOT*b 
12=11+5 
IF~I2.GT.HTOT) 12=HTOT 
REAO(Se810) ,ICrNCr!SOUT(I),I=IlrI2) 
WRITEt6r810) IC,NC~~SOUT~I~rI=Il~I2~ :" "-,-- .'- 
NO=ND+l 

UO IF(IC.NE.22.OR.NC.NE.NOtSTOP 
DERS=SOUT(lD-SIN(l) 
IF(IC.NE.22) STOP 

120 GO TO 500 
-500. 00 940 NLINE=loNL 

__ _. _ - ,. _ . . _..... -.. . 

Kl=NAOD+~NFIX+NFL)*~NLINEII) 
K3=Kl+NFIX 
K2tK3.1 
KY=KP+NFL 
GO T0(210~220~230r240~250~260~250,260~2S0~260~ 

1330,340,35O),J-"---.'--'-.--' 
. . . _ ._. ..-._.... - - . ..---..--- .-- 

,210 NDATA(K11+NSUR(NLINE) 
NDATA(Kl+l)=NSYHZ~NLINE~ 
NDATA(Kl+2)tNSYHY(NLINE~ 
NOATA~K~)=NGEOPV(NLINE) 
DAtA(K3l=XO(NLINE) -_..- .-_ ,_. . 
DATA(K3+l)=YO(NLINE) ‘-’ : 

DATA~K3+2)=ZO~NLINE~ 
DATA(K3+3)=COSGfNLINE) 
DATA(KY~=SING~NLINEl 
GO TO 32 

220 LINE=0 -- .____-.__-_-.- -- . . .- -.. -- 4.'_- .-....---- --.-._- a 
00 930 N=l,HTOT 
NBrNOT(Ml 
DO 920 IQ=lrNO 
IF(IO.Lt.NQ.OR .NB(flB.LT.l) GO TO 222 
IF(NLI~~.LE.(NRP~NTE)) GO To 930 
LINE=NLINE 
NT680 

.oO 4 HTESTzleflTOT 
IF(NB(HtEST)aGE~l~ NTB=NTB+l 
IF~NTB.EQ.~NLINE~NRP+NTf~~tl=MTEST 
IF(NT6.ECt.~NLINC-NRP+NT~~~60 TO 224 

4 jZONTINUE 
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Cont’d For Program FLUTT 

- 222 LINE=LINC+l 
IF(LINE.kE.NLINE) GO TO 920 

2.24 PELX(M)=(SAFT_(M)-.SFOR(.M))/NQT(M) 
DELS(M)=SOUT(M)aSIN(M) 
ITYPE=J-I 
GO T0(420~430~440~450~460~450*460~450~460~ 

1450~~60t530~540t55O)tITYPE 
230 GO TO 220 
240 GO J-0 ,260 
250 GO TO 220 
260 NLINEzNHP-NTE+NLINE 

GO TL) 220 
330 GO TO 950. 
340 GO TO 950 
350. GQ TO 220 
420 NDATA(Kl)=LIhE 

NDATAjK2)=NSURFjM) 
OATA(K3)=SFOR(M)+(r75+ (IQ-l))*DELX(M) 
DATA(y4)=SIN(Ml+DELS~M)*.5 
GO TO 32 

430 GO JO 450 
49,~ GO TO 460 
450 NljATA (Kl 1 =LINE 

XF=SFoR(l’l)+DELX(M)*r25 
DATA(K3)=XF+(IQ-l)*DELX(M) 
DATA(K~+~)=DATA(K~)+DELX(M) 
DATAIK~+2)=SXN(M). 
OATA(K4)=SOUT(M) 
IF(I~,.5~,~~Q.AND.FJB~M~,.LE.l~ GO TO 452 
GO TO 453 

452 DO 6 MT=l,tMTOT 
IF(SIN(PT).LT.DATA(K4).A~lD.SOUT(flT).GT.DATA(K3+2~ 

j.AIJD.MT.GT,M) GO ?D 5 
GO TO 6 

5 DATA(K3+1 )=SFOR(MT)+(SAFT(MT)-SFOR(MT))/oQTO*41 
GO TO 453 

6 CONTINUE 
453 GO TO 32 
460 NDATArKl)=LINE 

NDATA(K2)=iNB(M) 
DATA(&3)=SAFT(Ml-DELX(!l)*.75 
DATA(K3tl)=DATA(K3)tDELX(M)*NDATA(K2) 
DATA(K3t%)=SIN(M) 
DATA(K4)=SOUT(M) 
NLINE=NLINE-NRP+NTE 
GO TO 32 

530 GO TO 950 
540 GO TO 950 
550 GO TO 450 

32 IF(NPD.NE.0) WRITE(6r107) J q(NDATA(K)tK=KlvK21 
107 FORMAT(3X*714) 
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Cont’d for Program FLUTT 

IF(NPD.NE;OI WRITE(6r109) J ,(DATA(K),K=K3,K4) 
lo? FORMATt2X113t5Fl3.8,! 
800 FORMAT(lXvI2r2013) 
810 FORMAT(lX~I2r4X~I3t6FlO.5~ ___..., - .,_..--_,_ - .---- - --.. -. ..-._-.- 

GO TO 940 
920 CONTIriUE 
930 ~Ci>liiIfiltiE 
940 CONTINUE 
-950 CON7 INUE 

RETURN -..__. ._________ --- ._-_--- _.^.. I-- . 
END 

SUBROUTINE DHEAD(NPD) 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )rRH(lO)rFRA(lO) 
COMPLEX A (6130 1 
EQuIVALENCE(NDATAvDATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 )~A~NRP~RMIFRA,DERSIOC~ALSOISQ,SQAL 

3S DO 5 J=62*800 
5 NDATA(J)=O 

ND1=6 
ND2=7 
DO 50 J=lr15 
NAUD=NDATA(4*J-3) 
NFIX=NDhTA(4*J-2) 
NFL=NDATA(4*J-1) 
NL=NDATA(4*J) 
IF(NL.EO.0) GO TO-50 
NDl=NDl+l 
ND2=ND2+1 
DO 40 NLINE=ltNL 
Kl=NADD+(NFIX+NFL)*(NLINE-1) 
K3=Kl+NFIX 
K2=K3-1 
K4=K2+rJFL 
READ(Sr8001 ICIITI(NDATA(K)~K=K~(K~) 
IF(IC.EQ.(NDl 1.AND.IT.EQ.J) GO TO 37 
WdITE(6r108) JtIT 

1OB FORMAT(~X*TYPE*,I~Q*CARD OUT OF ORDER READ FIXED*tI3) 
GO TO 999 

37 IF(NPD..NE.O) WRITE(br800) ICIITI(NDATA(K)~K=K~,K~) 
REAU(Sr810) ICIITI(DATA(K)~K=K~~K~~ 
DERS=DATA(K4)-DATA(K3+2) 
IF(IC.EQ.(NU2 1.AND.IT.EQ.J) GO TO 38 
WRITE(6rllO) JwIT 

ll~.FDRtlAT(lX*TYPE*~I3~*CARD OUT OF ORDER RLAD FLOAT*tI3) 
GO TO'999 

38 IF(NPD.NE.0) WRTTE(6,810) IC,IT,(DATA(K1~K=K3cK4) 
40 CONTINUE 

NDl=NDl+l 
ND2=ND2+1 
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Cont’d 

50 CONTINUE. 
800 FORMAT (lX*I2t2013) 
610 F~ORMAT(1X~I2t4X~I3~6FlO~5~ 
999 CONT 1NUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBRO(jTX.I\I~. WMAT (,NMOD,E~.flT,OT~ NADDW 9 NTOTW 1 
DIMENSION DATA(800 19 NSUR~14)~SIN~l4)rSOUT(l4~~XROto 
DIMENSfO.tJ RM(101,FRA(lO)v,H(84),ALPHt84) 
COMPLEX A(61301 
EQUIVALE~fCE(NDATA~DATA) 
COMMON/HLUCKA/NDATA(800 )eAtNRP,RMqFRAtDERStOCtALSatSQAL 
DO. 5 $=)rNTOTW 

5 A(NADCW+J)=(Ol 
NMOMTrNMODE*MTOT 
ND=0 
DO 23, Il=ltNMOMTt6 
12=11+5 
IF ( I.2..GT9!JMDflT) IP=NMOMT 
READ(5,810) ICtNC~(H(li~I=IlrI2) 
WHITE(6!810) 1CvNCrJ.H (1)*1=11~12~ 
ND=ND+l 

23 fF(IC.NE.23.OR.NC.e~E.ND~ STOP 
PJD=O 

-DO 24. IlFlrNMOMTt6 
12=11+5 
IF(I2.GT.NMOMT) IZ??NMOMT 
RLAO(StR10) ICINC*(ALPH(I~~I=I~~I~) 
WRlTEf6~6101 IC~NCI(ALPH(I).,I=I~,I~) 
ND=ND+l 

24 IF(IC,NE.24.OR.NC~NE.NDJ STOP 
Nu=u 
DO 25,Il=l,NMOMT~6 
12=11+5 
~F(12.GT.NMOMT)I2=NMOMT 
READ(St810) ICtNC~~XROT(I)rI=IlcI2) 
WRITE(6r810) IC~N.C~~XR~T~I.)~I~IlrI.2~ 
ND=NU+~ 

25 IF(IC.NE.25.OR..NC.NE.N0) STOP 
ND=0 
DO 26 Il=>,MTOT*6 
12=11+5 
IF(12rGT.MTOT) 12yMTOT 
REW(Sv810) JC,NC~(SIN~I)tI=Il,I2) 
WRITE(6r8,lO) ICqNC,(SIN (111ItI19121 
ND=ND+l 

26 IF~IC.NE.26,OR,NC.l~E,ND) ST,OP 
ND=0 
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0b 27 il=l’MT0~ 6 _-_- _.__. --.. - ..--_ .!-.-A _I_______._.. . -. - ,_ . 
12=11+5 
IF(I2.GT.MTOTJ IP=MTOT 
'4tAUt5,OlOJ ICINC~(SOUT(IJ,I=I~,I~J 
dRITE(6rBlOJ IC~NC~~SOUT(IJ,I'=IliI2) 
ND=ND+l 

27 IF(IC.NE.27.OR.NC.NE.NDJ STOP ‘- : 
REAU(Sr8OOJ IC~(NSUR~l)tI=ltMTOTJ 
WHITE(fie000) I,CI(NSUR(IJ~I~~~MTDTJ ' 
IFIIC.NE.281 STOP 

800 FORflAT(lXtI2r2013J 
810 FOHMAT(1X~I2r4X~I3t6FlO,5J 

DG 4 0 ~ _.___ -. -.. . r~PIODE -.--- F'IDDEy 1 --.--.. ..-. -.. . - . 
DO 40 LIN2=ltNRP 
DO 40 M=lrMTOT 
NADD2=NOATA(SJ+Y*(LIN2-1) 

~I.ELM.S.UR (.M J ..__ e NE .w.NPA1ki N.A.DDZ+l 1.) ..eGQ TO 40 _ 
x= DATA(NADD2+2J 
Sl=DATA (IJADD2+3J 

,’ 

. . .L 

: 

. 

IF(sIrdfri) .GT.Sl rOR.(SOUT(M) .LT.SlJI GO TO 40 
N=MTOT* (PIODE- )+M 
J=IuRP* (KODE-1) +LIN2+NAODW 

_____ ..A (4 J =CMPLX.(-( A.L.PH.INJ.L.~ (H,(.N J + ( X-XR0T.t N J J *ALPH (N J J J 
40 COIUTINUE 

999. COrJT INUE 
RETURN 
ENU 

--.___.. __ ___ ._. .._._ __-_ - __--..___._ _ ._. ._ . .._. _ ,, 

5 

10 
8.10 

SUBROUTINE WREAD(NMODETNADDW~NTOTWJ 
COMPLEX A(6130J 
DIMENSION DATAf800 J,RM(lOJ,FRA(lOJ 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATA,DATAJ 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 J,A,NRPIRM~FRA~DERS,OC,ALSQ~SQAL 
DO 5 J=l,NTOTW 
A(NADDW+JJ=(OJ 
J=NRP*NMODE+NADDW 
ND=0 
IW=NADDW+l 
DO 10 Il=IW,Jtb 
12=11+2 .: ,. 
IF(I2.GT.J) 12=J 
READ~St81OJ IC~NC~(A(IJ,I=IltI2J 
WRITE(6r8lO~ICtNC~(A~IJ~I=IlrI2) 
ND=ND+l 
IF(IC.NE.23,OR.NC.NE.NDJ STOP I_ ‘. : 
CONTINUE 
FORflAT~lX~I2t4X,13t6~10.5J _.i 
RETURN 
END 

,. . . 
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SUBROUTINE ACALC 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )tRM(lO),FRA(lO)tNVECT(S)tVECT(5) 
REAL NKLvNLKtNKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(613O)eAK,AA 
EQUIVALENCEtNDATAtOATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NOATA(800 ),A~NRP~RM~FRAIDERS,OC,ALSQ,SOAL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/XKOL~SKOLILSY~,NPLANE~&~NKL 

COMMON/BLOCKC/NVECTtVECT 
ALSQ=l.O-RM(N)*RM(N) 
SQAL=SQRT(ABS(ALSQ)) 
OC=RM(N)*FRA(N) 
NLl=NDATAt4) 
NL2=NOATA(8) 
DO 900 LINlK=lqNLl 
NADDlK=NDATA(l)+S*(LINlK-1) 
NSURK=NOATA(NADDlK) 
XOK=DATA(NADDlK+4) 
YOK=DATA(NADDlK+S) 
ZOK=DATA(NADDlK+6) 
COSGK=OATA(NADDlK+7) 
SINGK=DATA(NAODlK+8) 
DO 900 LIN2K=lqNL2 
NAD02=NDATA(S)+Y*(LIN2Kll) 
IF (NDATA(NAD02+l),NE.NSURK) GO TO 900 
K=NDATA(NAD02) 
XK=OATA(NADD2+2) 
SK=DATAfNADD2+3) 
00 898 LINlL=l 9 NL1 
NADDlL=NDATA(11+9*~LINlL-11 
NSURL=NOATA~NAODlL) 
NSYMZ=NDATA(NAODlL+1) 
NSYMY=NOATA(NAODlL+2) 
NGEOM=NDATA(NADDlL+3) 
XOL=DATA(NADDlL+4) 
YOL=DATA(NADDlL+S) 
ZOL=DATAtNADDlL+6) 
COSGL=DAfA(WAODlL+t) 
SINGL=DATA(NAOCJlL+B) 
DO 897 MSYM=1,4 
GO TO (105t110t115~120~rMSYM 

105 KSYMZ=KSYMY=LSYMZ=LSYMY=l 
GO TO 130 

110 IF(NSYMZ.NE.0) GO TO 111 
MSYtl=3 
GO TO 897 

111 KSYMZ=-1 
LSYMZ=NSYMZ 
GO TO 130 

115 IFtNSYMY.EQ.0) GO TO 898 
116 KSYMY=-1 

LSYMY=NSYMY 
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60 TO 130 
120 KSYMZ=LSYHZ=~ 

GO TO 116 
130 LSYM=LSYMY*LSYMZ*KSYMZ 

NPLANE=KsYMZ*KSYMY 
IF(NSURL.NE.NSURK)NPLANE=O 
IF~~ABS~SINGL~~~l~KSYMZ~+ABS~COSGL~*~l~KSY~Y~~.NE.O~ 

lNPLANE=O 
XKOL=XK+XOK-XOL 
DELZ=ZOK*KSYMY-ZOL 
DELY=YOK*KSYMZ-YOL 
T1KL=COsGK*COsGL*KsYMZ+sINGK*SINGL*KSy~y 
SKOL=DELZ*SINGL+DELY*COSGL+SK*TlKL 

.SINGKL=SINGKaXOSGL*KSYMY-COSGK*SINGL*KSYf'lZ 
NKL=DELZ*COSGL-DELY*SINGL+SK*SINGKL 
00 897 LIN2LzlrNL2 
NABD2=NDATA(5)+4*(LIN2L-l) 
IF(NDAtA(NADD2+1).NE.NSURL~ GO TO 897 
L=NDATA (NADD2 1 
XL=DATA(NADD2+2) 
SLzDATA(NADD2+31 
IF (NPLANE.NE.0) GO TO 153 
NLK=-sL*SINGKL~DELZ*COSGK*KSYMZ+DELY+SINGK*KSYMY 
NKLNLKtNKL*NLK . 

153 DO 897 NTYPE=3elS 
CALL TEsT(NTyPE.LqNL,NADDJI 
IFtNL.EQ.0) GO TO 897 
IF(NDATA(NACIDJ)~NE~L~ Go To 897 
JTYPE=NTYPE-2 
GO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1~350)rtJTYPE 
330 CALL ACON3(TlKLaAA ,NKLNLK.AK,XL,SL,L.K(NADDJ) 

GO TO 896 
240 CALL ACON4(TlKLgAA ~NKLNLK~AK~XLISLILIK,NADDJ) 

GO TO 896 
250 CALL ACONs(TlKLtAA ~NKLNLKIAK~XLISLILIKINADOJ) 

GO TO 896 
260 CALL ACON6tTlKLqAA ,NKLNLK,AK,XL,SL.L.K(NAODJ~ 

GO TO 896 
270 CALL ACONI(TlKLtAA ~NKLNLK,AKIXL,SL,LIK,NA~~~) 

GO TO 896 
280 CALL ACONB(TlKL,AA tNKLNLKtAKtXL,SL,L*KtNADDJ) 

GO -TO 896 
290 CALL AeLK 

GO TO 897 
300 CALL ABLKlO 

GO TO 897 
310 CALL ACONll (TlKLtAA ,NKLNLKvAK,XLtSL,LvKtNADDJ) 

GO TO 896 
.320 CALL ACON12. (TlKLtAA rNKLNLK,AK,XL,SL,L~K,NADOJ) 
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GO TO 896 
330 CALL ABLK13 

GO TO 897 
340 CALL ABLKl4 

GO TO 897 
350 CALL ACON ITlKL.rAA ~NKLNLK~AK~XL*SL~LIK~.NADDJ~ 
896 CONTINUE 

NADD=(L+(K-l)*(NRP+l)) 
A(NADD)=A(NADD)+AA 

897 CONTINUE 
898 CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ACONS (TlKLtAA wNKLNLKIAKIXLVSLIL,K(NADDJ) 
DIMENSION DATA{800 ~,RM~10~tFRA~l0)tVECTotNVECT(51 
REAL NKLqNLKqNKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(61301qAKtAA 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATAIDATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800~ ),AtNRPvRMtFRAtDERStOCtALSgtSgAL 
COMMON/~~LOCK~/XKOL~SKOL,LSYM~NPLANE,N,NKL 

COMMON/BLOCKC/NVECTtVECT 
R(X,S)=(XKOL-X)**2+ALSQ*O**2+NKL**21 
AA=0 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ)rEQ.L1 GO TO 100 
GO TO 894 

100 XFOR=VECTtl) 
XFORW=XFOR 
XLSTAR=XL 
XAFT=VECTt21 . 
SIN=VECTt31 
SOUT=VECTt41 
ALP=~(XAFT-XFOR~*(SOUTISIN))/12r56637l 
DELX=O 
NBOXES=l 
GO TO 267 
ENTRY ACON 
AA=0 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ1.EQ.L) GO TO 200 
GO TO 894 

200 NBDXES=NVECT(2) 
XFOHW=VECTI2) 
XAFTW=VECT(3) 
DELX=(XAFTW=XFORW1/NBOXES 
XFOR=XFOHW-DELX 
XLSTAR=XFORW-.S*DELX 
XAFT=XFORW 
SINzVECT(4) 
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SOUT=VECT(SJ 
ALP=DELX*(SOUT-SINJ112.566371 

267 DO 894 NBDX=ltNBOXES 
XFOR=XFOR+DELX 
XLSTAR=XLSTAR+DELX 
XAFT=XAFT+DELX 
RKLSQ=R(XLSTAReSL) 
RKL=SQRT(RKLSQJ 
RKLCU=RKLSQ*RKL 
IF(NPLANEeNE.0) GO.TO 440 
IF(L.EQ,KJ GO TO 450 
AK=-ALSQ*ALP/RKLCU 
GO TO 450 

_ 440 AK=FUNK(XAFT~SOUTJ-FUNK(XAFT~SINJ-FUNK(XFOR~SOUT)+FUNK 
l(XFORvSIN1 

AK=AK*(1,/12r566371J 
450 IF(OC,NE.OJ AK=AK*~l+~O.tl.J*OC*RKL/ALSQ) 

AK=AK*TlKL 
IF(L,EQ,KJ GO TO 500 
IF(NPLANE.EQ.0) AK=AK+NKLNLK*ALP*(-3,*ALSQae2/RKLSQ 

l-3.*(O.tl.J*OC*ALSQ/~KL+OC**2J/RKLCU 
500 AK=AK*LSYn 

IF (OC.EQ.0) GO TO 495 
XFUN=FHA(NI*(XL-XLSTAR+(RM(N)**~/ALSQJ~(XKOL.XLSTA(~~- 

1 (HM(N)/ALSQJ*RKLJ 
AK=AK*CEXP((O.,l.J*XFUNJ 

4’35 AA=AA+AK 
894 CONT IrJUE 

RETURN 
ENu 

SUBROUTINE ACON (TlKLtAA ~NKLNLK~AKIXL,SL~LIK~NADDJ). 
DIMENSION DATA(800 J,RM~lOJrFRA(lOJtVECT(5J~NVECTO 
REAL NKLINLKINKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(6130J,AK,AA 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATA~DATAJ 
COi’lflON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 J,A~NRPtRM*FRA,DERSeOC,ACSQtSQAL 
COM~ON/BLOCK~~/XKOL,SKOL,LSYH~NPLANE,NINKL. 

CO#MON/RLOCKC/NVECTtVECT 
R(X,SJt(XKOL-XJ**2tALSQ*(~SKOL~SJ**2+NKL**2) 
AAzo 
IF(NDATA(NADDJJ.EQ.LJ GO TO 100 
GO TO 894 

100. XFDR=VECT ( 1 J 
XFORW=XFOR 
XLSTAR=XL 
XAFT=VECTt2J 
SIN=VECT(3J 
SOUT=VECT(4J 
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ALP=f(XAFT-XFOR)*ISOUT-SIN))/l2,566371 
DELX=D 
NHOXES=l 
GO 70 267 
ENTRY ACONB 
AA=0 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ).EQ.L).GO TO 200 
GO TO 894 

200 NBOXEStNVECT(2) 
XFORW=VECl(2) 
XAFTW=VECT(3) 
DELX=(XAFTW-XFORW)/NBOXES 
XFOR=XFORW-DELX 
XLSTAH=XFORW-,S*DELX 
XAFT=XFORW 
SINzVECT(4) 
SOUT=VECTiS) 
ALP=DELX*(SOUT-SIN)/l2.56?371 

267 DO 894 NB-OX=l*NBOXES 
.XFOR=XFOR+DELX 
XLSTAR=XLSTAR+DELX 
XAFT=XAFT+DELX 
RKLSQ=R(XLSTARtSL) 
RKL=SQHT(RKLSQ) 
RKLCU=RKLSQ*RKL 
IF(NPLANE.NE.0) GO TO 420 
AK=- ALSQ*ALP/RKLCU 
AK%-OC*ALP/RKLSQ 

AKz(AK+IO.,l.)*AKU)*TlKL~NKLNLK*ALP*(-3.*ALSQ**2/RKLSO 
1 -3.*(o.tl.)*OC*ALSQ/RKL+OC**2)/RKLCU 

420 IF(NPLANE.EQ.0) GO TO 425 
IF(NPLANE.NE.0) AK=FUNK(XAFT*SOUT)-FUNKiXAFl’qSIN)-FUNK 

l(XFOR,SOUT)+FUNK(XFORtSIN) 
AK=AK*(lr/12.566371) 
AKU=FUNKU(XAFT~SOUT)-FUNKU(XAFTwSIN)-FUNKU(%FORtSOUT) 

l+FUNKU(XFOHtSIN) 
AKU=AKU*(OC*RH(N)/(l2.56637l*SQAL)) 
AKU=AKU+(OC/ALSQ)*(RM(N)*(XLSTAR-XKOL)+RKL)*AK 
AK=~AK+(O.~lr)*AKU)*TlKL 

425 XFUN=FRA(N)*(XL-XLSTAR+(R~(N)**~/ALSO)*(XKOL-XLS~AR)- 
1 (RM(N)/ALSQ)*RKL) 

~~=~~~~~YM*CEXP"O.'l.)* XFUN) 

894 COiTIIdUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ACONlltTlKLtAA tNKLNLKvAKtXLtSLwLuK,NAD03) 
DIMENSION DATA(800 ~,RM~lO)~FRA~lO,,NVECT(S)rVECT~5~ 
REAL NKLtNLKvNKLNLK 
COMPLEX At6130,rAKwAA 
EQUIVALENCEtNDATAtDATA, 
COflMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 ,~AINRP~RM~FRAIDERS,OC,ALSQ~SBAL 

.COt!MON/BLOCKB/XKOLrSKOL,LSYH~NPLANE~N~NKL 
COMMON/BLOCKC/NVECTtVECT 

R(XtS,=(XKOL-X,**2+ALSQ*((SKOL-S,**2+NKL**2, 
AA=0 
IF(NDATAiNADDJ,,EQ.L, GO TO 100 
GO TO 094 

.lOO .XFOR=VECTtll 
XFOHW=XFOR 
XLSTAR=XL 
XAFT=VECT(2, 
SIN=VECT(31 
SOUT=VECT(4) 
ALP=(tXAFT-XFOR,.*(SOUT-SIN1)/12.566371 
DELX=U 
NIdOXES=l 
GO TO 267 
ENTRY ACONlP 
AA=0 
IFtNDATA(NADDJ,rEO.L, GO TO 200 
GO TO 894 

200 NBOXES=NVECTt2) 
XFORW=VECT(21 
XAFTW=VECT[3) 
DELX=(XAFTW-XFORW)/NBOXES 
XFuR=XFORW-DELX 
XLSTAH=XFORW-,S*DELX 
XAFT=XFORW 
SIN=VECT(Y) 
SOUT=VECT(S, 
ALP=DELX*(SOUT-SIN1/12.566371 

.267. DO 894 NBOX=lv NBOXES 
XFOR=XFOR+DELX 
XLSTAR=XLSTAR+DELX 
XAFT=XAFT+DELX 
RKLSQ=RotLSTAR,SL, 
RKL=SQRT(RKLSQ) 
RKLCUtRKLSQ*RKL 
AK=(lr/12e56637,* (FUNKtXAFTtSOUT,.FUNK(XAFT,SIN1-FUNK 

l(XFOH,SOUT,+FUNK(XFOR,SfN), 
AKU=-(FUNKU(XAFT,SOUT)-FUNKU(XAFttSIN)-FUNKU(XFOR~SOUT, 

l;;;N~;U$FORtSIN1,*IFRA~N1/~12.56637l*SQAL1~ 
(RKL*RM(N,+XLSTAR-XKOL,*AK*(FRAo/ALSQ, 

AK=fAK+~Od.,*AKU,*TlKL 
IFfNPLANEeNE.0, GO TO 425 
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IF(L,EQ,K) GO TO.425 
AK= AK +NKLNLK*ALP*(-b,*ALSQ**2/RKLSQ 

1 -3,*(O.tl.1*OC*ALSQ/RKL+OC**2J/RKLCU 
425 XFUN=FRA(NJ*(XL-XLSTA~+(Rno**2/ALSQ) 

l*(XKOL-XLSTARJ-(RN(NJ/ALSQ)*RKL). 
~~=~~f~~YM*CEXP((O,tIr)* XFUNJ 

894 COiTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FUNK(X,S) 
REAL NKLvNLKtNKLNLK 
DIMENSION DATA~8OO.J,RM(10),FRA(lOJ,NVECT~5~rVECT(5J 
COMPLEX A(6130J 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATAtDATAJ 
COHMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 JrAtNRPvRMvFRA,DERStOCqALSOqSQAL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/XKOL,SKOL,LSVM,NPLANE~N~NKL 
R(XtSJ=(XKOL-X)**2+ALSQ*((SKOL-SJ**2+NKL**2J 
IF(NPLANE.NE.0) GO TO 10 
IF(ABS(NKL/DERSJ,GTr~OOOlJ GO TO 5 
GO TO 10 

5 FUNK=(1,/NKL~*ATAN2(NKL*SQRT(R~X~SJJ~((XKOL~X~*~SKOL~S~J~ 
RETURN 

10 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS((XKOL-XJ/DERS)eLl.*OOOl) GO TO 20 
IF(ABS((SKOL-SJ/DERS1~LT..OOOlJ GO TO 20 
FUNK=SQRT(R(XvS))/((XKOL,X)*(SKOLIS)) 
GO TO 30 

20 FUNK=0 
30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FUNKUtXvSJ. 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )~RM(lOJtFRA(lOJ~NVECT(5J~VECT(S] 
COMPLEX A(61301 
EQUIVALENCE~NDATAIDATA) 
REAL NKLqNLK,NKLNLK 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 J,AtNRPtRMeFRAtDERS,OC,ALSQ,SQAL 
COMMON/BLOCKR/XKOL~SKOL~LSYfl~NPLANE~N~NKL 
R(X~S~=(XKOL-XJ**2+ALSQ*((SKOL-SJ**2+NKL*~2J 
IF(ABS(NKL/DERS).GT,.OOOl1 GO TO 10 
IF(RM(Nj.GT.1.1 GO TO 10 
IF(~ABSf(XKOL-X~/DEHSJ~LT..OOOlJ.AND.~SKOL.LE,SJ~GOTO2~ 

10 IF(RW(NJ.GTrlr1 GO TO 12 
FUNKU=ALOG~SQAL*.(SKOLIS)+SQRTIH(X~S1~, 
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GO TO 30 
12 IF(((XKOL-X)/DERS~rLT..OOOl) GO TO 20 

FUNKU=ASIN((SKOL-S)*SQAL/(XKOL-Xl) 
GO TO 30 

20 FUNKU=O 
3p CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CMATR~N~,NTOTW~NADOWTNMODE~~NMODE~~~~TE~~P~ 
lNSIZEl,NSIZE2~NCSIZE~NADDCtNPPtNADDW2rNADDW3,NADDUF~ 

DIMENSION DATA(800 )~RM(10)~FRA~10)tNVECT(5~,VECT(5~ 
REAL NKL,NLK-NKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(6130ltCK 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATAIDATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 )~A~NRP~RMIFRA~DERS~OC~ALSQ~SQAL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/XKoL.SKOLILSYM,NPLANE,N,NKL 

COMflON/BLOCKC/NVECTvVECT 
WRITE(6tll5) 

115 FORMAT(lX//lX+PART b-DERIVE CMATRIX*//) 
NLl=NDATAt41 
NL2=NDATA(8) 
IF (NMODE2.NE.0) GO TO 80 
DO A5 J=lrNSIZEl 

85 A(NADDW2+J)=A(NADDW+J) 
80 DO 90 J=ltNSIZE2 
30 A(NADDW3+J)=CMPLX(REAL(A(NADDW2+J))~FRA(N)*AIMAG~A 

l(NADDW2+J) 11 
DO 95 J=ltNSIZE2 

95 A(NADDWFtJ)=(O,,O,) 
CALL INVER(A,NRP) 
DO 200 MODEzlrNTEMP 
DO 200 LM=lvNRP 
DO 200 KM=l,NRP 
Jl=Nl*(LM-l)+KM 
J2=NRP*(MODE-lJ+KM 
33=NRP*(MODE-l)+Ltl 

200 A(NADDWF+J3)=A(NADDWF+J3)+Ao*A(Jl)*A(NADDW3+J2) 
IF(NPP .EQ,O) GO TO 217 
WRITE(6,117) 

117 FORMAT(2X*LISTING OF POTENTIAL DISCONTINUITIES*) 
CALL ALIST(AvNADDWFtNTEMP0 

217 CONTINUE 
DO 219 JzlrNCSIZE 

219 A(NADDC+J)=(O.rO,) 
DO 600 J=ltNTEMP 
DO 600 I=ltNMODEl 
DO 600 L =l,NRP 
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DO 600 NTYPE=b,lS 
CALL TESTtNTYPE,L,NL,NADDJ) 
IF(NL.EQ.0) GO TO 600 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ).NE.LI GO TO 600 
J$=NADDW+NRP*(I-l)+L 
32=NADDWF+NRP*(J=l)+L 
J3=NADDC+NTEMP*(I-l)+J 
DO 335 LIN=l,NL2 
NADD2=NDATA(5)+4*(LIN -11 
IF tNDATA(NADQ2J.EQ.L ) GO TO 355 

335 CONTINUE 
GO TO 600 

355 XL=DATA(NADD2+2J 
NSURF=NDATA(NADD2+1) 
DO 445 LINl=l,NLl 
NADDlL=NDATA(l)+S*(LINl-1) 
NSURL=NDATAINADDlL) 
IF(NSURF.EQ.NSURL) GO TO 455 

445 CONTINUE 
GO TO 600 

455 NGEOM=NDATA(NADDlL+3) 
JTYPE=NTYPE-2 
GO T0(230r240t250t260,270t280,290,300,~~~,3~0~3~0,340, 

135O)rJTYPE 
230 CALLCCONll~JlrJ2,J3,NGEOM,XL,L,NADDJ,CK) 

GO-TO 500 
240 CALLCCON12~Jl,J2,J3,NGEOH,XL.L,NADDJ,CK) 

GO TO 500 
250 CALL CCON5(Jl,J2,J3,NGEOtl,XL,L,NAODJ,CK) 

GO TO 500 
260 CALL CCON6~Jl,J2,J3,NGEOfl,XL,L,NADDJ,CK) 

GO TO 500 
270 GO TO 250 
280 GO TO 260 
290 CALL CBLK9 

GO TO 600 
300 CALL CBLKS 

GO TO 600 
310 CALLCCON1l~Jl,J2,J3,NGEOM,XL,L,NADDJ,CKJ 

GO TO 500 
320 CALLCCON12~JltJ2rJ3rNGEOM,XL,LtNADDJ,CK~ 

GO TO 500 
330 CALL CBLKlb 

GO TO 600 
340 CALL CBLK14 

GO TO 600 
350 CALL CBLK15 

GO TO 600 
500 IF(NDATA(NADDJ).NE.L) Go TO 600 

A(J3j=A(J3)+CK 
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6.00 CONTINUE 
URITE(6t8OO) NtRM(N)tFRA(N) 

GO0 FOHMAT(lX//lX*CMATRIX~FOR N=*115/ 
llX*MACH NO.=*tFS.St* FRA=*tF9.5/) 

CALL ALIST~A,NADDC,NM0DE1tNTEnP) 
999 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

‘SUBROUTINE CCON5~J1t~J2rJ3tNGEOM,XLtLtNADDJtCK) 
DIMENSION DATA(BOO ),RMIlO)tFRA(lO)tVECT(S)tNVECTO 
REAL NKLtNLKeNKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(6130ltCK 
EQuIvALENCE(NDATA~DATA) 
COM~~ON/ELOCKA~NOATA~~OO )~A~NRP~R~~~FRA*DERS~OC~ALSQ~§QAL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/~KOL~SK~L~LSYM~~PLANE~N~NKL 

COMMON/8LOCKC,‘NVECTtVECT 
IF(NDATA~NAODJ).NE.L) GO TO 290 
XFOR=VECT(l) 
XAFT=VECT(2) 
SIN=VECT(31 
SOUTzVECT(4l 
tLP=(XAF?-XFOR)*(SOUT-SIN) 
CK=-(ALP*(REAL(A(J~)~-(O.,~.)*FRA(N~*AI~~AG(A(J~)~)*A~J~)) 

1 *NGEOM 
290 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
ENTRY CCON6 
IF(NOATA(NADOJ),NE, L) GO TO 390 
XFOR=vEC?(2t 
XAFT=VECTi3) 
SIN=VECT(4) 
SOUT=VECTtS) 
NBOXES=NVECT(28 
DX=XFOR-XL 
DELXtDXsbXAFT~MFQR)8~~~~GOXES 
CK= ((SOUT-SfN)*(DX*REAL(A(J1)) 

~+AIMAGIA(J~~~)~A~J~~*CEX~~~~O.~~.~*FRA~N~*DELX~~~NG~OH 
390 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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Appendix A. 

SUBROUTINE CCONll(Jl,J2tJ3rNGEOMtXLtLtNADDJtCK)~ 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )rRM~l0)rFRA(lO)rNVECT(5),VECT~5) 
REAL NKLtNLKtNKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(6130)tCK EQUIVALENCE ( NDATA’l’DATA ) _-. --- .-. ..- . .._. -. . . --._--. .------_--- 

COMflON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 )~A~NRP~RM~FRA~DERS~OC~ALS~,S~AL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/XKOL,SKOLtLSYMtNPLANEtNtNKL 

COMMON/BLOCKC/NVECT,VECT 
fF(NDATA(NADDJ1.NE.L) GO TO 290 
XFOR=VECT(l) XAFT=VECT ( 2) .--. -.---- .-..--.....- .- -..-. _ .- .- 

SIN=VECT(3) 
SOUT=VECT(4) 
CK=~SOUT~SIN~*~~AIHAG~A~Jl~~+~XFOR-XL~*REAL~A~Jl~~~* 

~CEXP~-~O.~~.~*FRA~N~*~~FOR~~L~~-~AIMAG~A~J~~J+~XAFT~XL~ 
2*REAL~A~Jl~~~*CEXP~~~O.tl.~*FRA~N~*~XAFT~XL~~~~A~J2~~NGEO~ 

-290-CONTINUE ._ 
_-.--_- ._-._._...-. - _...-._..-.... _.-- .- .._. _._ _...._._- --..- -__-- 

RETURN 
ENTRY CCONl2 
IFtNDATA(NADDJJ.NE. L) GO TO 390 
XFOR=VECT(2) 
SIN=VECT ( 4 J 

-SOUT=VECT(S) 
._._ ____. ..-_ _ _ _ ̂  

CK~~SOUT-SIN~*~~AIMAG~A(JI))+~XFORIXL)*REAL~A~Jl~~~* 
lNGEOM*CEXP~~(O.tl.)*FRA~N~*~XFOR-XL)~~*A~J2J 

390 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END _-_-.. _ ._ _ - _ _ _ _. ._ _ __ __ 

SUBROUTINE ALIST (AtNADDtNROWStNCOLS) 
COMPLEX A(6130, 
WRITE (6~2011 

-DO-200-‘Jtl ,NROWS’ 
---_--- .._. ---. -.---. 

DO 200 K=l,NCOLS 
IS=NADD+(J-l)*NCOLS+K 
WRITE(6r202) JtKtA(IS) 

201 FORMAT(X*ROW*3X*COL*2X*REAL*l4X*IMAGINARY~~ 
202 FORflA~(X21~~2El8.8~ 
-i00-CONTINUE 

._-_---...- _._ ._..-. -. _. _. _.__. _. _ _.__ 

RETURN 
END 
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Append ix A 

SUBROUTINE TEST(NfYPE.L.NL.NADDJ) 
DIMENSION DATA(800 )rRW(lO~rFRA(lO)rN~ECT~S)~VECT(S~ 
COMPLEX A(61301 
EQUIVALENCEcNDAiAiDAtA) 

--. ._- .- ._,_._ _ ._. _ ..- .-.--.-.---__. _. -.. -- 

COMMON/RLOCKA/NDAfA(8OO ),A~NRP,RM~FRA~DERs~OC.ALSOAL 
COWION/BLOCKC~NVECT,VECT 

NADO=NDATAfO*NTYPE-3) 
NFIX=NDATA(Q*NTYPE-2) 
NFi=NDATA(4*NTYPE-1) -- _______-_ -_- ____.... _ _.. _.. _.. .___._ 
NL=NDATA(4*NTYPE) 
IF(NL.EQ.01 GO -TO 897 
DO 159 LIN=lqNL 
NADDJ=NADD+(LfN-l)*(NFIX+NFL) 
IF(NDATAtNADDJ).NE.L) GO TO 159 
DO 157Jrlv5 -- 
NVECT(J)=O- 

._ _-- -_--_ ..-_ -.-..- . .-.- -.- _. . ..- .._-._ - -- 

157 VECT(Jb=O 
DO 158 J=lrNFIX 

158 NVECTfJ)=NDATA(NADDJ+J-1) 
NFL=NFL+NFIX-1 
DO 156 J=leNFL _ _ ._ _ 

156 JECT(J)=DATA(NADDJ+J) 
GO TO 897 

159 CONTINUE 
597 RETURN 

END 

_. _ _ _ _. ._. _ _ __ 

- 
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Append ix A 

SUBROUTINE INVER fA,Nl 
COMPLEX PIVOTtA(6130) 
Nl=N+l 
DO 1 I=ltN 
DO. 1 J=ltN 

1 ;(:*Nl-Nl+Nt2-J)rA(I*Nl-NltNtl-J) 

1:" 
2 x=1+1 

Jl=Jtl 
ID=0 
NN=O 

3 IF(REAL(A(I*Nl-NltJ1111 5,495 
4 IF(AIMAGtA(I*Nl-NltJ1))) 5t6,5 
5 IF(ID1 be1096 
6 IF(I-N) 8,798 
7 I=0 
8 I=Itl 

NN=NN+l 
IF(N-NN) 20t20,3‘ 

10 IO=J 
DO 101 LA=lrN 

101 A(LA*Ml-NltJ)=(O.tO.) 
A(I*N1-N1tJ~=~lrO~O~0) 
PIVOT=A(I*Nl-Nl+Jlb 
DO 11 M=ltNl 

11 A(I*Nl-NltM)=A(I*Nl-NltH)/PIVOT 
DO 17 LA=ltN 
IF(I-LA)12t12,15 

12 KK=LAtl 
IF(N-KK) 16t13e13 

13 PIVOT=A(KK*Nl-Nl+Jl) 
DO 14 M=l*Nl 

14 A(KK*N1-NltM)=A(KK*Nl-NltH~-PIVOT*A(I*N1-NltH~ 
GO TO 17 

15 PIVOT=A(LA*Nl-NltJl) 
DO 16 M=lrNl 

16 A(LA*N1-N1tM~=A(LA*Nl-NltH~-PIVOT*A(I*N1-NltM~ 
.17 CONTINUE 

18 IFIN-J) 20t2Otl9 
19 J=Jl 

GO TO 2 
20 RETURN 

END 
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APPENDlX B 

; 
/ I 

I 

List of Integral Formulas 

I. dx X 

( ax2 + c) 312=. c&C? 

2. 

3. 
/ 

X dx 
(ax2 + cl312 

4. 
/ && =i 

log cx&+E, a>0 

5. 
/ 

dx I = 
(x2 + b21L2 + a2 b&n 

+an-l bm 

X&T2 

6. 
/ 

c 4 
> , 

b > c 
X 
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100 

200 

267 
500 

277 

APPENDIX C 
Subroutines For Steady Supersonic Calculations 

SUBROUTINE ACON (TlKLqAA,NKLNLK.AKtXLtSLILIKINADDJ) 
DIMENSION DATA( 800),RM(10)rFRA(10)rNVECT(5~~VECT(5~ 
REAL NKL,NLK,NKLNLK 
COMPLEX A(6130)qAKvAA 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATAIDATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA(800 )qAtNRPIR~tFRAtDER~.O~IA~S~e~QAL 
COMMON/BLOCKB/XKOLISKOLILSYMINPLANE~N~NKL 

COMMON/BLOCKC/NVECTtVECT 
R(X,S)=(XKOL-X)**2+ALSQ*((SKOL-S)**2+NKL**21 
AA=0 
AKS=O 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ1.EQ.L) GO TO 100 
GO TO 894 
XFOR=VECT(l) 
XAFT=VECT(2) 
SIN=VECT(3) 
SOUT=VECT(4) 
NBOXES=l 
GO TO 267 
ENTRY ACON 
AA=0 
AKS=O 
IF(NDATA(NADDJ).EQ.L) GO TO 200 
GO TO 894 
NBOXES=NVECT(2) 
XFORzVECT(2) 
XAFT=VECT(3) 
SIN=VECT(4) 
SOUT=VECT(5) 
DO 894 NBOX=lrNBOXES 
IF(XL.GT.XKOL) GO TO 894 
IF(L.EQ.K.AND.SKOL.EQ.SL) GO TO 278 
IF(sL.EQ.sKOL.AND.XKOL.EQ.XAFT) GO TO 279 
AK=(1./12.56637)*‘(FUNS(XAFT,SOUT)-FUNs(XAFT,SIN)-FUNS 

1(XFORtSOUT)tFUNS(XFORISIN)) 
AK=(2.*At$tAKS)*LSYM*TlKL 
GO TO 884 

378 AKS=sQAL/(2.*(XAFT-XFOR)) 
AK=AKS*TlKL*LSYM 
GO TO 884 

279 AKS=-SQAL/(2.*(XAFT-XFOR)) 
GO TO 277 

804 AA=AAtAK 
894 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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Appendix C 

Conttd Subroutines for Steady Supersonic Calculati.ons 

FUNCTION FUNS(XIS) 
REAL NKLINLKINKLNLK 
DIMENSION DATA(8OO )~RM(~O)~FRA(~O),NVECT(~)~VECT(~) 
COMPLEX A( 6130) 
EQUIVALENCE(NDATA~DATA) 
COMMON/BLOCKA/NDATA( ~OO),AINRPIRMIFRAIDERSIOC~ALSQISQALSQ~SQAL 
COWMON/BLOCKB/XKOL,SKOLtLSYMINPLANEtNINKL 
R(X.S)=(XKoL-X)**2+ALSQ*o**2+NKL**21 
IF(NPLANE.NE.O) GO TO lil 
RETURN 

10 COrJTINUE 
IF(ABS((XKOL-X)/DfRS).LT..OOOl) GO TO 20 
IF(ABS((SKOL-S)/DERS).LT..OOOl) GO TO 20 
ARG=R(XIS) 
IF(-SQAL*ABS(S-SKOL).LE.(X-XKOL)) GO’TO 20 
IF(ARC.GT.-.OOOOOl .AND. ARG.LT.0) ARG=& 
FUNS=SQRT(AHG)/((XKOL-X)*(SKOL-S11 
GO TO 30 

20 FUNS=0 
.30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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Modifications in DMATR for Steady Supersonic Calculations: The method for 

breaking up a surface into rectangular elements in the case of steady 

supersonic calculation is slightly different from that used in subsonic case9 

and is shown in Fig. 36. The modifications required in subroutine DMATR 

are as fol lows: 

Subsonic Supersonic 

DATA(lG)=SFOR(M)+(.75+(IQ-I))” DATA(K3)=SFOR(M)+ 
DELX (M) (.50+(IQ-l*DELX(M) 

XF=SFOR(M)+DELX(M)*.25 XF=SFOR(M)+DELX(M)*.50 

DATA(K3)=SAFT(M)-DELX(M)*.75 DATA(K3)=SAFT(M)-DELX(M)*.50 

The DMATR program listed in Appendix A is in the subsonic form. 
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